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Abstract
Superconductivity in a bulk material is generally characterizing by a sharp drop in the
resistance of the sample as a result of formation of a quantum condensate of paired electrons
when the temperature is reduced below the critical temperature. However, superconducting
behaviour changes dramatically with reducing dimensions of the superconducting structure.
Several different behaviours have been reported in this dirty limit such as quantum phase
slips, total suppression of superconductivity and a transition from the superconducting state
to an insulating state.
The question of how small a superconducting object can be before it loses its
superconducting behaviour and what are the mechanisms that determine nanomaterials
different behaviour at low temperatures are of fundamental importance of understanding the
nature of superconductivity at the nanoscale and have the tremendous technological
importance.
Nanocluster films are ideal for addressing these questions, as they provide independent
control of both cluster size and surface coverage and allow the study of local as well as global
suppression of superconductivity. In particular, the percolating properties of the groups of
clusters play vital role in the superconducting behaviour of the film.
In this research clusters were produced in an inert gas aggregation source and deposited in
ultra high vacuum. We present results obtained from the electrical characterization of films of
~ 30 nm diameter Pb nanoclusters deposited on SiN substrates at temperatures 10 K and 300
K; these substrates have pre-fabricated gold electrodes to monitor conductance of the
percolating nanocluster film. A wide range of samples, with normal state resistances from 30
Ω and 5 MΩ, were prepared.
The main focus of the study is on transport measurements for 10 K deposited samples.
For low coverage films (above the percolation threshold) with RN ≳ 1 kΩ, low current V(I)
and R(T) data show clear evidence of phase slips which appear to occur in the narrow 1
dimensional necks between the clusters. However, high coverage samples (with RN < 1 kΩ)
exhibit a Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) transition which is a signature of vortex
unbinding in 2D system. Above critical current, it is found that V ~ (I – IC)a, with a ~ 2.1 ±
0.2. The exponent, a, is independent of temperature and particle coverage which is due to the
underlying percolating nature of the sample.
We have also prepared cluster films with coverage well below the percolation threshold.
In these samples coupling between adjacent cluster groups is in the tunnelling regime and the
films show a superconductor to insulator (SIT) transition. Furthermore, we have shown the
SIT transition can be driven by change in either current or voltage.
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Abbreviations and Symbols
RN

Normal state resistance


GZ

Coefficient of the linear specific heat
Golubev-Zaikin QPS rate

MQT
δF
ϑ
C
∆(T)
∆F(T)
A
a
Ā
 and 
Acovered

Tunnelling rate

aGZ

Numerical constant of the order of unity

bGZ

Numerical constant of the order of unity

AGZ and BGZ

Fitted parameters used for GZQPS fits

Al
AL
aTAPS and bTAPS

Aluminium
Aslamazov-Larkin
Fitted parameters used for Little and LAMH models

Atotal

Total surface area of the crystal

B
b
BGIO and aGIO

Magnetic induction
BKT power law exponent
Numerical constant of the order of unity

Bi
BKT
WL

Bismuth
Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless
Ratio of length of a bridge and effective length of phase slip


c
C*
CS

Magnetic susceptibility
Velocity of light
Constant of approximately 0.05 K/kΩ
Specific heat capacity

d
D
d'
dC

Thickness of a film
Diameter of grain/cluster
Actual thickness of the deposited material
Normal critical thickness

dOnset

Thickness of a film at percolation threshold

e
E

Electric charge
Electric field

Change in free energy barrier
Percolation conductivity exponent
Coulomb barrier energy
Superconducting band gap at T
Energy barrier for a phase slip at temperature T
Cross-sectional area
Percolation exponent for break-down region
Magnetic potential vector
Phenomenological parameters
Total area covered by the material on crystal
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EC

Charging energy

EJ

Josephson junction energy

F
G
G0

Ginzburg-Landau free energy function
Gibbs's free energy
Quantum conductance

Gij

Conductance between group i and j

GL
GN

Ginzburg-Landau free energy
Gibbs's free energy in the normal state

GS

Gibbs's free energy in the superconducting state

GZ
GZQPS
H
H
ħ
0
HC1

Golubev-Zaikin
Golubev-Zaikin quantum phase slip model
Applied magnetic field
Applied magnetic field
Plank constant
Oscillation frequency

HV
I
I0

High vacuum
Current
Current produce due to phase slips

IC

Critical current

IC(0)

Critical current at 0 K

IC(2 K)

Critical current at 2 K

IS

Supercurrent


JS

Phase of the order parameter
Supercurrent density

k
L
l
L/ξ(T)
LAMH
M
m

Mo-Ge
mI and mV

Boltzmann constant
Length of a nanowire
length of nanowire in units of the coherence length
Number of phase slips present along a nanowire
Langer, Ambegaokar, McCumber and Halperin
Magnetization
Mass of an electron
Magnetic permeability
Molybdenum-Germanium
Exponential exponent obtained for SI samples

n
N0

Number of islands
Density of state at the Fermi level

n0

Initial number of islands

Nb
NiN

Niobium
Niobium nitride

Critical magnetic field
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NS

Density of state of superconducting electrons

O0

Oxidation rate

p
Pb
pC

Coverage
Lead
Percolation threshold

PS
QPS
R
'
R(I)
R(T)
R0

Phase slip
Quantum phase slip
Resistance
Ratio of QPS resistance and LAMH resistance
Resistance as a function of current
Resistance as a function of temperature
Resistance at 0 K

Rb

Resistance measured at 2 K

RGIO

Resistance for Giordano model

RGZQPS

Resistance for GZ model

RL

Resistance of wire/neck length L

RLAMH

Resistance for LAMH model

RLittle

Resistance for Little model

N
RQ

Normal state resistivity

RWL

Resistance for a weak link


SEM
Set-A samples

Conductance
Scanning electron microscopy
Samples with two electrode geometry deposited at 10 K, and
measured without filters
Samples with four electrode geometry deposited at 10 K, and
measured without filters
Samples with four electrode geometry deposited at 10 K, and
measured without filters. These are small cluster samples (~ 10 nm).
Samples with four electrode geometry deposited at 300 K, and
measured without filters
Insulating samples
Samples with four electrode geometry deposited at 10 K, and
measured with RF-filters
Effective action of GZQPS

Set-B samples
Set-C samples
Set-D samples
Set-E samples
Set-F samples
SGZ

Quantum resistance of Cooper pairs

SI
SIT
T

0
T0

Superinsulator
Superconductor-insulator transition
Temperature
Relaxation time
Typical time duration of quantum phase slip

TAPS

Thermally activated phase slip

Activation temperature
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TBKT

BKT transition temperature

TC

Critical temperature

TC0

Mean-field transition temperature

GL
UHV
V
V(I)
Va

Time scale in the time dependent GL theory

V0

Barrier height

vF

Fermi velocity

vS

Velocity of superconducting electrons

w
D
x0

Width of a constriction or bridge
Debye frequency



z
ε
ξ(T)
ξP(P)

Macroscopic wave function
Magnitude of macroscopic wave function
Number of the nearest neighbour in a granular/cluster films
Dielectric constant
Superconducting coherence length at T
Percolation correlation length

Ω
ΩPS

Frequency
Phase slip frequency

Ѳ

Flux of the cluster beam

Ultra high vacuum
Voltage
Voltage as a function of current
Attractive potential

Size of quantum phase slip region
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Introduction
Heike Kamerlingh Onnes discovered superconductivity more than 100 years ago.1 The
successful liquefaction of helium has allowed us to study fundamental properties of
superconductors at low temperatures as well as to develop applications in many areas of
technology. Superconductors are already used in many fields: medicine (utilises in Magnetic
Resonance Imaging machines), electronics (to make ultra high performance filters) and even
in transport vehicles (such as trains which can be made to "float" on strong superconducting
magnets, virtually eliminating friction between the train and its tracks). They are used in
research laboratories in ultra-sensitive magnetic detectors based on superconducting quantum
interference devices, in nuclear magnetic resonance, highly sensitive particle detectors
including

the

superconducting

tunnel

junction,

the

transition

edge

sensor

and

superconducting bolometer, and to produce very strong magnetic fields.1,2
Superconductivity is reasonably well understood in bulk materials. However, in the last
few decades, focus has been shifted to 1 and 2 dimensional superconductors. As the
dimensions of the superconducting structure are reduced to the nanometre scale,
superconducting behaviour changes dramatically.2 A distinctive feature observed in the
transport measurements of 1D nanowires is the presence of resistive tails and a finite
resistance at 0 K.12,27 In some studies there is a transition to an insulating state14,28,29.
The appearance of resistance below TC is also observed for quench condensed30 and
granular films6. In granular films broadening of superconducting transition and a transition to
an insulating state are both due to disorder.31,32 Further, the grain size in the film has a
significant effect on the superconductivity in individual grains which in turn can have an
impact on the electrical properties of the whole film.26,33
Percolation theory has proven to be successful for studying systems involving randomly
interconnected networks where the emerging properties depend on the connectivity of the
system.9,34,35 Percolation theory provides significant insight into the behaviour of disordered
systems such as granular films24,34-36, and Josephson junction arrays37,38. Moreover, in 2D
superconducting systems, percolation provides an understanding of the superconductor to
insulator transition in granular thin films24,34,36,39, and the effect of inter-particle connectivity
on system conductivity22,24,35. Percolating thin films allow us to study superconducting
properties of films in terms of local as well as global suppression of superconductivity.
13

1.2 Research outline and thesis structure
1.2.1 Research Outline
Systems with well-defined percolating disorder9,40 can be expected to provide new
insights into many long-standing unresolved issues. These include the question of how the
vortex physics inherent in the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) (Section-2.8) transition
impacts on the origin of the superconductor-insulator transition (SIT),41-43 (Section-2.9.5), the
role of quantum criticality32,44,45 and how phase slips (Section-2.7) control the resistance of
nanowires and disordered thin films13,28,46-48.
With these specific goals, here we explore the effects and the range of novel states which
are observed when random (but controlled) deposition of superconducting lead (Pb)
nanoclusters are used to build systems whose properties vary from fully superconducting to
insulating. We show how the system evolves with the surface coverage p of deposited
nanoclusters, which quantifies the level of disorder, as encoded experimentally in the normal
state resistance of the films (RN). In particular we show that the BKT transition is suppressed
by percolative disorder as RN increases to a critical value ~ 1 kΩ and show that this
suppression occurs when linear conduction pathways appear in the film (see Section-6.3),
reducing the energy for formation of quantum phase slips and generating a finite low
temperature resistance (See Section-5.3 and Section-6.2). We further show that insulating
states emerge in the regime RN > 150 kΩ where groups of particles are separated by tunnel
gaps and these insulating states are suppressed by finite measurement currents (see Section7.2).
1.2.1.1

Sample preparation

Detailed explanation of sample preparation is provided in Chapter 2. Here we briefly
explain the different types of sample used in this research. Pb clusters were deposited
between Gold (Au) electrical contacts. The depositions occurred at 10 K and 300 K in a bath
cryostat connected to the ultra-high vacuum (UHV) compatible nanocluster source.
These prepared samples are categorized into six different sets depending on deposition
conditions, sample geometry and the nature of the samples, as shown in Table 1.1. Set-A and
Set-B samples were deposited on two electrode samples and four electrode samples
respectively, using 25 nm clusters. Set-C samples are small cluster samples for which cluster
size was ~ 10 nm; however only limited data was obtained and so it is not presented in this

14

Samples
Set-A

Deposition
temperature
10 K

Set-B
Set-C

10 K
10 K

Set-D

300 K

Set-E

10 K

Set-F

10 K

Nature of the Remarks
samples
Superconducting
 Two electrodes
 Observed
contact
resistance for RN < 1
kΩ.
Superconducting
 Four electrodes.
Superconducting
 Small cluster samples
 Preliminary data are
not used in the thesis
Superconducting
 Four electrodes.
 High coalescence
 Large islands
Insulating
 Four electrodes.
 RN > 150 kΩ.
Superconducting
 Four electrodes.
 Additional
RF
filtering.

Table 1.1 The table shows summary of sample sets.

thesis. Set-D represents all room temperature deposited samples in which coalescence is
important. Set-E represents samples which show insulating behaviour at low temperatures. To
decrease noise at low temperature measurements we also prepared and measured samples
using low temperature and room temperature RF-filters. These samples are Set-F samples.
Details of filters and deposition procedures are explained in Section-3.3.3.

1.2.2 Thesis structure
Chapter 2 provides the basic properties of superconductivity. This chapter also provides
the theoretical and experimental studies of different phase slip models. At the end of this
section studies on percolation and granular system is discussed.
Chapter 3 introduces details about the sample preparation and the characterization
techniques used in this research. This chapter starts with a description of sample structure.
We continue with a discussion of the deposition techniques and measurement procedures.
Chapter 4 provides a detailed investigation of transport measurements for Pb nanocluster
films measured without filters (Set-A and Set-B samples). We examine the properties
obtained for two electrode and four electrode samples using phase slips models. At the end
we discuss fluctuations present in the normal state of the samples.
15

In Chapter 5, the transport measurements of Pb nanocluster films measured with filters
(Set-F samples) are investigated and interpreted using phase slip models.
Chapter 6 provides a detailed description of current dependent measurements for Pb
nanoclusters films deposited at 10 K. We start with a basic comparison of measurements for
different coverage samples. Then we examine the properties of the films in more detail
focussing on the regions below the critical current and above the critical current. Finally we
discuss the critical current is dependence on coverage and temperature.
In Chapter 7, we compare room temperature deposited Pb nanocluster films (Set-D
samples) with 10 K deposited samples (Set-A and Set-B samples). We also provide a basic
investigation of the superconductor-insulator transition.
Finally, Chapter 8 offers a summary of our findings and some ideas for future work.
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Chapter 2 Literature review
This chapter introduces some of the basic superconductivity concepts such as the
Josephson effect, the thermodynamic state of superconductors, phase slips and macroscopic
quantum tunnelling. This proceeds to several experimental evidences of phase slip models.
Finally, a review of percolation and granular systems is provided.

2.1 Superconductivity
Superconductivity is a phenomenon whereby a material undergoes a phase transition
below some critical temperature TC, with the resistance of the material dropping to zero.
Perfect conductivity and perfect diamagnetism are the two hallmarks of superconductivity.2 A
current can pass through the superconductor with no voltage drop across it. Also, a
superconductor expels an existing magnetic field and does not allow an external magnetic
field to enter when it is cooled down from the normal state to the superconducting state.
Zero resistance is observed below the critical temperature for a bulk superconductor, as
shown in Figure 2.1. As the temperature increases the superconductor returns to the normal
state (RN). In a similar way, by increasing current (or magnetic field) above a certain current
(or magnetic field), a superconductor returns to its normal state. The current (or magnetic
field) at which the superconductor returns to normal is called a critical current (or critical
magnetic field) for the superconductor. Bulk superconductors have zero voltage below the

Figure 2.1 R(T) data for Pb bulk superconductor with TC = 7.2 K.8
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Figure 2.2 The Meissner effect in a superconductor.1

critical current. However, if we reduced the dimensions then the superconductors start
showing a finite resistance below TC and a finite voltage below even the critical current.2,49-51

2.1.1

Meissner effect

Perfect diamagnetism is the hallmark of superconductivity. This effect was first observed
by Meissner and Ochensfeld52. Prior to this discovery, superconductivity had been interpreted
on the basis of perfect conductivity below TC. Meissner and Ochsenfeld observed that the
applied magnetic field above TC would be expelled from a superconductor on cooling below
TC, leading to B = 0 inside the superconductor (as shown in Figure 2.2). Hence, in the
superconducting state
=

( +

)=0
2.1

=−
where H is the applied magnetic field and M is the magnetization. Therefore the susceptibility
for a perfect diamagnet is

=

= −1

2.2

Further, this effect provides the explanation for how superconductors behave in an
applied magnetic field. In a weak applied magnetic field, a superconductor expels all
18

magnetic flux. If we consider a state where a magnetic field is applied to a superconductor at
room temperature and then it is cooled down below TC, the magnetic field would expel out
off it. The fundamental origins of diamagnetism in superconductors and normal metal are
different. In normal metals diamagnetism arises due to the orbital spin of the electrons about
the nuclei of an atom induced electromagnetically by the application of an external field.
However, in superconductors the perfect diamagnetism arises from the persistent screening
currents which flow to oppose the applied field.

2.1.2

Type-I and type-II superconductors

As discussed in the last section, superconducting materials have the ability to exist in the
normal state or a superconducting state depending on the external magnetic field they
experience. If the magnetic field increases beyond a certain critical value HC or HC1, the
values of which depend on the type of the superconducting materials, the Meissner effect
breaks down (as shown in Figure 2.3) and the superconductor goes to the normal state. TypeI superconductors are superconducting materials which abruptly transition from the Meissner
state to a full penetration of magnetic flux (i.e. the normal state), at a well-defined critical
field. Aluminium, mercury, tin, lead etc. are examples of type-I superconductors.53 In
contrast, type-II superconductors switch from the Meissner state to state of partial magnetic
flux penetration at an external field strength HC1. It then cross-over to a full flux penetration
state of an external field strength HC2. Nb3Sn, NbTi and all high TC superconductors are the
type-II superconductors.54

Figure 2.3 The comparison of flux penetration behaviour of type I and type II superconductors with
the same thermodynamic critical field HC.2
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One can also distinguish type
type-II and type-II
type II superconductors on the basis of the magnetic
penetration depth ((λ)) and coherence length (ξ).
( . The magnetic penetration depth characterizes
the distance to which a magnetic field penetrates into a superconductor and becomes equal to

1/
1/e times that of the magnetic field at the surface of the superconductor.55 The coherence
length has to do with the fact that the superconducting electron density cannot change
quickly
quickly,, consequently there is minimum length over which a given change can be made, le
lest
st
it destroys the superconducting state.55 If the ratio is small then the superconductor is type
type-II

superconductor and when the ratio increases roughly beyond one, the superconductor
beco
becomes
mes progressively more type
type-II.

2.1.3

Bardeen
Bardeen-Cooper
Cooper Schrieffer theory
Cooper-Schrieffer

The Bardeen
Bardeen-Cooper
Cooper-Schrieffer
Schrieffer (BCS) theory56 succeeded in showing that the formation

of a superfluid condensate of paired electrons is feasible. The theory provides a microscopic
description of superconductivity by providing a ground state of paired electrons, which has
been applied with great success to low TC materials.
Below TC the Coulomb repulsion between electrons at the Fermi surface is screened and a

weak aattraction
ttraction sufficient to bind the pairs together arises due to interactions with vibrations
of the atomic lattice (called phonons). The resulting Cooper pair has zero net momentum and
particle wave functio
function
n was constructed
is comprised of electrons of opposite spins. A many
many-particle
Δ is the energy required
to describe the superconducting state. From this it was shown that 22Δ
(0).
to split a Cooper pair and that the size of a Cooper pair is given by the coherence length, ξ(0).
Gor’kov57 showed that the Ginzburg
Ginzburg-Landau
Section-2.4))
Landau equations (to be discussed in Section

Figure 2.4 A cartoon exhibits the BCS pair mechanism. Conduction electrons experience a
electron-electron
electron repulsion.5
Coulomb attraction with the positive lattice ions that screens the electron
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could be derived from the BCS theory close to TC and was thus able relate the wavefunction
ψ to the superconducting energy gap. Hence a single wavefunction is associated with a
macroscopic number of electrons which condense into the same quantum state forming
Cooper pairs. Hence the superconducting state can be regarded as a macroscopic quantum
state, described by a macroscopic wavefunction of the form

=

2.3

0

Here, ψ0 is the magnitude and ϕ is the phase of the order parameter. The BCS theory
makes a number of quantitative predictions about observables like the critical temperature,
energy gap, magnetic critical field, and specific heat.
2.1.3.1

BCS critical temperature

In zero magnetic field, the BCS theory predicts a transition to a superconducting state for
an attractive interaction described by the attractive potential Va where N0 is the density of
states at the Fermi level and ωD is the Debye frequency at a temperature TC is given by

C

2.1.3.2

= 1.13ℏ

/

D

2.4

BCS energy gap

The zero temperature energy gap for a superconductor is given by

∆(0) = 2ℏ

/

D

2.5

Comparing the above equation with Eq. 2.4 gives a fundamental formula which refers
∆(0) to TC
∆(0) = 1.76

2.6

B C

Also, the BCS theory predicts the temperature dependence of the energy gap for T close
to TC as

∆( )
≈ 1.76 1 −
∆(0)

/

2.7
C
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2.1.3.3

BCS coherence length

The coherence length at zero temperature is given by

( 0) =

ℏ
πΔ(0)

2.8

where vF is the Fermi velocity and Δ(0) is given by Eq. 2.6.
2.1.3.4

BCS critical field

Similar to the energy gap, the BCS theory expressed the critical field in the terms of
temperature as

C(

)
≈1−
C (0)

2.9
C

and close to TC, the BCS theory predicts a linear dependence of the form
C(

)
≈1−
C (0)

2.1.3.5

2.10

C

Specific heat

The BCS theory also predicts the low temperature heat capacity which can be written as

S

= 1.34

C

∆(0)
B

/
∆( )/

2.11

where γ is the coefficient of the linear specific heat. The above equation shows that the
exponential dependence of the specific heat at low temperature gives a direct measure of the
superconducting band gap Δ.

2.2 Josephson junction
In 1962 Josephson58 predicted that when two superconducting electrodes are separated by
a thin insulator layer, due to the small thickness of insulating layer, the wavefunctions of the
22

two electrodes can overlap, allowing a tunnelling of Cooper pairs. This leads to the flow of a
supercurrent through the barrier

S

=

C sin

2.12

Here, IC is the critical current, that is the maximum supercurrent that the junction can support
before switching to the normal state and ϕ is the phase difference between the wavefunctions
of the two electrodes. Further one can derive the rate of change of phase with respect to time
as

̇ =

2
ℏ

2.13

This is known as the AC Josephson relation; frequency ( ̇ ) and voltage (V) are related by the
fundamental ratio 2e/h = 485597 GHz/V.
At zero magnetic field the critical current is given by the Ambegaokar-Baratoff relation59

C

=

∆( )
∆( )
tanh
2 N
2

2.14

In the low temperature limit the above relation reduces to

C

=

∆(0)
2 N

2.15

and the Josephson energy can be simply written as

J

=

ℏ∆(0)
2 N

2.16

2.3 Thermodynamics of the superconducting state
As we pointed out, the superconducting state has a limited stability against application of
a magnetic field.60 Gibbs free energy in the form of a magnetic field H and T can be used to
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derive the relation between the normal state and the superconducting state of a
superconductor. According to thermodynamics equation

=−
T

2.17
=−

This relation applies both in the normal and superconducting state. If the above equation is
integrated from zero to HC at constant T in superconducting state61 then it can be written as

S

=−

S(

, )

2.18

Here, the subscript ‘s’ represents the parameters in the superconducting state. Further, the
above equation can be solved as

S(

,

)−

S(

, 0) =

C(

2

)

2.19

Considering the fact that the two phases coexist in the intermediate state of type I
superconductor, with a field HC in the normal state and zero in the superconducting state, one
can conclude that Gibbs free energy for the superconductor at the normal state is equal to the
superconducting state at critical field. Hence we can write
N(

, 0) =

S(

C)

,

2.20

Therefore, from Eq. 2.19 and Eq. 2.20 we obtain

N(

, 0) −

S(

, 0) =

2

C(

)

2.21
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Clearly from the above relation the change in the Gibbs free energy from the normal state to
the superconducting state is only dependent on the critical magnetic of the superconductor.
This equation is further used to calculate the free energy equation for phase slip models.

2.4 Ginzburg-Landau relation and phase slip
The phenomenological model of superconductivity proposed by Ginzburg and Landau
(GL) in 195062,63, according to the model a spontaneous symmetry breaking occurs at
superconducting transition and the superconducting state emerges, described by the complex
order parameter,

=
where

is the magnitude and

2.22

is the phase of the order parameter. This is the same order

parameter consider to explain the BCS theory (see Section-2.1.3). This order parameter gives
the local density of superconducting electrons,

S

=| | =

, which is non-zero below the

superconducting transition temperature TC. The GL free energy function is

( )=

where

and

∗ ⃗
ℏ
[ | | + | | +
∇ −
2
2
ℏ

+

2.23

8

are phenomenological parameters. Furthermore,

Figure 2.5 (a) The order parameter

depends upon the

( ) which complex is drawn as a function of position. Two

possible configuration are shown, one for an order parameter in the subensemble n = 0 and the other for
n =1. Near A,

( ) makes an excursion round the Argand diagram while

( ) does not. (b) The order

parameter in the form of current carrying state describing the phase slip, where the modulus of the
superconducting order parameter gets supressed and phase unwinds.21
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temperature as,

∝( −

C),

and represents the relative distance to the superconducting

transition point. Here, ⃗ is the magnetic vector potential, and m is effective mass of the
superconducting electron pairs. The parameter

changes sign as the temperature changes

through TC, giving rise to superconductivity below TC. By definition TC is the highest
temperature at which | | ≠ 0, which gives lower free energy than | | = 0. In the absence
of magnetic field, the supercurrent is driven by phase gradients, with a velocity

S

=

ℏ
∇
2

2.24

where m is the mass of an electron. The supercurrent can be written as

S

=

S

=2

S S

=

ℏ

2.25

∇

where A is the cross sectional area of the wire. Due to conservation of current,

∇

=

constant.
The process of the phase slip (PS) was the first introduced by Little in 1967.64 He
recognized that if

 0 then the phase could change from 0 to 2π. This theory was

developed in order to understand the mechanism of supercurrent decay in thin wires. The
argument is based on the assumption that the superconducting order parameter is defined
locally (where the phase slip happens) as well as globally in a thin wire. The local amplitude
of the order parameter is subject to thermal fluctuation. When the order parameter becomes
zero somewhere along the wire due to thermal fluctuations, the order parameter spiral,
suggesting the supercurrent in the wire can unwind, as shown in Figure 2.5 (b). In the graph
shown in Figure 2.5 the complex order parameter

= | ( )|

of a thin wire ring is plotted

as a function of the position x along the ring, with two configuration,
0) and

(with no vortex n =

(with vortex n = 1).

The order parameter
point A while

makes an excursion around zero in the Argand plane near the

does not make such an excursion. The state

corresponds to a phase

difference of 2 along the ring and leads to a nonzero supercurrent. On the other hand
corresponds to zero phase difference and to zero net supercurrent. The transition from

to

constitutes a phase slip event that topologically requires the order parameter curve to
cross the x-axis. Hence, a phase slip event is equivalent to a vortex core passing across the
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Figure 2.6 Free energy potential wells for zero bias voltage and for non-zero bias voltage.

nanowire.21,65 After each phase slip event, the phase difference between the ends of the wire
changes by an integral multiple of 2 .
The applied voltage to the ends of the wire increases the phase difference between the
ends of the wire, and thus tends to increase the supercurrent (as IS  ∇ ). Simultaneously, the
phase slips occurring stochastically at any point along the wire tend to decrease the
supercurrent. In current biased wire, thermal fluctuations below the critical temperature of a
wire trigger phase slip processes, which lead to dissipation in the form of pulses of voltage V,
as given by the Josephson relation 2

/ℏ =

/ . A dynamic non-equilibrium steady state

is reached at a supercurrent value that is linearly dependent on the applied voltage, and leads
to a finite resistance. The energy supplied is dissipated as heat rather than converted into
kinetic energy of the supercurrent.2
Little assumed21,64 an Arrhenius type of equation for R, with a temperature dependent
energy barrier. This energy barrier is determined by the condensation energy required to
locally suppress the order parameter to zero. The minimum energy barrier corresponds to
fluctuations in which the order parameter is suppressed in wire segments with lengths of the
order of coherence length ξ(T). According to the Little model64, the resistance of a nanowire
below TC is given as

=

N exp −

Δ ( )

2.26

B

This equation is based on the Arrehenius law.66 In the above equation, RN is the normal state
resistance of the wire, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and Δ ( ) is the
energy barrier for a phase slip (as explained in section 2.4.1).
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Little assumed that64 each segment of the wire can only exist in one of the two distinct
states; the superconducting state, and the normal state that is found during each phase slip
event. The resistance of the phase slip in this case is equal to RN.
If the Ω0 is the phase fluctuation attempt frequency, and relaxation time of the order
parameter for the same energy scale is given by , then Ω0 = 1/τ. Additionally, the number
of phase slips occurring per second can be written as

Ωps = Ω0 exp

Δ ( )

2.27

B

Also, the time fraction during which each segment of the wire remains in the normal state is
the product of the duration τ and the number of times order parameter reaches zero per
second Ωps.

2.4.1

The free energy barrier for a phase slip

Langer and Ambegaokar (LA) calculated of the energy barrier for phase slips.67 They
used time independent GL theory68,69 and determined value of the minimum free energy
barrier that separates two stationary states of a one dimensional superconductor with a
number of helices that are different by one turn to be

Δ ( )=

8√2 c ( )
3
8

( )

2.28

This result can be understood reasonably by considering the condensation energy of the
minimum volume of the wire that turns normal during a phase slip. The minimum volume
over which the phase slip can occur is ~ ξ (T)A. If one can assume that the diameter of the
wire is of the same order as or smaller than the coherence length ξ(0), the entire cross section
of the wire is normal during a phase slip process. Near TC

( )∝ 1−
C
/

2.29

( )∝ 1−
C

and from Eq. 2.29, Eq. 2.28 can be rewritten as
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/

Δ ( ) = Δ (0) 1 −

2.30
C

where

Δ ( 0) =

8√2 c (0)
3 8

2.31

(0)

From the BCS theory, the coherence length and Ohm’s law ΔF(0) can be rewritten as

Δ ( 0) =

1
√2 ℏ
1.76
3 2
(0)

B C

2.32
= 0.83

Q
N

(0)

where the quantum resistance of Cooper pairs
of the wire is

N

=

B C

Q

= ℏ/2

and the normal state resistance

/ with length of the wire L. From the above equation, Eq. 2.30 can be

written as
/

Δ ( ) = 0.83

Q
N

(0)

B C

2.33

1−
C

2.5 LAMH model of TAPSs
In the Langer Ambegaokar McCumber Halperin (LAMH) theory67,70, the normal state
resistance of the wire is not included explicitly, in contrast to the Little model. In the LAMH
model, the effective resistance is calculated by considering the time evolution of the
superconducting phase. The bias current (IS > 0) in the wire. This makes the free energy
landscape tilted, compared to the zero bias, as shown in Figure 2.6. Due to the tilt in the
potential, the phase slip in one direction is more favourable than the other as the energy
barrier is lower. The amount of free energy lowered or raised for each phase slip is F; this is
the work done by the source during a phase slip event and is given by
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=

2.34

where I is current. Using the Josephson junction relation, the above equation can be rewritten
as

=

ℏ

ℎ
2

=

2

2.35

The events that change the phase by 2 are called phase slips and the events that change the
phase by −2 are called anti-phase slips. If the system wants to overcome these barriers with
a frequency Ω, it can be successfully excited with the probability set by the Boltzmann
factors exp(−∆

±/ B

). The phase of the system can then be lost at a rate

=Ω −Ω
= Ω exp −

− Ω exp −
B

= 2Ω exp −

Now, by considering the Josephson relation (

B

Δ

sinh

/

=2

ℎ
4

2.36

/ℏ) , the resistance can be

derived as

=

=

When ≪ 4

2
ℏ

= 2Ω exp −

Δ

=

ℏΩ
Δ
exp −
e

=

ℎℏΩ
Δ
exp −
4e

sinh

sinh

ℎ
4

ℎ
2.37

4

cosh

ℎ
4

2.38

/ℎ ≅ 13.4 nA/K the hyperbolic cosine is essentially equal to one, the zero-

bias resistance is then written as,
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=

ℏΩ

exp −

Δ

2.39

Comparing Eq. 2.38 and Eq. 2.39, it can be concluded that at a fixed temperature the
differential resistance at all bias currents is the zero bias resistance at that temperature
multiplied by the hyperbolic cosine factor. This form can be used to the explain non-linear
behaviour of V(I) at low bias current.

2.6 Macroscopic quantum tunnelling
The tunnelling of a single particle through an energetically forbidden space is a hallmark
of the quantum mechanics. This concept can be extended to account for a relaxation of the
superconducting order parameter (to state of lower energy) even if there is an energy barrier
high enough from the classical point of view to prevent the relaxation. It has been suggested
that at low temperatures thermal fluctuations are negligible, and phase slips occur via
quantum tunnelling. Suggestions that phase slip in superconducting nanowires can occur via
tunnelling were made in the 1980s.60,61,71 It is possible that just by changing the characteristic
energy scales in the LAMH model of thermally activated phase slips kT thermal → h/∆
(quantum) the rate for quantum phase slips can be obtained.71-75 First the Giordano model7175

, which explains the quantum phase slips (QPSs) phenomenon in a nanowire will be

discussed. This is followed by a discussion the Golubev-Zaikin (GZ) model15,76-78 which
involves the effect of dissipation inside and outside of the phase slip core.
2.6.1.1

Giordano Model for macroscopic quantum tunnelling

Giordano71,72,74 argued that a segment of the wire with length equal to the coherence
length ξ is analogous to a Josephson junction, and the motion of the particle in a Josephson
junction and wire both can be explained by a particle in a tilted washboard potential (as
shown in Figure 2.6). The TAPSs occur when a particle crosses over the energy barrier while
the quantum phase slips (QPSs) happens when the particle tunnel through it. Giordano
considered the motion of a damped particle moving in a tilted washboard potential, and the
particle can be then treated as a simple harmonic oscillator in a well, with a small oscillation
frequency 0. Giordano supported his analysis with findings of Caldeira and Leggett64 who
calculated the tunnelling rate of the order parameter for Josephson junctions. The tunnelling
rate is given as
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2.40
ΓMQT =

GIO

ℎ

exp −

GIO

ℎ

where V0 is the barrier height and BGIO and aGIO are numerical constants of the order of unity.
Here, constant aGIO arises from the uncertainty in distance under the barrier. Giordano argued
that V0 should be identified with ∆F, the free-energy barrier in the LAMH model and
sinceGL is the only time scale in the time dependent GL theory which is given by 8/ [ℏ/
( C − )], 0 can be replaced with 1/GL. Therefore

ΓMQT =

GIO

Δ
exp −
ℎ GL

GIO Δ

GL

ℎ

2.41

Hence, L/ξ(T) which is the number of different places along the wire that phase slips can
occur, can be inserted into an equation for resistance from phase slip rate and written as

MQT

=

GIO

Δ
Δ
exp −
ℎ GL
ℎ

GL

2.42

Comparing this equation with the LAMH equation, one can conclude that apart from
numerical constants, the QPS equation can be obtained from the LAMH equation just by
replacing the energy kBT by 1/GL.
2.6.1.2

Microscopic model of quantum phase slip (GZ model)

The Giordano model is a phenomenological and does not take in to account the role of the
electromagnetic environment during the phase slip process. A phase slip is a highly disruptive
event and it generates a high frequency voltage pulse with frequency ~ ∆/h, here ∆ is the
superconducting band gap. As ∆ is in between 0.1 – 1 meV; thus the frequency is roughly of
the order of a THz. At such high frequencies a superconductor is a dissipative normal metal.
This damping provided by the electromagnetic fields may prevent phase slips from
tunnelling, but was not taken into account rigorously by Giordano’s QPS model.
Golubev and Zaikin (GZ)28,76-78 proposed a theory in which they considered the
condensation energy and dissipation by normal currents in a core region (phase slip region) ~
ξ as well as dissipation outside the core. The theory takes into account non-equilibrium,
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dissipative and electromagnetic effects during QPS events which were left out in Giordano’s
model. The GZ theory predicts that QPS should be observed in short nanowires.
GZ considered QPS rate as

ΓGZ = Ω

GZ

2.43

where SGZ is the effective action. Zaikin calculated77 the prefactor for the QPS rate as

Ω=

GZ
GZ

2.44

where bGZ is a numerical constant of the order of unity. It is interesting to note that the result
for the prefactor is different from the time dependent GL based analysis (i.e., the prefactor is
different from the Giordano model). Eq. 2.43 and Eq. 2.44 give the phase slip rate in the limit
of short nanowires (< 10 µm). The total effective action for a single QPS can be written as

ℎ

=

Q
GZ

2.45

N

where aGZ is a numerical factor of the order of unity. Hence the QPS contribution to the

Figure 2.7 Figure shows a computed plot of ρ′ versus t = T/TC for c = 8, 16, 24, 32and 40, assuming AGIO =
1 and BGIO = 1.
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resistance is

GZ

2.6.1.3

=

GZ
GZ

exp −

2.46

GZ

The crossover temperature

From Eq. 2.33, Eq. 2.39 and Eq. 2.42 the ratio of the quantum and classical (LAMH)
phase slips equations (in terms of temperature) can be written as,

=

(
(

)

⎡
⎤
⎢
⎥
8
=⎢
⎥ exp
)
⎢
⎥
1−
⎣
C ⎦

1−
1−
C

C

−

8

2.47

C

where, c ~ F(0)/kBTC and F(0) is given in Eq. 2.32.
If the temperature is low enough that ρ′ > 1, the quantum contribution exceeds the
classical contribution. This condition is satisfied when the temperature is approximately T <
0.7TC. ρ' has been studied65 for different c with the assumption AGIO = BGIO =1, as shown in
Figure 2.7. The temperature T ~ 0.7 TC is a universal temperature below which the Giordano

Figure 2.8 Normalised resistance of a tin crystal as a function of temperature; the line represents the
LAMH fit.10
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model predicts higher phase slip rate than the TAPS model. As expected the quantum
fluctuation is observed for thin nanowires below ~ 0.7 TC.

2.7 Experimental observation of phase slips
The theoretical explanation of thermal and quantum phase slips were given in section 2.5
and in section 2.6 respectively. Previous research indicates that R(T) behaviour measured at
constant bias current (I << IC) and non-linear V(I) behaviour for I << IC can be solely
explained using the TAPS model or by the QPS models or by the combination of the TAPS
and QPS models.
We begin this section by describing experimental studies where the both voltage at low
current and R(T) curves are explained using only the TAPS models. This subsection is
followed by a discussion of experimental studies of low current V(I) data and R(T)
measurements using the QPS model. Next, the experimental studies of a combination of the
TAPS and QPS models are mentioned. At the last of part of this section the experimental
studies of low current V(I) data are discussed.

2.7.1

Experimental evidence for TAPS

The theoretical explanation and model derivation for TAPS are provided in Section-2.5.
As explained before, the thermal fluctuations are expected close to the TC. This section is

Figure 2.9 R(T) curves for MoGe nanowires. RN of the nanowires are equal to 5.46, 3.62, 2.78, 3.59,
4.29, and 2.39 kΩ and the length of nanowires are 177, 43, 63, 93, 187, and 99 nm respectively.14
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dedicated to those studies in which the transition width and non-zero
no zero resistance at lower
temperatures
temperat
are explained only using the TAPS models.
The TAPS models was experimentally verified by Lukens10 in 1970 and Newbower79 in

1972. They verified the LAMH theory on one
one-dimensional
dimensional tin (Sn) whiskers. The whiskers
were made by applying pr
pressure
essure to Sn cans, and were typically 500 nm in diameter. The

diameters of the whiskers were still smaller than the coherence length, hence these whiskers
can be considered as one
one-dimensional
dimensional superconductors. The excellent agreement between
experimental da
data
ta on Sn whiskers and the LAMH theory is shown in Figure 22.8.. The

agreement between the experimental data and the model confirms that the resistance
behaviour below TC can be explained using the LAMH model.
65,80
The Bezryadin group12,18,20,65
has developed a molecular templating fabrication method

to make metallic nanowires. In this approach a suspended carbon nanotube is coated with a
thin metal film, tthus
hus forming a nanowire. The group has studied the MoGe and Nb
65,80,81
29
nanowires.14,29,65
Bollinger et al.14,29
ultra-short
short MoGe nanowires considering
studied the ultra

2 ). The author used the coherence length and critical
the LAMH model (as shown in Figure 2.9).

temperature as the fitting parameters and showed that the coherence length of the nanowires
increased with decreasing resistance. The LAMH equation was fitted using coherence length
matched that of previous studies80. The
as the fitted parameter, and the obtained fitted value matche
re explained using the
important thing to note in all the discussed papers is that the R(T) aare

TAPS model. Their data did not show the quantum fluctuation (or second slope) at low

Figure 2.10 Resistance versus temperature for MoGe sample with constriction width 13 nm and RN =
kΩ.
1.6 k
Ω. Open circles represent directly measured data for the sample while filled boxes represent the
resistance value determined from V(I)
V ) measured data. Solid line exhibits the fit obtained using the Little
model and dashed line exhibits the fit obtai
obtained
ned using the LAMH model.20
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temperatures.
Superconducting bridges in a superconducting thin film were also studied in the same
group.20 In the study of MoGe thin films, the author claimed that as the widths of the films
were 100 nm the samples behaved like a quasi-one dimensional system. The R(T) curves are
shown in Figure 2.10. The open circles represent the direct low bias transport measurements.
The solid black boxes represent the resistance measured from nonlinear V(I) measurements at
different temperatures (see Section-2.7.4). The solid curve shows a fit obtained using the
Little model equation and the dashed curve represents a fit obtained using LAMH model
equation. The author rewrote the Little model equation for a weak link, and performed the
combined study using the original LAMH model and the modified equation for a weak link.
The equation for a weak link is given as12,20

WL

=

N exp

−0.83

( 0)

1−
N

2.48
C

C

Here w is the width of constriction or bridge and d is the thickness of the film. β measures
the ratio of the phase slip length along the bridge to the effective length of phase slip in a 1D
wire, which is equal to 8√2 (0)/3. The measured R(T) data were fitted using the above

Figure 2.11 Resistance plotted as a function of temperature for nanowires with different diameters.
The dotted lines and the solid lines exhibit the fits obtained using the TAPS model equation and the
GZQPS model equation respectively. 15
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equation; β and TC were used as fitted parameters. The obtained β for a different length of
constriction varies between 0.6 – 2.2.
Most interestingly, one could see that the agreement is over a range eleven orders of
magnitude of resistance. Although both the fits look similar, there is a significant difference
in the fitting parameters. The TC value obtained from the Little model fit was 4.81 K while
from the LAMH model fit was 5.38 K. By the indirect measurement TC was 4.91 K. Also,
according to the mentioned data the thickness of the bridge was thinner than or equal to the
film. Hence one would expect that the critical temperature would be lower than or the same
as the critical temperature of the thin film. Thus, it can be suggested that the Little model is a
more accurate predictor of the critical temperature for the weak link than the LAMH model.
The deviation in the LAMH model fit might be due to the fact that this fit generates zero
value of resistance at the critical temperature. This unphysical artefact occurs since the
LAMH model attempt frequency approaches zero at the critical temperature of the bridge.70

2.7.2

Experimental evidence of QPS

It is predicted that narrow nanowires (with a cross-section area ≲ 100 nm2) made of
superconducting materials cannot achieve a completely superconducting state due to quantum
fluctuations.15,48,82 Unlike thermal fluctuations which are more dominate close to TC, QPS can
destroy the superconductivity at low temperatures which ultimately leads to the a finite
resistance at 0 K. QPS involves as collective movement of many Cooper pairs which enables
the order parameter to tunnel to a different configuration and to convert the energy of superliquid into the electromagnetic radiation and Joule heat. The GZQPS mechanism is
responsible for a breakdown of superconductivity in a 1D channel.15,48,77,78
Zgirski et al.15,48,82 studied ultra-narrow Al wires. The ultra-narrow Al wires were
prepared using e-beam lithography followed by thermal evaporation of Al. Then sputtering
was used to scale down nanowires.15 It was observed that TC changes with the cross-section
area (A).82 Figure 2.11 shows resistance versus temperature for nanowires with a different
cross-sectional area. It is observed that with an effective diameter of A1/2 < 15 nm the R(T)
deviates from the TAPS model67,70 while GZQPS model76 provides a reasonable fit to the
experimental data. The QPS model contribution has a rather weak temperature dependence
far from the critical temperature compared to the TAPS model and the GZQPS model should
produce a finite resistance at T → 0 for sufficiently narrow wires.76 TC, RN, the mean free
path and numerical constant aGZ were used as fitting parameters for the GZQPS model fits.
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Figure 2.12 (a) SEM images of a free nanoporous Si substrate with pore diameter 15 nm and
interspacing 50 nm. (b) Nb nanowires of thickness 3.5 nm deposited a nanoporous Si substrate. (c) R(T)
curves of different nanowire networks with interpores 40 nm and a film thickness is 10 nm. The dashed
line represents TAPS + QPS model fit and solid line represents TAPS model fit. (d) R(T) of different
nanowire networks with interpores 20 nm and thickness of the film is 10 nm (squares) and with interpore
spacing 40 nm and a film thickness is 30 nm. The dotted line represents TAPS model fits and solid line
represents TAPS + QPS model fit.23

The fitted parameters matched with the expected values for Al nanowires. It is possible that
the evolution of the R(T) curves with the diameter/cross-sectional area of the nanowires can
be traced with the GZQPS model. The transition observed for the smaller diameter nanowires
were wider and no reasonable fitting parameters can account for the TAPS models. However,
for thick nanowires (A1/2 > 20 nm) the shape of the R(T) curves qualitatively explained in
terms of wire homogeneity and TAPS models.15,48,82 A similar quantum phase slip effect was
observed in Ti nanowires, in which the superconducting transition was explained using the
GZQPS model.83 Their wires are homogeneous and hence contain no tunnelling barriers.
Therefore, no Coulomb blockade was observed on V(I) characteristics.

2.7.3

Evidence of TAPS and QPS in single system

In the last two sections, we explained that the work on R(T) curves can be explained
either by the TAPS models or by the QPS model. However, this section discusses the
experimental evidence for fluctuations near TC, explained using the TAPS models, and
fluctuations at low temperatures, explained using the QPS models.
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Quantum phase slips and thermal phase slips in a single system have been studied in In
wires72, Pb-In nanowires75, single crystal Sn nanowires84, Al nanowires13 and NbN
nanowires46. Apart from individual nanowires, results obtained from nanoclusters deposited
on porous substrates

23

, Nb nanowires array16 and network of MoGe nanowires onto

nanopores85 are also studied using both the QPS and the TAPS models.
Giordano72,75 was the first who introduced the concept of the QPS model, who claims the
TAPS phenomenon can occur very close to TC while at low temperatures quantum
fluctuations are more prominent. For thinner nanowires with diameter smaller than 28 nm,
two different slopes were observed in R(T) measurements. The Giordano QPS model was
used to explain the experimentally measured R(T) data at low temperatures and the LAMH
model was used to explain the R(T) data near TC.
Cirillo et al.23,86,87 studied the networks of nanowires which they prepared by depositing
clusters on porous substrates [as shown in Figure 2.12 (a)]. Phase slips were observed to
occur in an individual wire. Hence the number of nanowires N was taken into account to
calculate parameters from fitted parameters. As expected, the transition width and
fluctuations near TC in R(T) were explained by the LAMH model and at low temperatures
fluctuation and non-zero resistance at 0 K were explained by considering the GZQPS model

Figure 2.13 (a) SEM image of a 16 nm wide 11 nm high and 33 nm pitch nanowires array. (b) R(T)
plots for 30 nm × 16 nm × 1.3 μm with TAPS + QPS model fits. (c) R(T) plots for 11 nm × 18 nm × 2.4
μm with TAPS + QPS model fits (red) and with the TAPS model fits (green).16
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[as shown in Figure 2.12 (c) and (d)]. However to make the GZQPS model fits worked, bGZ =
2 – 40 and aGZ = 1000 were used yet these constants are supposed to the order of unity. The
estimated average length of nanowires is roughly equal to the value directly measured with
SEM. This analysis suggests that, despite the phase slip models have been derived for an
individual wire, R(T) behaviour for networks can be explained using phase slip models.
Xu et al.16 reported the transport properties of nanowire arrays. The nanowire arrays were
prepared using a superlattice nanowire pattern transfer, which translates the atomic control
over the film thickness of a superlattice into the control over the width and spacing of metal
and superconductor nanowires. The study was performed on the nanowires with crosssectional areas varying from bulk like to 100 nm2 and with length varying from 1 – 100 µm,
as shown in Figure 2.13 (a). A residual resistance was observed for nanowires which were
attached to normal metal contacts while residual resistance was not observed for nanowires
attached to superconductor contacts. For thicker nanowire arrays resistance dropped quickly
at lower temperature, the data explained using the TAPS models. However for thinner
nanowire arrays resistance dropped slowly compared to the thicker nanowire arrays and a
finite resistance at 0 K was observed. This was explained by the QPS model [as shown in
Figure 2.13 (b) and (c)].
In addition to all above discussed papers, phase slips were studied in ultrathin NbN
nanowires which were used in single photon detector46, single crystal tin and bismuth

Figure 2.14 Schematic representation of physical process underlying non-linearity reduction of free
energy barrier with applied current leading to an enhanced activation rate for the QPS (the back dashed
line) or the TAPS (the rate dashed line) models. At the critical current, the potential barrier disappears. 12
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nanowire as a function of diameters of nanowire47,84,88, in Pb nanowires89, quantum
fluctuation in Al nanowire as a function of cross-sectional and length of nanowires15,48,77,78
and quantum phase slips in one dimensional Josephson-junction chains90.

2.7.4

Experimental evidence of phase slips in V(I) measurements

At lower dimensions, a sample is seen to switch abruptly into a finite voltage state as the
current increases from zero. As shown in Figure 2.1491,92, measurements of the current at
which this switching occurs can be used to determine the transition rate of the system out of
the free energy minima. The basic idea can be understood by considering again the
washboard potential. An applied current acts to tilt the washboard and hence reduces the
energy barrier for transitions to states corresponding to smaller currents. If the current
gradually increased, the system becomes absolutely unstable to phase slips at the critical
current. However for currents below IC, the energy barrier is very small, and before one
reaches IC it is possible for a thermal fluctuation or a quantum tunnelling event to carry the
system over or through the reduced energy barrier. Hence this first phase slip events occur
well before IC is reached. If the system is sufficiently underdamped, it will maintain enough
kinetic energy to pass over or through barriers. It will thus move continuously down the
washboard, which corresponds to being in the finite voltage state. Below the critical
temperature the V(I) dependence showed a ~ sinh(I/I0) like behaviour similar to that of the

Figure 2.15 (a) Differential resistance as a function of current at the indicated temperature for a
MoGe nanowire at a fixed magnetic field at 9 T. The solid lines are fits obtained using Eq. 2.49.18
(b) R(T) for the MoGe nanowire measure in the absence of magnetic field as well as at 9 T. Open circles
represent the zero bias current measurements and black squares are the resistance values obtained from
the non-linear part of the dV/dI curves. The inset shows the experimental dependence of the parameter I0
on the temperature, and the solid line in the insets represent the theoretical value of I0.18,24
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TAPS and the GZQPS model. At sufficiently small currents (I << 2I0 ~ 20 nA) one might
expect a linear response.13,20,28,85,93
It has been established by several experiments: ultra-thin MoGe and Nb nanowires18,80,81
as well as Al nanowires13 explained the resistive transition as well as exponential behaviour
at low current bias V(I) measurements. Rogachev et al.18 studied low current V(I) data using
the LAMH model, as shown in Figure 2.15 (a). The V(I) data was fitted using equation

= ( ) cosh

2.49

where R(T) is the zero-bias resistance given by Eq. 2.39, while R(T) is used as a fitted
parameter along with I0

=

4

2.50
ℎ

I0 is a linearly depend on T, and the slope is given as ~ 13 nA (theoretically). Eq. 2.49
suggests that if one considers the full current dependence of the transition rate, then at low
bias the currents voltage is proportional to sinh (I). As I → 0, this factor is proportional to I,
and hence the predicted resistance is independent of I. Both the Little and LAMH model fits
exhibit a good agreement with the measured R(T) data and the estimated R(T) from the V(I)
fits and at low temperatures where the resistance drops rapidly. At low temperatures, the
resistances were estimated by fitting the non-linear portion of the dV/dI curve at different
temperatures [as shown in Figure 2.15 (a)] to the LAMH model [shown by black squares in
Figure 2.15 (b)].
Altomare et al.13 have studied evidence for quantum phase slips in Al nanowires with a
diameter of ~ 5 nm. Nanowire of length 10 and 100 m with 0.45 T and at zero magnetic
field has been studied. V(I) at different temperatures were fitted using the voltage form of Eq.
2.49, which reads

( ) = ( ) sinh

2.51

For thinner wires quantum fluctuations are more dominant than the thermal fluctuations at
lower temperatures. Hence, the energy function kT (in Eq. 2.50) can be replaced by a
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13
quantum form (1/
(1/aGIO)(ħħ/GL).13,72
GL is the Ginzburg-Landau
Ginzburg-Landau
Landau relaxation time 8/ [ℏ// (

C

−

)]. Eq. 2.50 can be written as

=

2

2.52
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In this quantum case, a resistance similar to the Giordano expression72 has been derived on a
microscopic basis by Golubev and Zaikin76 and by Khlebnikov and Pryadko94.
Altomare fitted tthe
he low current bias V(I)) at different temperatures using Eq. 2.51
51 with

R
R(T)) and I0 as the fitted parameter as shown in Figure 2.16 (a) and (b). The estimated R(T))
from the V(I) fits are consistent with the measured R(T
T) data,, as shown in Figure 2.16
16 (e) and

Figure 2.16 V
V(I)) at low bias current and R(T)) for an Al nanowire measured at zero magnetic field
and at 0.65 T.13 (a) and (b) show V(I)
V ) curves at low bias current with the fits (using Eq.2.51)
Eq.
) and V(I)
curves are plotted with an offset for clarity. (c) and (d) are the R(T)) curves after background subtraction

with the phase slip model fits. The LAMH model fits are poor at low temperatures. (e) and (f)
(f) are
are
measure R(T)) data with the resistance values obtained from the V(I)) fits using Eq. 2.49.
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(f). This part of the R(T) curves was in agreement with the Giordano model.
Thus, R(T) data at constant DC current and non-linear voltage at small V(I) currents can
be explain by phase slip models. It has been seen that the non-linear nature of voltage at low
bias currents can be explained by the TAPS model as well as the QPS model depending on
the nature of the R(T) shape and the nature of I0 as a function of T.

2.8 Vortices

and

Berezinskii–Kosterlitz–Thouless

(BKT)

transition
2.8.1

Vortices

As was explained in Section-2.4, phase slips are the result of the superconducting order
parameter going to zero at some point along a superconducting nanowire. For two
dimensional superconductors the phase slip phenomenon is not observed. This mainly
because if the order parameter is zero at some location and a local region of the
superconductor becomes normal, superconducting current can flow around that point such
that the long range superconductivity is still present in the system. However, such points of
suppressed superconductivity do still occur in two-dimensional films and have a noticeable
effect on the overall conductivity.33,95-97
Vortices occur in a superconducting film where the superconductivity is suppressed by a
magnetic flux through the film. They are vortices of current that circles the point where the
magnetic field penetrates the superconductor. As will be described below, the presence of

Figure 2.17 A thermally created vortex-antivortex pair bound together to form a vortex loop of radius
d/2 threading through the superconducting layer.19
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vortices in a superconducting film can give rise to resistance through the movement of the
vortices (called as flux-flow). Even in the absence of external magnetic field a non-zero
resistance can be observed which is caused by a phase transition that can be observed
experimentally.33,98-101

2.8.2

The BKT zero field transition

A magnetic field passing through a two-dimensional superconducting film becomes
quantized into vortices.2 However, it is possible to have vortices without an externally
applied magnetic field; thermal fluctuations can create pairs of vortices in a two-dimensional
superconducting film.95,97
Figure 2.17 shows a thermally created vortex-antivortex pair in a two-dimensional
superconducting film. They manifest as a small self-contained loop of magnetic flux which
circles through the thin film. The vortices have opposite signs due to the opposite directions
of the magnetic field through them. The overall magnetisation of the superconducting film is
unchanged by the presence of the vortex pair.
At zero temperature there are no thermal fluctuations and hence no vortex pairs. With
increasing temperature pairs of vortices are created which are bound tightly together in BKT
phase.95,97,102 At some point of the temperature when the temperature is enough that the
vortex-antivortex pairs start to unbind. A pair of free vortices has more entropy than a pair of
bound vortices because of more multiplicity of states in the film which can be independently
occupied so vortex unbinding is entropically favourable. The vortex-antivortex unbinding can
only occur when the thermal fluctuations in the system exceed the required free energy from
a bound state to free states. This transition is known as the BKT transition. The empirical
form of the BKT transition is95,97

BKT

=

Φ
8

B

2.53
T

where Φ0 is magnetic flux. λT is the penetration depth which is the ratio of the effective
penetration depth to the thickness of the film.
An applied current exerts a Lorentz force on an unbound vortex which results in a flux
flow dissipation. This contributes to the resistance of the film.95 On the other hand, a vortexantivortex pair experiences an equal and opposite force on the two vortices and hence there is
no net Lorentz force. Therefore, the overall resistance is zero. Although vortex-antivortex
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pairs can be dissociated through a combination of thermal fluctuations and the applied

current
current, resistance remains zero below TBKT. Moreover, even at a very small current there are
vortex
vortex-antivortex
antivortex pairs that are broken, meaning that the true critical current of a two
two-dimensional supercon
superconductor
ductor is zero.97 The rate at which the vortex
vortex-antivortex
antivortex pa
pairs
irs
dissociate,
dissociate is proportional to exp(
exp(-U/kBT),
T), where U is inversely proportional to the magnitude

of the current and the separation of the vortex pair. 2,97,101 This suggests that the voltage
increases as



2.54
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Here b decreases as temperature is increased and the BKT transition occurs at b = 3.97,,100,101
Only free vortices are present in a superconducting film above the BKT transition which
gives a linear contri
contribution
bution to the resistance. At
At low currents and for T < TBKT, the density of
free vortices is very low and hence a linear increase or no measureable increase in voltage
auses
occurs at low currents. At higher currents the density of free vortices increases which ccauses

Figure 2.18 Low temperature V(I)) curves for Hg
Xe alloys film on a log
log-log
log plot, for various
Hg-Xe

temperatures. The dashed line with slope of 3 corresponds to TC.
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the power law increase in voltage with increasing current. If the current increases further the
film reaches
reach the normal state and a linear voltage is observed.
A typical example of the presence of the BKT transition in V((I)) curves measured at

various temperatures is shown in Figure 2.18. In the low bias
bias--current
current region, there is a sharp
transition from the power law behaviour to a linear behaviour as the temperature increases

past the BKT transition. As the temperature increases, the value of b decreases. As b = 3 is
crossed, the low
low-current
current region of the curve begins to show a clear change in V(I)) slope to a
linear relation of b = 1.
The BKT trans
transition
ition has been predicted to occur in many two-dimensional
two dimensional systems. The

BKT transitions have been observed in several experiments such as Hg
Hg-Xe
Xe alloy films by
101
Kadin et al.
al 100,101
, in In/InO films by Fiory et al.
al 103, in disordered Josephson junction arrays

al.105
by et al.
al 104 and Al thin films by Herbard et al

2.9 Percolation theory
one-All the theories or experimental results presented so far have modelled either for one
dimensional systems or for two dimensional systems and the models
model fit well to experimental
quasi-one
one-dimensional
dimensional for whiskers,
data measured for such systems (for example, quasi
nanowires, uniform microbridge, quasi
quasi-two--dimensional
dimensional films). However, the samples
studied
d in this thesis are no means simple,
simple, as described in Section-3.6
Section 3.6.. They are networks of
studie
lead clusters which deposited randomly
random on a substrate. Moreover, it is noted that the

individual samples themselves are unique in terms of their exact morphology, their overall
characteristics
aracteristics are well
well-defined.
defined. Systems
System like these are generally described in terms of
ch
percolation theory.

Figure 2.19 An example for percolation on a square lattice, for various different coverages.
coverages 3
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2.9.1

Background for percolation theory

The percolation model can be simplified by imaging the coverage of the network as a
lattice. The concept and analysis of lattice percolation is described in detail by Stauffer and
Aharony3, only important points will be discussed here. Consider an infinite lattice that is
divided into N lattice sites. These sites can be either occupied by a cluster or empty. The
fraction of occupied sites is given by the variable p and the remaining sites is given by the
fraction (1 – p).106 The variable p can be considered as coverage and can have any value from
0 and 1. A connection occurs when two neighbouring sites are both occupied, as shown in
Figure 2.19. As the coverage is slowly increased from p = 0 to p =1 the system moves from
single sites occupied with no connections between the clusters to the larger groups joined
together. Figure 2.19 shows percolation effect on a lattice model at different coverage 0.2,
0.59 and 0.80. As discussed earlier, percolation theory is more about the disorders, and it is
primarily concentrated with the sizes of the conducting networks, as well as their connection
distribution and their coverages.

2.9.2

Properties of percolating system

Percolation deals with the effects of varying the richness of interconnections present in a
random system. The basic idea of percolation is the existence of a sharp transition at which
the long range connectivity of the system appears. This transition occurs abruptly when some
generalized density in this system reaches a critical value is called as the percolation
threshold pc.
Percolation models are very good tool for examining disordered systems. Percolation
theory tells us whether a system is macroscopically connected or not. Moreover, universal
scaling laws near the percolation threshold tell us which aspects of a given phenomenon are
important in determining its macroscopic properties. The first mathematical explanation for a
percolation process was given by Broadbent and Hammersley in 1957.107 The theory has been
validated by numerous experimental results.108 It predicts that a conductive network above
but near percolation threshold exhibits a universal power scaling law for conductivity of the
form

~( −

C)

2.55
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where ϑ is the conductivity exponent and it depends on dimension of the system; the
exponent is equal to 1.33 in two dimensions.109-112 pc is the percolation threshold. For a
square lattice of sites the percolation threshold is given as 0.593113 and for the continuum
model the percolation threshold is given as 0.676114. This rapid conductivity increase is
associated with the formation of the percolating cluster spanning the sample and attachment
of isolated clusters to the percolating cluster which results in a further an increase in the
degree of connectivity within the percolating clusters.
For percolating system in a two dimensional space where the size of the percolating
subunits is much smaller than the overall system size, the system itself can be thought of as
having an intermediate dimensionality between one and two dimensions. Such systems
technically behave like two dimensional system on the scale of entire sample yet the
behaviour of percolating path or critical path is closer to that of a one dimensional system.

2.9.3

Correlation length

The random network is macroscopically homogeneous over a length called correlation
length [ξp(p)]. It is defined as the average distance between two clusters belonging to the
same group.7 Since the number of clusters in the largest group diverges close to pC, the
correlation length also diverges. The system is reasonably uniform at scales much larger than
ξp(p), whereas at length scales smaller than ξp(p), the local geometry is much more important.

Figure 2.20 The ‘noded-links-blobs’ model.7 (a) Nodes separeated by a distance on the order of the
percolation correlation length ξp are connected by links and blobs. (b) Backbone of the inclipient cluster
below pC made of links and blobs. (c) Structure of a blob: points separated by a distance b, such that a << b ≤
ξp where a is the lattice spacing, are connnected by chains of links and blobs in a self similar model.
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Near pC, the correlation length follows a power-law relationship as
~| −

C|

2.56

where γ = 4/3 in two dimensions7.

2.9.4

Nodes, links and blobs

The structure of percolating network can be explained using the node-links-blobs model,
as shown in Figure 2.20.7 Here nodes are junctions in the network, coupled together by wirelike links and multiple blobs connected blobs of clusters. The links joining nodes and blobs
together are defined as the cutting bonds,115 where the removal of the link severs the direct
connection between the blobs and nodes that it was previously joining together. The
important of this view comes into play once the differing influences of links and blobs
become important, with a good example of this being the investigationof the conductivity of
samples. As expected blobs are multiply-connected, thus these large numbers of available
paths leads to a higher conductivity than links. Moreover, high current and heating effect
affects links or cutting bonds more than the blobs. In a network films, one can imagine
cutting bonds are responsible for the one dimensional characteristic in the measured results.

2.9.5

Cluster research at Canterbury University

Canterbury University has a large research group interested in the properties of
nanoclusters and the development of electronic devices using cluster wires and films. The
group has researched the properties of clusters for over fifteen years. Initial experiments were
performed using a high vacuum system. The research studied the crystal structure of
unsupported clusters and thin films on substrates. In subsequent research nanoclusters were
prepared using IGA source thermal evaporator and sputtering techniques.
The effect of inert gas flow rate and deposition rates on the structure of nanoclusters
deposition have been studied in this group.116,117

When clusters are deposited between

electrical electrodes on a substrate, there are two possible states for the conductance of the
system; clusters can either provide a continuous electrical path between electrodes connecting
them, or can be part of a non-continuous network. The transition between these two states
occurs at the percolation threshold. Only when the threshold is reached, an onset for the films
is observed. The detailed analysis of onset of conduction for different materials and different
cluster sizes were performed in previous studies.9,118,119
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Percolating films of clusters have been used to make cluster devices. Electric conductivity
during the onset of conducting during of bismuth, antimony and silver cluster films have been
studied; further electrical measurements have been studied.120 Hydrogen sensors and
ammonia sensors were manufactured and studied using films of clusters.121,122 The cluster
films were exposed to controlled amount of gasses/air and the effect of on conductivity of
samples was studied at different concentrations. The electrical characterization of
bismuth118,123, antimony118, copper119, palladium121, and germanium123 clusters has been
performed and used to form various devices. The effects of oxidation on cluster films have
been studied. Further switching effects as a function of applied voltage and conductivity over
time in Sn films as been studied.124,125
Apart from percolation cluster thin films, clusters were assembled into nanowires using
V-grooves126 or electron-beam resist118 and nanostenciles123. If a V-groove nanowire has
electrical electrodes, it can be electrically characterized; the low resistance wires show Ohmic
behaviour and high resistance wires show non-linear behaviours.
Recently we installed a low temperature cryostat which operates between 1.5 K – 300 K,
so the superconducting properties of cluster films can be studied. In this thesis, the

Figure 2.21 (a) Evolution of the the resistive transition R□(T) for granular Gallium films.17 (b)
Temperature dependence of the sheet resistance R(T) for Bismuth films deposited onto Germanium.24,25
The films are considered to be homogenous.26
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superconducting properties of lead cluster films as a function of the normal state resistance
(coverage) will be discussed.

2.10 Superconductivity in percolating/granular films
The granular or percolating system can be described as an array of Josephson
junctions.6,127,128 The granular or percolating films are composed of superconducting grains
embedded in an insulating matrix. A fully superconducting state has been observed for
sufficiently high thick or high coverage films. These films exhibit the broadening of the
superconducting transition. A re-entrance phenomenon of superconductivity is often observed
in granular system. The resistance starts to decrease with decreasing temperature until a
minimum value is reached after which the resistance increases with decreasing
temperature.6,127-129 One of important feature is the SIT transition. In this section first we
discuss the comparison of granular and homogeneous thin films. Next, we discuss granular
models for the SIT transition and at last a percolation model for the SIT transition is
considered.

2.10.1 Comparison of homogenous and granular thin film
Disordered superconductors can be divided into two groups, granular and homogeneous.
A comparison between homogenous and granular thin film is shown in Figure 2.21.
Experimentally, homogeneous samples are found to exhibit sharp superconducting transitions
and the crossover between insulating to superconducting behaviour seems to occur at a sheet
resistance of 6.5 kΩ.25,130

In contrast to homogeneous thin film, granular films are

characterized by broad trails at low temperatures in resistance R(T). Furthermore, the
transition between the insulator and superconductor phase seems to be much less
universal.6,17,30,128,131-134 The SIT transition in homogeneous thin films occurs by virtue of the
combined effect of the electron interaction and the impurity scattering. This results in an
anomalous increase of the weight of the small momentum transfer component of the
Coulomb interaction in the effective amplitude of the electron-electron interaction in the
Cooper channel.25,31,135,136 On the other hand, the SIT transition in the granular films is
explained using Josephson junction coupling between the grains.6,17,26

2.10.2 Granular model
In granular films,6,127-129 one can imagine two different superconductivities: local
superconductivity of the grains and global superconductivity of the films. To simplify this
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one can relate intergranular interaction with Josephson junctions. When the sample cools
down, each grain of the array becomes separately and independently superconducting at the
same critical temperature TC (approximately equal to the same BCS critical temperature TC in
bulk samples). Therefore, the global superconductivity and the SIT in the granular film is a
result of a competition between the Josephson coupling and phase fluctuations. Below the
critical value of the Josephson coupling energy for which the superconducting bonds become
disconnected, a condition when two neighbouring grains become phase locked can be
determined as137-139
/
C

coth(

J

C J/

)

/

=1

2.57

The above equation can be simplified, and the criterion for the two neighbouring grains to
become phase locked139-143 is
J

≥

+

C

2.58

where z is a parameter of the order of the number of the nearest-neighbouring grains140-143.
The above equation conveniently puts thermal and quantum fluctuations on an equal footing
and clarifies that if EJ is larger than kT + EC, then the phase is locked while in the opposite
case it is not locked.
It is found that, for a granular thin film the temperature dependent sheet resistance R(T),

Figure 2.22 The inverse slope of R(T) curves as function RN.6 The open symbols are the experimental
data, squares are results from various Pb samples, circles are for Sn and triangles are for Pb/Ag samples.
Full symbols are the slopes extracted from the experimental Sn and Pb R(T) data.6,24
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below critical temperature TC in the superconducting region, can be described by an inverse
Arrhenius law as follows6,37,132,144

( )=

exp

2.59

Here T0 is a constant, and it depends on the normal state resistance of the sample and not on
TC. R0 is the resistance at zero temperature.6,26 According to Frydman6, the inverse slope of
lnR versus T curves, i.e., T0 is universal for all samples. It depends on the normal state
resistance and does not depend on the material, the critical temperature, or sample geometry.
Also, the dependence of T0 on RN falls on a plot (as shown in Figure 2.22) having the form of
≈

∗

N

2.60

where C* is a constant of approximately 0.05 K/kΩ.6 This observation indicates that the
behaviour of superconducting tails does not depend on the properties of superconducting
grains but only on the geometrical arrangement of the grains like density, intergrain spacing,
the morphology configuration which determine the tunnelling percolation network and RN, as
shown in Figure 2.22.
Alternatively, the insulating phase that forms in ultrathin films in a close vicinity of the
disorder driven SIT transition is explained using an Arrhenius type equation99,145-149

=

exp

0

2.61

where T0 is the activation temperature which is related to activation energy by EJ0 = kT0.
T0 depend on the coverage and the applied field which is used for SIT transition.
There are several examples in which the SIT transition is modelled using Eq. 2.61 such
as, in magnetic field tuned SIT transition in TiN films145,147, in 2D Josephson junction
arrays148, in Bi films150 and YBCO thin films151.

2.10.3 Percolation model
The temperature dependence of the resistance in granular superconductors has been
studied using a percolation model.152-155 The random resistor network model of percolation
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can be considered as a disordered Josephson junction array and the model can be used to
explain R(T) data. In two dimensional random disordered array of grains, each neighbouring
pair represents a superconducting junction in which transport can be achieved either by
Josephson tunnelling or by quasiparticle tunnelling.139-143 At temperature below TC all the
grains are fully superconducting. Hence, each of two grains are expected to be coupled by the
Josephson coupling energy and using the Ambegaokar-Baratoff formula equation of
Josephson junction energy is written as 26,37,38,156-159,

=

Here,

Q

2

∆( )

tanh(∆( )/2

)

2.62

is the local normal resistance between the grains. The Josephson energy EJ is

related to the Josephson current density JJ by

J

= (ℏ/2 ) J .

The ratio of EJ/kT would determine whether the grains are in phase or not. As temperature
of the granular system is lowered EJ becomes larger than kT in an increasing number of pairs
of grains, which increases the superconducting region that is phase coherent. This leads to a
characteristic “phase-coupled” length which grows with decreasing temperature until
superconducting percolation is achieved. However the model that considers superconducting
binding energy and inverse Arrhenius type equation, does not explain the broad
superconducting transition near TC in percolation films (the TAPS model can be used near TC
region).
Also, according to the model, the overall resistance for granular 2D films is independent
of the size of the superconducting cluster, and the growth of the phase coherent cluster with
decreasing temperature would not change the overall 2D resistance. A flat resistance versus
temperature curve can be observed below the percolation threshold. A sharp superconducting
transition is observed at the percolation threshold. However, the experimental transitions are
broad, which implies that the resistance of the individual junction are temperature dependent.
Thus, the superconducting fluctuations gives a broad temperature dependence in the
Josephson junction resistance rather than a sharp transition at EJ = kT (This argument is very
close to the Little and the LAMH assumption67,70).
The numerical simulations of a granular system using the random disordered array model
show an exponential behaviour. This behaviour matches with the previous experimental
results.24 The critical resistance that separates insulating from superconducting regions
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depends on the distribution of disorder and on the nature of the percolation network of the
current trajectories.3,160
At T > TC, and close to the percolation threshold, if the system is strongly disordered then
the total resistance is determined by the few resistors along the path on the spanning clusters.
Below the critical transition temperature, some of the grains along the path have smaller
resistance than Josephson junction resistance and these will be in the superconducting
state.7,24,36,37,161
2.10.3.1 Effect of percolative disorder on V(I)
The effect of percolative disorder can affect the resistive transition as well as V(I) at finite
temperature. The universal behaviour at pC may be useful for identifying the proximity to the
percolation threshold and can be modelled as diluted Josephson junction arrays. In the
presence of percolative disorder but well above percolation threshold the BKT transition
persists with broad resistive transition, disorder renormalized critical temperature TC (p) and
exponent a (T, p), here p is the fraction superconducting grains.162 However, right at the
percolation threshold162, the temperature transition is expected to vanish but the a divergent
correlation length

~

and thermal critical exponent υT can still be defined at T > 0. One

can expect the increasing in correlation length for T  0 to have important consequence at
finite T is the non-linear behaviour of the V(I) curves.158 The linear resistance RL is expected
to be finite for any T > 0 but crossover to non-linearity can appear for increasing current due
to a finite correlation length with an universal behaviour determined by T = 0. A similar
behaviour is observed in the presence of external magnetic field.163
The correlation length for percolation model ξT has important effect in the non-linear
resistance for decreasing temperature. At any temperature T > 0, the linear resistance given
by7,37,161

= lim
→

2.63

where E is the electric field (= V/L), J is the current density (= I/L) and L is the length of the
array. RL is non-zero since the superconducting correlation length is expected to be thermally
activated.
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The measured non-linear resistance RL from the measured V (I) data, for a small bias
current is linear as function of 1/T. The slope of RL as a function of 1/T gives a value for the
energy barrier, which is also equivalent to Josephson junction energy. Granato et al.37
studied simulated 64 × 64 Josephson junction array at p = 0.50, the observed barrier value to
be is 0.91. Fisher et al.157 suggest a single-junction behaviour which gives an Arrhenius type
behaviour at sufficiently high temperatures156 and this gives a barrier value 2.

2.11 Summary
As mentioned in this chapter number authors have conducted investigations into the
superconducting properties of nanowires15,27,48,65,164-166, granular thin films127,167-170 and
percolating films24,34-36,102,161. In these studies various models have been employed to explain
the properties of the samples such as PS models and BKT transition65,67,76,95,97,171,172. In the
present study of percolating films of Pb, the samples were prepared by evaporative deposition
in a vacuum system using an inert gas aggregation source. Details of the substrate, deposition
system, and discussion of films produced are discussed in the next chapter. The chapter also
contains the detailed information about experimental measurements techniques.
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Chapter 3 Experimental Techniques
This chapter begins with a description of sample structure and sample preparation. This is
followed by a description of the cluster deposition set up which was used to prepare samples.
The deposition procedure and the measurement procedures are described in section 3.3.1.

3.1 Sample structure
This section is dedicated to sample structure and preparation. The samples studied in this
research consist of random percolating networks of Pb nanoclusters deposited between gold
electrodes on a silicon nitride (Si3N4) substrate with dimensions 10 × 10 mm. In this
research, two electrode [Figure 3.1 (a)] and four electrode [Figure 3.1 (b)] samples were used.
Two techniques, shadow masking and photolithography, were used to prepare electrodes. The
percolating film formed in between the electrodes is studied in this research.

3.1.1 Shadow mask
In this section, the two electrode sample preparation is discussed. The two electrode
samples were made using the shadow masking, two gold pads provide electrical connections.
The gold pads are connected to 200 µm wide gold electrodes separated by 100 µm. The
design shown in Figure 3.1 (a) is a standard design which has been previously used in our
group.11,117,173

Figure 3.1 (a) a two electrode sample made using shadow masking, and (b) a four contact sample
made using photolithography.
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Figure 3.2 The physical mask used to make the electrodes on the wafer (to make two electrodes).

The individual 10 mm  10 mm chips were prepared from a Si/Si
Si/Si3N4 wafer. We begin
with a 3” Si wafer with a 200 nm Si3N4 layer deposited on top of the Si base layer. Next the
physical mask shown in Figure 3.2 was placed on the wafer with wires directly against the
wafer to get the sharp gap between the electrodes.
electrodes This whole set up was loaded in
into
to an

Edwards Auto 306 thermal evaporator loaded with NiCr and gold, in order to deposit contact
pads. After mounting the wafer, the evaporator was pumped down overnight to ensure a good
base pressure (< 5 × 10-6 mbar). 5 nm of NiCr was then evaporated onto the surface of the

wafer to form an adhesion layer, followed by 45 nm layer of gold to form the electrodes.

3.1.2 Photolithography
Photolithography was used to make the second set of samples. The new samples have two
pads on each side as shown in Figure 3.1 (b). The same 100 µm × 200 µm gap was

maintained between the electrodes. Photolithography is a process used to fabricate
designed mask
microstructures by using ultra violet (UV) light to transfer patterns from a pre-designed

to a protective film of photoresist which is deposited on top of a Si/Si3N4 wafer. The
photoresist become
becomes dissolvable in the developer after exposure to UV light. Structures with
124
hography.124,174
The process is carried out
sizes down to 1 µm can be fabricated using photolit
photolithography.

in seven steps (a schematic diagram of the process is shown in Figure 33.3).
1. Substrate cleaning
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The substrates were cleaned with a standard cleaning process to remove dust and other
contamination. The substrates first were rinsed in acetone, then methanol was used for
second cleaning. At last the substrates were dried using N2 gas.
2.

Photoresist coating
The next step after cleaning was to coat a substrate with photoresist (AZ1518). A film of
photoresist of thickness 300 ± 10 nm was coated at a speed of 4000 rpm for 45 seconds
using a Laurrels 400 B spinner. The process of spin coating is governed by the centrifugal
force which helps get rid of excess material, making the surface smooth with a final
roughness of ± 10 m.175

3. Pre-baking
The substrates were baked at 100 °C for 20 min in an oven, just after spin coating the
photoresist. This step helps to remove any residual solvent in the film. Then the substrates
were cooled down for 10 min.
4.

Exposure
After baking, the substrates were exposed to ultraviolet light (λ = 348 nm) for 12 seconds,
using an MJB3 mask aligner.

5.

Development
The substrates were dipped in toluene for 60 seconds and then blow dried with nitrogen
gas. This enables the modified top layer of the photoresist to be developed at lower rate
and thus create an undercut, which is desirable in the lift-off process. The exposed region
becomes soluble in a basic developing solution (here AZ315 MIF). The substrates were
kept in the developing solution for 2 – 5 min, and then the substrates were washed with
distilled water and blow dried with nitrogen gas.

6. Deposition
By the end of above steps, a pattern developed on the substrates. The substrates were
taken to an Edwards Auto 306 evaporator for NiCr/Au deposition, as in Section 3.1.1.
7.

Liftoff
After deposition the photoresist was stripped off (along with the unwanted material
deposited on top of it) using acetone. It takes 20 – 30 min to strip off the unwanted
material. Later the substrates were washed with methanol and water and then blown dry
with nitrogen gas.
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Figure 3.3 A schematic of photolithography process.
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3.2 Experimental techniques
This section discusses the experimental techniques used in this research work. In the
beginning, a detailed description of the deposition system used to prepare samples is
provided. Subsequent sections contain information about the analysis equipment and
ttechniques
echniques like scanning and transmission electron microscopy.

3.2.1 Deposition system
Pb clusters were created via an inert gas aggregation source (IGA).117,175 The IGA source
heats metal (in this work Pb) in a vacuum to create atomic vapour and then the vapour is
condensed and aggregated by an inert gas (in this work Ar and a mixture of Ar + He), which
then passes through the nozzle to create a beam of nanoclust
nanoclusters.
ers.173,175 (This results in a gas or
a mixture of gasses and pur
puree metal nanoclusters which condense out from the mixture and are
tens of nanometers in size.) These clusters were then deposited on Si3N4 substrates with
prefabricated Au electrodes.
electrodes. The clusters were deposited at 10 K and 300 K, and resistance
between the Au electrodes was measured during the depositions. The diameter of clusters was

controlled by changing source conditions such as the gas flow rate and the source
173,175
temperature.117,173
The vacuum in the deposition chamber was maintained at around 10-66

Torr during deposition aand
nd also during the measurements to avoid oxidation of the clusters.175

Figure 3.4 A photograph of the experimental set up11.
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Figure 3.5 An IGA source used for making the clusters.

The detailed deposition procedure will be discussed in Section 3.3.1. Figure 3.4 shows a
photograph of the deposition system.
3.2.1.1

Pb cluster source

A photograph and a schematic of the source for Pb are shown in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6
respectively. A boron nitride crucible containing Pb was heated to 780 ̊C in order to get a
beam of clusters. The source is shown assembled and mounted on the flange shown in Figure
3.5 (a). The crucible has a hole at the bottom for the thermocouple. A tungsten wire is wound
around the crucible. The winding of the filament are created so the current in neighbouring
wires travels in opposite directions minimizing the magnetic field produced. A ceramic
insulator encloses the filament and crucible and prevents the electrical shorting between the
filament and heat shields. Slots are cut in the insulator and in the metal shields for the
thermocouple and filament to pass through. A double layer tantalum cage is used to provide
thermal shielding. Finally, the top arrangement is fitted with a tantalum cap having a hole for
the crucible. The hole in the cap has a diameter larger than the crucible. The tight fit between
the crucible and cover sheet prevents the condensed Pb from entering the interior of the
crucible arrangement.
3.2.1.2

Crucible temperature control

A standard temperature controller (DT3 series) was used to control the temperature of the
crucible. Using the thermocouple reading the thermocouple adjusts the voltage across the
filament to change or stabilize the crucible temperature. The heating rate is limited to
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Figure 3.66 A schematic of evaporator inert gas aggregation source

10°C/min
stability
bility ooff the temperature is
10
/min to prevent thermal shock to the crucible and the sta
±1°C.. For a crucible temperature of 780 ᵒC
±1
C the required power is 120 W.

3.2.1.3 Vacuum system
All samples were prepared in a vacuum with pressure ~ 10-6 Torr in the deposition
chamber and ~ 10 mbar in the source chamber
chamber..175 A root
roots pump, rotary pumps and molecular

turbo pumps were used to create a vacuum. An inert gas (or a mixture of two inert gases) was
173,175
flow-meter.
meter.173
The inert gas flow
passed into the source chamber through a MKS 1179A flow

and the crucible temperature were used to control the cluster size, deposition rate and cluster
momentum. In this research, pure Ar (flow 95 sscm) and a mixture of Ar + He (132 + 37

sscm), with crucible temperature 780 °°C
C were used in order to make ~ 30 nm clusters.
Clusters of size ~ 12 nm were prepared using a mixture of Ar + He (45 + 255 sscm) with
cruciblee temperature 760 ̊C. The beam of cluster
crucibl
clusters then passed through a nozzle and skimmer

separating differential pumping stages and finally into the deposition chamber. The specially
disturbing
sturbing the
designed nozzles allow clusters to pass onto the next pumping stage without di

flow.176
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Figure 3.7 A picture for cryostat-I. The figure shows the top view of the cryostat. Sample holders on
the cold finger and a temperature sensor behind the samples used to measure temperature of the sample.

The pumping stages remove the inert gas and drive the clusters towards the deposition
chamber. The source chamber and source backplate were maintained at room temperature by
using water cooling, as shown in Figure 3.6.

3.2.2 Deposition chamber
The deposition chamber has a turbo molecular pump, a cryostat, a translation arm, and a
film thickness monitor (FTM). In this section, both cryostats (Janis research SVT400
Cryostat and Janis research ST400 Cryostat), used for measuring samples, thermometry and
sample holders are discussed.
3.2.2.1

The Cryostats

In this research, the samples mainly were measured using Janis SVT400 cryostat
(hereafter referred to as cryostat-I). Janis ST400 cryostat (cryostat-II) was used to check the
cluster beam spot, and to measure particle size of the clusters. The cryostat-I can be used in
the range 1.5 – 300 K, and cryostat-II can be used in the range 10 – 300 K.
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A photograph of cryostat-I is shown in Figure 3.7. The cryostat contains two reservoirs a
liquid nitrogen reservoir and a liquid helium reservoir which are separated by a vacuum
space. The capacity of the liquid nitrogen reservoir is nearly 10 lt and the capacity of liquid
helium reservoir is nearly 6 lt. This is a bath cryostat which channels liquid helium from the
main reservoir, to the sample chamber which is isolated from helium reservoir. This is done
through a needle valve, located at the top of the helium reservoir, connected to a heat
exchanger or vaporizer at the bottom of the sample tube via a small capillary tube. The needle
valve is usually opened slightly to allow a small flow of liquid helium from helium reservoir
to the sample space. The flowing vapour at 1.5 K is easily obtained with a medium size
mechanical pump. Temperature sensor close to the sample gives a measure of the sample’s
temperature, since both temperature sensor and sample are being cooled by the same flowing
vapour at same location. Thus one can installs a control sensor at the vaporizer and a second
sensor at the sample mount for the precise measurement of the sample’s temperature. Such an
arrangement is handled using Cryo-con 32 temperature controller in our system. The samples
are mounted on the cold finger, as explained in Section-3.2.2.3.
3.2.2.2

Thermometry

Silicon diode thermometers are used in our systems. These thermometers are work in the
range of 1.5 K to 300 K. When activated with a 10 µA constant current, these thermometers
offer a voltage about 1.7 V at low temperatures, and the voltage drops to 0.5 V at room
temperature. Also, the sensitivity of the sensors ranges roughly between 25 mV/K below 20K
to 2.3 mV/K above 70 K. The major advantage of silicon diode sensors is that they are
available in a small copper disk with its leads anchored to that disk. Due to such small size
one can glue or bolt the sensor directly on the cold finger.
3.2.2.3

Sample holder

The cold finger of the cryostat contains two sample holders [as shown in Figure 3.7 (c)]
on which the samples were mounted for depositions and measurements. These sample
holders are made from Macor (macor is good thermal insulator and is stable upto temperature
of 1000 °C with very little thermal expansion or outgassing). Each sample holder has six
contact pins (out of which four pins were used for the measurements) and a centralised 3 mm
diameter circular window that allows clusters to be deposited onto the substrates. The
cryostat is mounted on a linear translator. This enables the sample holders to be positioned in
and out of the cluster beam.
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Figure 3.88 The FTM crystal used to monitor the deposition rate.

3.2.3 Measurement of cluster deposition rate
It was not possible to measure the cluster deposition rate during the deposition, because
the cluster beam was blocked by the sample.
sample. However, the cluster deposition rate was

checked with the FTM crystal before and after a deposition. In most of the prepared samples
the deposition rate was the same both befo
before
re and after the deposition. To get the constant

beam deposition rate, after the system was started the beam was monitored for 15 min at least
(after setting all required conditions) to both allow the beam to stabilize and check that there
were no long-per
long period
iod fluctuations or oscillation in the deposition rate. Figure 3.8 shows the
FTM used to monitor the deposition rate.

The rate measured by the FTM is dependent on the change in mass of the crystal, which
in turn is dependent on the change in volume added material. Hence, the entire area A of the
crystal to thickness d is equivalent to the covered half of the area with dou
double
ble thickness, as d
is inversely proportional to A.. Therefore, the actual thickness of the material deposited d'' can
be calculated as

′=

total
covered

Here, Atotal and Acovered are the total crystal area and covered area on the crystal by the cluster
beam.
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Figure 3.9 Circuit diagram for (a) voltage-biased two point measurements (used during deposition)
and (b) current-biased four point measurements [used for R(T) and V(I) measurements].

3.3 Experimental measurement procedures
In this section, all experimental measurements procedures will be discussed.

3.3.1 Sample deposition
During deposition of the clusters the resistance between the electrodes was measured
using a constant DC bias. Figure 3.9 (a) gives the electronic set up used to monitor samples
during deposition. A Keithley voltage source 6487 was used to provide the constant DC
voltage, and the applied voltage was measured with a Keithley 2000 multimeter. The current
through the sample was measured with a Keithley 6514 electrometer. To protect the samples
from electrostatic effects, all connections were made using the inner core of shielded coaxial
cables, and the outer shield connections were connected to a common ground. Data
acquisitions were performed with LabView software which was connected to the Keithley
boxes and the temperature controller via GPIB.
To deposit a sample, the gate valve between source and deposition chamber was closed to
block the beam, and then the cryostat was lowered down into position, so that the sample to
be deposited on was in the path of the beam. A small (generally 20 mV) potential was applied
across the sample electrodes and resistance was monitored during deposition; the voltage,
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current and resistance of the sample were recorded during the deposition. Deposition was
started by opening the gate valve, and proceeded until and onset of current through the
sample was observed. The deposition continued anywhere from a few seconds to a few
minutes, depending on the desired resistance (coverage) of the sample, after which the gate
valve was closed.

3.3.2 DC measurements
Resistance as a function of temperature [R(T)] were measured between 2 K and 8 K. After
that V(I) data were measured at various temperatures. Figure 3.9 (b) gives the electronic set
up we used to make DC V(I) measurements and DC R(T) measurements. In this
configuration, a Keithley current source was used to apply a bias current and a Keithley
2128A nanovoltmeter measured the potential drop across the samples. All ramps were
measured and recorded using LabView on a computer, connected to the Keithley boxes and
temperature controller via GPIB. While the current source did have capabilities for automated
current ramping and resistance measurements, the control available over the automated

Figure 3.10 A schematic for AC bias R(T) measurements.
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features was limited, and so the current ramping was implemented in code.

3.3.3 AC measurements and filtering
3.3.3.1

AC measurement

Along with DC bias R(T) measurements, AC measurements were performed. Figure 3.10
gives a schematic diagram for AC measurements. An AC current was generated using the DC
output of Stanford SR-830 DSP lock-in amplifier and 2:1 transformer which had a constant
voltage gain between 10 – 40 Hz.
A constant AC current was applied to the sample and voltage was preamplified using a
Stanford SR-560 preamplifier. For all measurements, constant frequency of 17 Hz was used.
The lock-in amplifier acts as a discriminating voltmeter. It measures the amplitude and the
relative phase of an AC signal. A reference signal having the same fundamental frequency as
the desired measured signal and having a fixed phase relationship with it is provided. The
lock-in amplifier acts as though it were a bandpass filter of enormously high Q with its centre
frequency at the desired signal frequency. The output of a lock-in amplifier is a magnified
DC voltage proportional to its synchronous AC input signal.
While measuring the samples we phase the lock-in amplifier at the normal state and then
R(T) was measured at constant phase. The preamplifier was used in DC filter mode with
constant gain of 1000 or 100 (depending on the normal state resistance of the samples) for all
of our measurements. AC measurement improves to increase the voltage signals at low
temperature for a low resistance sample. Like the other measurements, LabView was used to

Figure 3.11 (a) low temperature filter and (b) 1 kHz filter installed outside of cryostat-I.
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record the measured data.
3.3.3.2

Filtering

During this project we became concerned that our devices might be sensitive to external
noise. Therefore, we recently installed RC-filters in our system. Figure 3.11 (a) is a schematic
for the low pass filter we installed close to the sample at low temperature in our system.166
We used a separate filter for each connection coming from the sample. Ceramic resistors
were used for low temperature filters. Figure 3.11 (b) is a schematic for the 1 kHz low pass
filter we installed outside of the cryostat at room temperature to reduce external noise.166,177

3.4 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
Once electrical measurements were finished, the samples were warmed up and then
imaged with a SEM. All films were imaged in a JEOL 7000F Field Emission-SEM. All
samples images were taken in between the gold electrodes. An accelerating voltage of 15 kV,
probe current 7 μA, and working distance ~ 4 mm were found to produce good SEM images.
To standardise the imaging process, all images were taken at 25000 or 100000x.
For 10 K deposited samples we allowed a small amount of air (~ 10 mbar in 250 mm3)
into the cryostat to freeze/oxidize the clusters of the samples prior to warming the samples.
This process allowed us to eliminate coalescence.

3.4.1 Particles size analysis
Most of the samples discussed in this work were prepared using ~ 27 – 30 nm clusters. A
separate low coverage sample (without electrodes) was made with every set of samples to

Figure 3.12 (a) SEM image of low coverage sample deposited for 3 sec. (b) The particle size
distribution for 27 – 30 nm cluster size.
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check cluster size. The low coverage sample was deposited for 3 s.
The low coverage samples were imaged using 15 kV accelerating voltage, 7 μA probe
current and ~ 4 mm working distance. The images were taken at 100000x and 150000x
magnification. Figure 3.12 (a) shows a typical example for a SEM image of a low coverage
sample which was deposited for 3 sec using 0.25 Å/sec deposition rate. Particle size
distribution from more than 30 low coverage samples is shown in Figure 3.12 (b). The
analysis was performed using Image-J software.11,173 This distribution obtained from the
samples deposited at different time but the same deposition conditions. The average cluster
size is in the range 27 – 30 nm.

3.4.2 Morphology of room temperature and 10 K deposited
samples
The morphology of Pb clusters deposited at room temperature, a worm like form is
observed close to the percolation threshold is shown in Figure 3.13 (b). The observed
morphology can be explained by interrupted coalescence model which was developed by Yu
and co-workers.178 According to the model, at a stage of growth when the island radius
reaches a critical size full coalescence does not occur; instead islands coalesce partially to

Figure 3.13 All SEM images were taken at magnification 100000x. (a) SEM image for a room
temperature deposited cluster film (for sample D-3), (b) SEM image for samples deposited at 10 K (for
sample B-10), (c) Islands diameter calculated for room temperature deposited sample and (d) Islands
diameter calculated for 10 K deposited sample.
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form elongated structures with worm like features. As deposition continues, the worm-like
islands grow longer and thicker and ultimately this process leads to the percolation.
However for 10 K deposited samples, the observed clusters were circular and smaller in
size and were denser compared to room temperature deposited samples as illustrated in
Figure 3.13 (c). It is important to note that the changes occurred in the microstructure of
percolating films or islands formations are strongly depend on the substrate temperature.179,180
If the temperature is low enough, it freezes the diffusion or coalescence between the clusters;
also the reevaporation of the clusters is almost zero at such low temperature.9 Hence the
clusters stay where they landed, and give a very high dense cluster film. This situation can be
explained using percolation9 (see Section-2.9).
The estimated average cluster size is ~30 nm which is smaller than the estimated islands
size for the room temperature deposited samples (150 – 200 nm). Therefore the expected
superconducting properties in both the cases are different (are discussed in Chapter 4 –
Chapter 7).

3.5 Source and deposition conditions
The different source and deposition conditions which were used for sample preparations
will be discussed here. For future reference Set-A will be used for two electrodes samples
deposited at 10 K, Set-B will be used for four electrodes samples deposited at 10 K, Set-D
will be used to represent the four electrodes samples deposited at 300 K, Set-F samples are
used for insulating samples deposited at 10 K and Set-F will be used for four electrodes
samples deposited at 10 K and measured after installing low temperature filters and room
temperature filters. The clusters size for Set-A, Set-B, Set-D and Set-F samples was ~ 30 nm.
The crucible temperature for Set-A, Set-B, Set-D, and Set-F samples was 1054 K. For
most of Set-A samples (before 2012-10-17) pure Ar with gas flow 142 sscm was used. After
2012-10-17, a new nozzle was installed to get a better beam spot. A nozzle of length 29.8 mm
and diameter 1.75 mm was replaced with a shorter (20 mm) but wider nozzle (2 mm). To
maintain a similar deposition rate and the same clusters size we started using a mixture of Ar
+ He. Set-B, Set-D, and Set-F samples were prepared using 107 sscm of Ar and 32 sscm of
He, while for Set-C samples 45 sscm of Ar and 245 sscm of He were used.
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3.5.1 Deposition rate as a function of crucible temperature
In this section, the effects of the source/crucible temperature on the deposition rate/
intensity of cluster beam are discussed. Figure 3.14 illustrates the relative effect of the
crucible on the intensity of cluster beam at constant gas flow (Ar = 107 sscm and He = 32
sscm). Below temperature ~ 990 K, cluster production was negligible and no deposition rate
was observed. The deposition rate for the system increases with increase in temperature as
shown in Figure 3.14. It is expected that after a certain temperature the beam intensity
suddenly drops (which is not shown here) to zero; the drop is due to the metal vapour become
so dense that the inert gas is no longer able to cool it effectively.181 We never increased the
source temperature that far as the high deposition rate causes the blockage in the nozzle and
reduces the sources’ life.
In practice, the crucible temperature is the most important parameter to keep properly
adjusted while generating clusters, since the useful temperature range is only about 30 K. A
high deposition rate leads to a very fast onset for a sample and due to fast onset it is nearly
impossible to stop the deposition at required resistance. Also for a very low deposition rate,
very slow onset is expected.
Moreover, there is a chance that with changing the crucible temperature the average
clusters size and clusters distribution would change with the temperature.116 Therefore, to
maintain the consistency in the prepared samples we used the same crucible temperature for

Figure 3.14 Plot shows deposition rate as a function of the crucible temperature at a constant gas flow
(Ar = 107 sscm and He = 32 sscm).
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all samples prepared using ~ 30 nm cluster size. Also we maintained deposition rate in
between 0.02 – 0.03 nm/sec for Set-A, Set-B, Set-D, and Set-F samples.

3.6 Onset data for 300 K and 10 K deposited samples
All depositions were carried at constant bias voltage (20 mV). Figure 3.15 shows the
general evolution of conductance during the deposition of a room temperature deposited
sample. The onset graph plotted in terms of the conductance of the sample in the unit of the
quantum conductance G0 = 2e2/h and time. G0 (= 1/12900 Ω-1) is useful in nanoscale systems
where quantum conductance is relevant, as the conductance of a single quantum channel is

Figure 3.15 (a) Conductance in the units of G0 plotted as a function of time for a room temperature
deposited sample. Inset: to show the change in the conductance when the deposition was started. (b)
Magnified version of (a) close to the onset region.
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Figure 3.16 (a) Conductance in the units of G0 plotted as a function of time for a 10 K deposited
sample. (b) Magnified version of (a) near onset to get a clear view.

G0.182
Set-D samples showed a sharp jump at onset (Figure 3.15), the conductance jumped to
~7.4G0. The rapid onset of conductance is consistent with a high level of coalescence. The
islands formed by the clusters tend to keep isolated while reaching sizes many times greater
than the size of the incident clusters; thus when a pathway does form between islands, the
average cross-sectional area of the path is already very high, so the initial onset conductance
will follow suit. Above pc there was a smooth increase in conductance with time until
deposition stopped and it follows a percolation power law (Eq. 2.55).
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For a few samples, resistance started going up as soon as deposition was stopped and
ultimately broke (was reading infinite resistance); in those cases we redeposited more Pb
clusters to get the required resistance.
The onset time Set-D samples were in between 15 – 18 min. As Set-D samples were
deposited at 300 K and cluster size were the same, coalescence effect was expected to be
same for all sample and hence the morphology of the film. Furthermore, the depositions
conditions were the same; therefore approximately the same onset time and a sharp jump
(first jump to 7.4 G0) were observed for all Set-D samples.
For Set-D samples, due to coalescence it was impossible to stop the deposition at
resistance larger than ~8 kΩ. Hence to reduce the coalescence and make samples more stable,
the remaining set of samples (Set-A, Set-B, Set-E and Set-F samples) were deposited at 10 K.
The deposition at 10 K also provided a freedom to stop deposition well above the percolation
threshold (more than MΩ), as shown in Figure 3.16. A small change in current (ultimately
conductance) observed when the actual deposition started (it was the time when we opened
the gate valve for the deposition), and the conductance of the sample was very low, of the
order of 10-5 G0, until an onset. At the onset the conductance of the system increase rapidly
until the deposition is stopped.
The leakage current for low temperature deposited samples were in the femto-Ampere
range. The 10 K deposited samples exhibited high stability due to the low thermal energy and
negligible coalescence. The clusters stayed where they landed and connections formed
between clusters only where they touched each other’s. The total time required to get an onset
for 10 K (~7 – 10 min) was smaller than at room temperature because there is no coalescence
and so the average thickness of the film at percolation is lower. The morphology of the 10 K
deposited was dramatically different from the room temperature deposited samples (See
Section-3.4.2).
Another interesting thing about low temperature deposited samples was a measurable
tunnelling conductance below percolation threshold. In all 10 K deposited samples tunnelling
conductance was observed below the percolation threshold. The conductance obeys

∝

/

3.1

for all 10 K deposited samples for p  pC with fitted values of γ in the range of 180 – 400; an
example is shown in Figure 3.17. Also similar conductance dependence was observed for
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Figure 3.17 Simulated tunnelling conductivity, with β = 400 (green curve), and experimental data
(blue curve)9 for a 10 K deposited sample with an exponential fit (using Eq. 3.1)) with γ = 358 ± 4. The flat
portion of the experimental curve below p = 0.635 is set by the leakage current.

simulated data using a continuum percolation model.9 The
he simulation
simulations 20 nm particles in
tunnelling region are comparable with experimental results as shown in Figure 3.17.
In conclusion, the room temperature deposited samples show sharp onset and it is

impossible to stop deposition at higher resistance. However, the onset for 10 K deposited
onset
et for
sample was slow and allowed us to stop at required resistance. The total time to get ons

10 K deposited samples were smaller than for room temperature deposited samples;
suggesting that due to no coalescence the average thickness for 10 K deposited samples is
lower. Also for 10 K deposited samples bbelow
elow percolation threshold instead of showing 2D

percolating power law, the both experimental and simulation results are exponential function
of p-1/2.9
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Chapter 4 Transport data analysis of Pb
cluster films measured without filters
4.1 Introduction
R(T) data obtained from Set-A and Set-B samples are discussed in this chapter (except in
Section-4.2). Set-A and Set-B samples were prepared by depositing 30 nm Pb clusters onto
the substrates. Set-A samples have two electrodes and Set-B samples have four electrodes.
Both sets of samples have the same gap of 100 m, and the Pb clusters were deposited in the
gap as discussed in Section-3.1.
The deposition chamber does not operate at UHV pressure, so the small quantity of air in
the system oxidises the samples on a timescale of days. Also, it is observed that the sample
morphology changes over time and with respect to the variation of temperature (large
changes were observed above ~ 15 K) due to coalescence of the clusters. In this work, the
measurements which were taken on the first day are discussed, as first day measurements can
correlate more closely to the deposition conditions and the onset data. For all samples, R(T)
data were measured using a constant DC current bias (0.01 – 1 A) – where V(I) curves are
linear – and at zero magnetic field.
The normal state resistance (RN) is defined as the resistance above the critical temperature
where the sample is in its normal state and generally it is measured at 8 K. The critical

Figure 4.1 An example of measured R(T) at 1 μA for sample A-14 with RN = 1.2 kΩ.
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Figure 4.2 Critical temperature TC plotted as a function of RN (log-linear scale). The dotted line
represents the critical temperature of bulk Pb (TC = 7.2 K). Red, blue and green in the figure represent
Set-A, Set-B and Set-F samples, respectively.

temperature TC is defined as the temperature of the inflection point of the R(T) curve
(inflection point in the curves is defined as the point at which a change is in the direction of
curvature occurs and at which the second derivative has an isolated zero). Also, the base
resistance (Rb) is defined as the resistance measured at the lowest temperature (~ 2 – 2.5 K).
Figure 4.1 shows an example of R(T) data measured using a constant DC current with RN, TC
and Rb as indicated. Also, to find the transition width (∆TC) we calculate the difference
between the temperature at 0.9 RN () and the temperature at which we observed the drastic
change in the slope of transition (#), as discussed in Section-4.2.
It is interesting to note that the prepared samples with RN ≲ 150 kΩ show
superconducting behaviour and samples with RN > 150 kΩ show super-resistive behaviour. In
this chapter our main focus is on superconducting samples.

4.2 Critical temperature analysis
Figure 4.2 shows the critical temperatures TC, measured for Set-A, Set-B and Set-F
samples (which is explained in detailed in Chater-4), as a function of RN. TC values for our
samples vary from 5.5 – 6.5 K and are smaller than the critical temperature of bulk Pb (7.2
K). It is clear that there is no systematic TC dependence on RN. The average cluster size of
these samples was 30 nm, less than the bulk coherence length of Pb. Therefore, a reduction in
the critical temperature is expected. Dynes183 studied Pb granular thin films with grain size 30
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Figure 4.3 Superconducting transition widths, estimated for Set-A (red) and Set-B (blue) samples, are
plotted as a function of normal state resistance.

nm. He observed ~ 10 % reduction in the critical temperature (TC = 6.6 K) and a transition
width that increases with increasing RN.
The transition width (∆TC) shows a RN dependence; ∆TC increases as RN is increased, as
shown in Figure 4.3. Sharifi et al.8 studied the superconducting transition width (for Pb) as a
function of RN for 1D as well as 2D systems (for nanowires and homogenous thin films).
They observed that ∆TC is independent of RN for 2D homogeneous systems. However, for 1D
systems ∆TC depends on the cross-sectional area of the wire, where ∆TC increases as RN is
increased. It has been claimed that the increase in ∆TC with increasing RN is a signature of 1D
system. However, in disordered media such as granular thin films6,38,104,128,130,133,140 and
quench condensed thin films30,157,184, ∆TC increases with increasing RN. For these systems, it
has been claimed that the increase in ∆TC with RN is due to the increasing disorder with
increasing RN, but there is not any particular theoretical model to fit the experimental data
and the main focus of these papers is on the SIT transition and not on the transition width.
Further, in contrast to homogenous thin films8,185, granular6,38,104,128,130,133,140 and quench
condensed30,157,184 thin films have a distinct region at low temperatures where the change in
resistance is small compare to the change in resistance near TC and a finite resistance is
observed at ~ 2 K.
For percolating systems3,36 in a two dimension space where the size of the percolating
clusters size is much smaller than the overall system size, the system can be thought of as
having an intermediate dimensionality between 1 and 2. In such systems, on large individual
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Figure 4.4 Resistance plotted as a function of normalised temperature with critical temperature for
Set-A samples. (a) The scale used here makes easy for us to compare these data with R(T) data of Set-B
and Set-F samples. (b) Magnified version of (a) so that R(T) data for superconducting samples are clearly
visible.

islands would still technically be 2D which on the same scale of the samples the percolating
path ways are closer to 1D. For our samples, ∆TC increases with increasing RN and it is
possible that this is due to the presence of disorders in the system as well as due 1D
characteristics presents in percolating thin films.

4.3 R(T) data for Set-A samples
As discussed in the last section, TC values vary between 5.5 – 6.5 K independently of RN.
Hence, to compare R(T) data for different RN samples, resistance is plotted as a function of
T/TC.
Figure 4.4 shows typical results for Set-A samples where the resistance is plotted as a
function of T/TC. The scale used in Figure 4.4 (a) makes it easy for us to compare these data
with that for Set-B and Set-F samples in later sections (Figure 4.10 and Figure 5.1). From
Figure 4.4, it is clear that the samples with RN ≳ 1 kΩ show two different regions in R(T)
measurements; one region is at near to TC where we observed a drastic change in resistance,
and the other region is at low temperatures where we observed weakly temperature dependent
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resistance tail and there is a finite resistance at ~ 2 K. Samples with RN < 1 kΩ show sharp
transitions compared to samples with RN ≳ 1 kΩ and do not exhibit the second region at low
temperatures below TC.
From Figure 4.4, it is clear that for samples with RN < 1 kΩ, we could not measure
resistance below ~ 3 Ω due to contact resistance. Therefore, we started using four electrode
samples; a comparison between two electrode and four electrode samples is discussed in
Section-4.5.
Even samples with RN ~ 150 kΩ show the superconducting transition. The criteria for the
SIT transition (for nanowire systems and for thin films) that if RN is greater than RQ
(~6.5kΩ), the samples should show insulating/metallic behaviour2,6,15,21,28,48,65,67,70,73,76,185,186.
This does not work for our samples. The literature indicates that the SIT transition at RQ is
not universal in the case of granular and cluster films24,36,37. Even in nanowires29,46, the
superconducting transition was observed for some samples with RN > RQ. We will come back
to this issue in a latter section.

4.4 Comparison of R(T) data obtained from Set-A samples with
phase slip models
As explained in the previous section, a finite transition width for all samples and a
residual resistance for samples with RN ≳ 1 kΩ are observed. The finite transition width and
residual resistance can potentially be explained by phase slip models13,16,21,23,47,65,67,70,7274,76,80,84,86,87,186-189

or by disorder144,157,158,161,190. According to percolation theory3,36, if one

deposits clusters between the electrodes, close to the percolation threshold a conducting path
forms between the electrodes. Near the percolation threshold the probability of forming
parallel conducting paths is low. In percolating thin films, big groups of clusters (islands) are
separated by small necks along the conducting path. The diameters of the necks in our
percolating films should be less than or equal to 30 nm, as the deposited clusters were 30 nm.
Therefore, these neck diameters are expected to be smaller than the bulk coherence length for
Pb (85 nm), so phase slips are possible.13,16,21,23,47,65,67,70,72-74,76,80,84,86,87,186-189 Hence, we
investigate the use of phase slip models to explain experimental data for percolating thin
films.
We consider the TAPS models in the regime near to TC and the QPS models in the low
temperature regime.
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4.4.1 R(T) data analysis using TAPS models
The detailed explanation of the TAPS models is given in Section-1.5. In order to obtain
fitting parameters that have some physical understanding, the TAPS models were expanded
and rearranged to give the equations

Little

LAMH

=

TAPS

=

N exp

−

TAPS

1−

1−

4.1
C

exp −
C

C

C

TAPS

1−

4.2
C

C

Figure 4.5 shows the measured data for Set-A samples with the Little and LAMH fits. The

Figure 4.5 Resistance plotted as a function of T/TC with Little and LAMH fits for Set-A samples. The
Little (dotted lines) and LAMH (dashed lines) fits are obtained using Eq. 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. (a)
Resistance versus T/TC for Set-A samples with Little and LAMH fits. (b) Magnified view for the samples
A-1 and A-2 with RN. (c) Magnified view for the samples A-18, A-19 and A-20 with RN < 1 kΩ, so that
TAPS fits are clearly visible.
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Little (the dotted lines) and LAMH (the dashed lines) fits were obtained using Eq. 4.1 and 4.2
respectively. It is clear that Eq. 4.1 and Eq. 4.2 provide acceptable fits to the experimental
R(T) data.
RN, TC and aTAPS were used as the fitted parameters for the Little fits; furthermore bTAPS,
aTAPS and TC were used as the fitted parameters for the LAMH fits. The Little and LAMH
equations provide acceptable fits to the measured data between 0.95 TC and 0.99 TC (as
shown in Figure 4.5). From the fitted parameters, the length of nanowires in units of the
coherence length [l= L/ξ(0)] and IC(0) for a neck can be calculated. The calculated values of l,
l/RN and IC(0) for Set-A samples are discussed together with those for Set-B samples in
Section-4.7.1.

4.4.2 Low temperature R(T) data analysis using QPS models
For samples with RN > 1 kΩ, at low temperatures the resistance decreases slowly and a
finite resistance is observed at ~ 2 K, which might be explained using the QPS
models.23,28,46,73,76,93
Figure 4.6 exhibits R(T) plots for sample A-5 with RN = 18 kΩ, and the R(T) data fitted
with different forms of GZQPS equation. The blue line represents the GZQPS fit obtained
using the GZQPS equation for a nanowire

GZQPS

=

1−

exp −
C

1−

4.3
C

Figure 4.6 (a) Resistance plotted as a function of temperature for sample A-5 with RN = 18 kΩ. (b)
Magnified version of R(T) data with fits at low temperatures. The blue line represents fit obtained from
GZQPS equation for a nanowire (Eq. 4.3), the green line represents fit obtained from GZQPS equation
for a nanowire with an offset, and the red dashed line represents fit obtained from GZQPS for a weak
link Eq. 4.4.
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It is clear that the fit obtained from the equation is inconsistent with the R(T) data.
However, if an offset added to Eq. 4.3, then the equation provides a good fit (the green
line). However, there is no physical explanation for the offset. Similar results are obtained for
Giordano model (not shown here); the original Giordano equation for a nanowire does not fit
the measured data but if an offset added, the modified equation provides a good fit. Again
there is no explanation for the offset and it can be concluded that the basic of GZQPS and
Giordano models do not explain the low temperature R(T) behaviour for our samples.
The GZQPS equation can be modified using the critical current relation for a weak link IC
[ 1 – (T/TC)4] in a granular thin film.28,90,98,135,191 The modified GZQPS equation is then

GZQPS

=

1−

exp −

1−

C

C

4.4

Figure 4.7 R plotted as a function of normalised temperature. The GZQPS equation for weak link
(Eq. 4.4) was used to fit the experimental data. To fit the R(T) data for samples close to 1 kΩ, an extra ~ 5
Ω was added to Eq. 4.4. (a) The full scale data with fits for Set-A samples to compare with Set-B samples
R(T) fits. (b) Magnified view of (a) to get a clear view of the fits.
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Figure 4.8 R(T) for sample A-4 with RN = 24 kΩ. The black solid line represents the measured data
for the sample, and the purple line represents the KQPS fit obtained from Eq. 4.5.

The red dashed line in Figure 4.6 shows that Eq. 4.4 provides an acceptable fit to the R(T)
data without using an offset.
Figure 4.7 shows GZQPS fits to R(T) data obtained using Eq. 4.4 for all Set-A samples.
Eq. 4.4 provides good fits to the R(T) data below 0.7 TC 65,72,192. AGZ and BGZ are used as the
fitted parameters to obtain the GZQPS fits: AGZ in Eq. 4.4 depends on EJ/EC and BGZ depends
on EJ/EC and on RN.28,76,90 These fitted parameters are discussed together with the fitted
parameters for Set-B samples in Section-4.7.2.
Along with the GZQPS model, the KQPS model can be used to fit low temperature R(T)
data. The equation for the KQPS model is
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C
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Figure 4.9 R(T/TC) comparison between Set-A (the blue line) and Set-B (the green line) samples.

∆(0) is the superconducting band gap at 0 K. An example of a KQPS fit for sample A-4 is
shown in Figure 4.8; RN, x and y were used as the fitted parameters. The values of ∆(0)
obtained from x and y are inconsistent (0.3 meV and 22000 meV respectively). Hence, while
Eq. 4.5 provides a decent fit to the measured R(T) data, it appears that the fitted parameters
are inconsistent and unphysical. Therefore, we do not consider this model any further.

4.5 Comparison between R(T) measurements of Set-A and SetB samples
From Figure 4.4, the resistance for Set-A samples with RN < 1 kΩ could not be measured
below ~ 3 Ω below TC, due to the contact resistance of the electrodes. To reduce the contact
resistance, we changed the sample geometry from two electrode samples to four electrode
samples. The procedures for the preparation and the geometry of two and four electrode
samples are provided in Section-3.1.
The difference in measurements for low resistance samples (below RN < 1 kΩ) between
Set-A and Set-B samples is shown in Figure 4.9. The lowest possible measured resistance for
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Figure 4.10 Resistance plotted as function of T/TC for Set-B samples.

the Set-B sample is 0.013 Ω and for the Set-A sample is ~ 3 Ω. Therefore, by simply changing
the sample geometry we managed to improve the low resistance signal by 3 orders of
magnitude. Moreover around the same time we improved some aspect of the measurements
circuit which improved the signal to noise ratio. Apart from the improvement in R(T)
measurements we observe a significant improvement in V(I) measurements by simply
changing the geometry of the sample. This is discussed in Section-6.1.1.

4.6 R(T) data discussion for Set-B samples
Similar to Set-A samples, TC values for Set-B samples vary between 5.5 – 6.5 K
independent of RN (as shown in Figure 4.2). Therefore, to compare R(T) data for different RN
samples, the resistance is plotted as a function of T/TC.
Figure 4.10 shows typical results for Set-B samples. Similar to Set-A samples, Set-B
samples with RN > 1 kΩ show two different regions in R(T) measurements; one region is
close to TC and the other region is at low temperatures with a finite resistance at ~ 2 K.
Samples with RN < 1 kΩ show a sharp transition and do not exhibit a second region at low
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temperatures. We also observed SIT transition close to 150 kΩ, above which all the samples
are in an insulating state below TC (see Section-7.2).

Figure 4.11 Resistance plotted as a function of T/TC with the Little fits (dotted lines) and the LAMH
fits (dashed lines) for Set-B samples. The Little and the LAMH fits are obtained using Eq. 4.1 and Eq. 4.2
respectively.

Figure 4.12 l plotted as a function of RN. Blue and red symbols are used for Set-B and Set-A samples,
respectively. The triangles and filled circles are used for l estimated from the fitted parameters obtained
from R(T) data using Eq. 4.1 and Eq. 4.2, respectively.
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4.7 Comparison of R(T) data of Set-A and Set-B samples with
phase slip models
R(T) data obtained from Set-B samples show a similar behaviour to that obtained from
Set-A samples and can be fitted by phase slip models as explained in the following sections.

4.7.1 R(T) data analysis using TAPS models
Figure 4.11 shows Little and LAMH fits for Set-B samples (Eq. 4.1 and Eq. 4.2 are used
respectively). Similar to Set-A samples, both equations provide acceptable fits to the R(T)
data of Set-B samples in the range of 0.95 TC and 0.99 TC.
l(T) = L/ξ(T) represents the number of phase slips present along a nanowire at a given
temperature T.21,65,67,70,192 In Figure 4.12, the estimated values of l are plotted versus RN,
showing a power law dependence with an exponent that is approximately equal to 1.
Therefore, the apparent number of phase slips increases with increasing RN. This behaviour
can be understood as resulting from an increase in N = Nseries/Nparallel, an effective number of
necks in series in the percolating network (Figure 2.19) at which phase lisps can occur.
Further, it is clear that the estimated l values from the Little model and the LAMH model
overlap with each other; we focus on fits using the LAMH model below.
It is observed that l/RN varies very slowly with RN, as shown in Figure 4.13. Since l is
proportional to RN, l/RN is proportional to 1/ξ(0) and Figure 4.13 suggests that the coherence

Figure 4.13 l/RN plotted as a function of RN. The red and blue filled circles are for Set-A and Set-B
samples respectively.
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length is essentially constant for the range of samples studied.
Another significant parameter, the critical current at 0 K [IC(0)] can be calculated from
the fitted parameters as65,186

(0) ≈ 92

4.8

From Figure 4.14, it is clear that the estimated IC(0) values are nearly constant. However, the
measured IC at 2 K increases with decreasing RN because N decreases i.e. Nparallel/Nseries
increases. Therefore, the IC(0) value estimated from the fits is for a neck and not for the
sample as a whole.
Furthermore, it is also possible to calculate the cross-sectional area for a neck65,186
= 0.996

N

/

N

4.9

where ρN is the normal state resistivity = 207 Ω/nm, for bulk Pb. We find A ~ 220 nm2. For a
wire of cross-sectional area 200 nm2 and JC = 10-7 A as measured in Pb thin films193, the
estimated critical current at 0 K194 is 90A which is comparable to the average IC(0) value

Figure 4.14 IC(0), calculated from the LAMH fitted parameters (blue and red filled circles are for SetB and Set-A samples, respectively), and measured IC at 2 K (blue and pink open squares are for Set-B
and Set-A samples respectively) are plotted as a function of RN.
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Figure 4.15 Resistance plotted as a function of T/TC with GZQPS fits (the black lines) using the
GZQPS equation for a weak link (Eq. 4.4) is used to fit the R(T) data. The GZQPS fits are possible for
samples with RN  1kΩ. (a) The full scale data with fits for Set-B samples to compare with the GZQPS fits
for Set-A samples. (b) Magnified view of (a) to get a clear view of the GZQPS fits.

obtained from R(T) data ~ 85 A. This is consistent with idea that the estimated IC(0) is for a
neck.
From the above discussion, it is clear that the LAMH and the Little equation provide
acceptable fits to the R(T) data in the vicinity of TC. This agrees well with the previous
studies.16,23,46,73,84,195 Cirillo et al.23,86 explained R(T) data close TC for Nb nanowire networks
using the LAMH model. Xu and Heath16 studied superconductivity in Nb nanowire arrays
and the LAMH model used to explain R(T) behaviour close to TC. Similarly, the data for
many

studies

of

single

nanowires

has

been

explained

using

the

LAMH

model.13,46,47,65,84,187,189,192,196-198

4.7.2 Low temperature R(T) data analysis for Set-B samples
For samples with RN ≳ 1 kΩ, the R(T) behaviour at low temperatures and a finite
resistance at low temperatures can be explained by quantum phase slips. Similar to Set-A
samples, the GZQPS equation for a weak link (Eq. 4.4) provides an acceptable fit to the low
temperature R(T) data of Set-B samples, as shown in Figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.16 AGZ obtained from GZQPS fits using Eq. 4.4 plotted as a function of RN. The red and
blue symbols are for Set-A and Set-B samples respectively. The dashed line represents the average value
of AGZ.

The fitted parameter AGZ depends on EJ/EC28,46,76: EJ [= ℏΔ(0)/8

N]

is inversely

proportional to the normal state resistance2 and EC depends on the cluster size or blob
size2,24,37,199. If we assume EC is constant, as the cluster size is the same for all samples and
coalescence is nearly zero at the deposited temperature, then AGZ is expected to be inversely
proportional to RN. Therefore one can write

GZ ~

J

∝

1

4.10

N

However, AGZ is nearly constant, as shown in Figure 4.16.
The other fitted parameter BGZ is given as

GZ

≈

GZ N GZ

4.11

If AGZ is constant, BGZ should increase linearly as RN is increased, as indeed is the case in
Figure 4.17.
From the above discussion it is clear that Eq. 4.4 provides acceptable fits to Set-A and SetB samples below 0.7 TC, as predicted in theory28,72,76. Similar behaviour in low temperature
R(T) data was observed and explained using the GZQPS models for Al nanowires13,15,187, In
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Figure 4.17 BGZ, obtained from the GZQPS fits (using Eq. 4.4) plotted as a function of RN. The red
and blue symbols are used for Set-A and set-B respectively. The dashed line represents the slope of 1.

and In-Pb nanowires71-73,75, Pb nanowire51,197,200, Sn nanowires84,197 and Zn nanowires195.
Cirillo et al.23,86 studied nanowire networks, that are in some ways similar to our samples, and
explained their R(T) data at low temperatures using the GZQPS model. Xu and Heath16
studied superconductivity in Nb nanowire arrays. They observed quantum phase slip
behaviour at low temperatures for thinner wires (smaller than 20 nm).

4.7.3 Rb analysis using QPS model
For samples with RN ≳ 1 kΩ, Rb increases with increasing RN with a power of 4/3
(percolation power law), as shown in Figure 4.18. However for samples with RN < 1 kΩ the
resistance hits the noise level: the triangles in Figure 4.18 represent the upper limit of Rb for
these samples. The blue triangles in Figure 4.18 clearly show that the value of Rb for RN <
1kΩ is far below the green line. Hence it appears that a transition to a perfectly
superconducting state occurs for RN ~ 1 kΩ, presumably because of decrease in the level of
disorder in the percolating film at this point (p ~ 0.72).
Rb can be estimated from the GZQPS equation (Eq. 4.4) using T = 0; the equation can be
rewritten as
=

GZQPS (0)

=

exp(−

GZ )

4.12
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Figure 4.18 Comparison of measured and estimated Rb values with respect to RN. The circles and
triangles are directly measured from the R(T) data. The triangles are for the samples for which Rb is close
to the noise level. The plus sign is for estimated Rb values from GZQPS fits using Eq. 4.12. Red and blue
colour are used for Set-A and Set-B samples respectively.

AGZ and BGZ obtained from GZQPS fits can be used to estimate Rb from the above equation.
The estimated Rb from Eq. 4.12 (the plus signs in Figure 4.18) are consistent with the directly
measured Rb from R(T) data.
An increase in Rb with decreasing RN in 1D Josephson junction chains is qualitatively
explained using quantum phase slips.90,201 Ergul90,191 studied quantum phase slips in one
dimensional junction arrays with a tuneable Josephson coupling. Under the assumption that
the zero-bias resistance is related to the number of phase slip events per time i.e. the rate of
QPSs. In a similar way, Haviland et al.201 showed that Rb is due to the quantum phase slips
and it is increases with increasing RN. Zgirski et al.15 studied quantum fluctuation in different
size Al nanowires and observed a finite resistance at 0 K for thinner wires. This was also
explained as being due to the presence of quantum fluctuations.

4.8 R(T) data analysis above TC - Aslamazov-Larkin model
For Set-A and Set-B samples the resistive transition for R(T) data can be divided into three
different regions. Below TC two regions are observed; one close to TC which has been fitted
using the TAPS models (as discussed in Section-4.4.1 and 4.7.1) and the other region is at
low temperatures which has been fitted using the GZQPS model (as discussed in Section98

4.4.2 and 4.7.2). The region above TC can be fitted using the Aslamazov-Larkin (AL)
model.202
According to AL theory202, although electron pairing at temperatures above the critical
temperature is energetically unfavourable, there are always superconducting fluctuations that
contribute to the conductivity of the metal. The contribution to the conductivity of a thin film
does not depend on the metal and is only determined by the critical temperature and the
normal state resistance of the film.
The AL model provides different equations for 1D system8,28,203,204 and 2D
system28,93,202,204,205. The 1D form of the AL equation is

=

C

1−

N

( −

C)

4.13

And the 2D form of the AL equation is

=

N

1−

C

−

C

4.14

Figure 4.19 Comparison between the 1D and 2D AL fits. Plots represent the measured data for
sample B-17 with RN = 720 Ω. The green line and red dash line are for the 1D AL fit using Eq. 4.13 and
the 2D AL fit using Eq. 4.14 respectively.
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where

=

N

16ℏ

4.15

Theoretically the ratio τ0/RN = 1.52 × 10-5 Ω-1.202,204,206,207
Eq. 4.13 and Eq. 4.14 provide decent fits to measured R(T) data; an example is shown in
Figure 4.19. The green line represents the 1D AL fit (using Eq. 4.13) and the red dashed line
represents the 2D AL fit (using Eq. 4.14). To get these fits 0 and TC are used as the fitted
parameters. TC, obtained from R(T) data using Eq. 4.13 (1D AL equation) is 5.58 K which is
smaller than the measured TC (5.69 K). However, TC, obtained from the R(T) data using

Figure 4.20 Resistance vs T/TC for Set-A samples with AL fits (the dashed lines) obtained using Eq.
4.14. (a) Lin-log R(T/TC) plot for Set-A samples with AL fits obtained using Eq. 4.14. (b) R(T) curve for
sample A-9 with RN = 4.8 kΩ plotted on a linear scale to show the quality of the AL fit (the dashed lines)
obtained using Eq. 4.14. (c) It is another example to show the quality of AL fits, R(T) curve for sample A17 with RN ~ 1 kΩ plotted on a linear scale with AL fit (the dashed line) obtained using Eq. 4.14.
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Eq.4.14 (2D AL equation) is 5.68 which is quite close to the directly measured TC for the
sample. TC values obtained from the 1D AL fits are smaller than the 2D AL fits; this is true
for Set-A and Set-B samples. Hence, the 2D form of the AL equation is appropriate for our
samples and is used to fit all R(T) data.

4.8.1 R(T) data analysis for Set-A samples using AL model
Figure 4.20 exhibits R(T/TC) with the AL fits for Set-A samples over a wide range of RN.
It is clear that Eq. 4.14 provides acceptable fits to the R(T) data above the critical
temperature. The fitted RN and TC are consistent with the measured RN and TC. The fitted
parameter 0 is discussed in the next section.

Figure 4.21 Resistance vs normalised temperature with critical temperature for Set-B samples with
the AL fits (the dashed lines) obtained from Eq. 4.14. (a) Lin-log scale R(T/TC) for Set-B samples with the
AL fits obtained using Eq. 4.14. (b) R(T) curve for sample B-4 with RN ~ 70 kΩ plotted on a linear scale to
show the quality of AL fit (the dashed line) obtained using Eq. 4.14. (c) Another example to show the
quality of the AL-fits, R(T) curve for sample B-21 with RN ~ 450 Ω plotted on a linear scale with the AL fit
(the dashed line) obtained using Eq. 4.14
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4.8.2 R(T) data analysis for Set-B samples using AL model
From Figure 4.21, it is clear that Eq. 4.14 also provides acceptable fits to the R(T) data for
Set-B samples. The fitted RN and TC values obtained from the fits are consistent with the
measured RN and TC values for the samples.
From Figure 4.22, τ0 increases linearly with increasing RN, as expected for the AL model,
Eq. 4.15. Also, the average calculated value of τ0/RN for Set-A and Set-B samples is ~ 1.8 ×
10-5 Ω-1, which is quite close to the theoretical value (1.52 × 10-5 Ω-1).
In previous studies the AL model is usually applied to 2D systems along with the BKT
transition.41,203,208-210 However, there are a few studies in which the AL model has been
applied in configuration with phase slip models.46,205,211 Delacour et al.46 applied the 1D AL
model above TC and phase slip models below TC for NbN nanowires. They showed that the
1D form of the AL equation provides a good fit above TC and the obtained TC is consistent
with the measured TC. Bell et al.211 studied NbN ultrathin films; the 2D form of the AL model
is used to explain R(T) data above TC. The obtained TC and resistivity obtained from R(T)
data are consistent with the expected values. Kitaygorsky205 explained R(T) data above TC for
NbN nanostrips using the 2D form of the AL model as the 1D AL model does not provide an
acceptable fit to their R(T) data.

Figure 4.22 The obtained fitted parameter τ0 plotted as a function of RN. The red filled circles are for
Set-A samples and the blue filled circles are for Set-B samples. The dashed line represents the slope of 1.
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In summary, the fluctuations present above TC are explained using the AL model. For our
samples, TC obtained from R(T) data using Eq. 4.14 is consistent with the measured TC and
the estimated 0/RN from R(T) data is nearly equal to the theoretical value.

4.9 Conclusion
The R(T) data near TC has been successfully fitted with the TAPS models. The value of
IC(0) estimated from the fits is nearly constant over a wide range of RN which suggests that
this value of IC(0) is for necks which dominate the surplus properties. To support this
argument we calculated the cross-sectional area of a neck for all samples and it is also nearly
constant (220 nm2). Further, the estimated value of IC(0) using the cross-sectional area (~ 90
A) is nearly the same as the average value of IC(0) estimated from the LAMH fits (~ 85
A).
The low temperature R(T) data for samples with RN ≳ 1 kΩ is explained using the QPS
models. The observed minimum resistance at low temperature follows a power law with RN
with exponent 4/3 above RN ≳ 1 kΩ. This suggests that this resistance is determined via
percolating properties of the network of weak links whose resistance determined by quantum
phase slips.
The above discussion suggests that – below the critical temperature, R(T) data is
explained by the TAPS and the low temperature R(T) behaviour and a nonzero resistance at 2
K are explained using the QPS model. R(T) above TC is explained by superconducting
fluctuations in the normal state (AL model).
This analysis reveals that despite the phase slip models having been derived for an
individual nanowire they can be reproduced for the percolating networks with not well
defined length and width. As explained before we expect that phase slips are happening in
necks in the systems. However, a finite transition width and a finite resistance at ~ 2 K can be
explained using disordered systems.6,130,157,158 Most of the literature on the granular and
quench condensed films primarily discuss the SIT transition. The literature explanation is that
there is a lack of global phase coherence through the sample due to the absence spanning
islands and a proliferation of tunnelling gaps between adjacent islands which act as
Josephson junction weak links.6,26,158 The systems examined in the literature (Frydman6,26 and
Jaeger17) with regard to superresistive and quasireentrant effects are generally discontinuous
films, which are very granular. A common theoretical model used to approximate such films
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is a. 2D array of Josephson junctions149. This picture is not necessarily incompatible with
phase slips; non zero resistances in nanowires have been attributed to quantum phase slips65.
The granular disconnected films are very different to smooth homogeneous films in terms of
morphology and so it could be speculate that the films studied here have an intermediate
behaviour due to their intermediate connectivity.
Moreover, our TAPS model analysis is based on the LAMH model and the model is
based on the GL approach, which is applicable only in the immediate vicinity of TC67. Meidan
et al.212,213 studied MoGe short nanowires and claimed that the LAMH model should address
the part of the resistive transition where measured wire resistance is below the level of 10 %
of the normal state resistance and at the same time not further from TC then a few tens of mK.
This limitation of the LAMH model suggests that the transition width near TC is not solely
due to phase slips.
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Chapter 5 Transport data analysis of Pb
cluster films measured with the filters
5.1 Introduction
The main focus of this chapter is on analysis of R(T) data from Set-F samples; these
samples were measured using low pass filters. Two different sets of filters were used to
measure these samples. One set of filters was at room temperature outside of the cryostat and
the other set of filters were used at low temperatures near to the samples; detailed information
about the filters is provided in Section-3.3.3.2. Also, the deposition area for these samples is
smaller than for Set-A and Set-B samples.

5.1.1 Sample preparations
All Set-F samples were made by sequential depositions. The first deposition was carried
out using constant DC voltage (20 mV) at 10 K and without using room temperature filters as
the deposition was stopped at 100 kΩ. The filters have no effect up to this point so it does not
matter if they are missing. The remaining sequential depositions were carried out at constant
DC current (1 A) and with room temperature filters. After deposition R(T) and V(I)
measurements were performed. We then deposited more clusters until the next required
Sample Name Resistance time of deposition deposition rate Thickness
kΩ
sec
Å/sec
nm
F6
77
334
0.15
5
12
337
0.17
5
3.6
340
0.22
5
0.81
348
0.22
5
F8
44
250
0.30
8
3.4
254
0.30
8
0.88
263
0.22
8
0.67
274
0.21
8
0.5
415
0.14
10
0.3
422
0.22
10
0.18
434
0.22
10
0.07
462
0.20
11
Table 5.1 The deposition details for samples F6 and F-8. Total time of deposition is the time required
to reach a given resistance. Thickness at a given resistance is calculated from time of deposition and
deposition rate.
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Figure 5.1 (a) Resistance plotted as a function T/TC for sample F-6. The first deposition stopped at ~
100 kΩ and four more sequential deposition were carried out to get 50 kΩ, 12 kΩ, 3.6 kΩ and 900 Ω and
(b) Resistance versus T/TC for sample F-8. Sequential depositions were performed to get different RN, the
first stopped RN was ~ 100 kΩ and six sequential depositions were carried out to get 45 kΩ, 3.5 kΩ, 900 Ω,
500 Ω, 300 Ω 180 Ω and 70 Ω. Note: The scale used in the panels make us easy to compare these plots with
Figure 4.6 (a) and Figure 4.10.

resistance was reached. This process continued until either we finished our measurements at
various values of RN or the source was blocked. During V(I) and R(T) measurements, the
source was ramped down to 650 ̊C and He gas flow was stopped to avoid blockade in the
source chamber. In total eight series of samples were prepared this way, but here we focus on
two samples: F-6 and F-8. This is because all the other Set-F samples acted like high
coverage samples with a sharp superconducting transition; we think this was because of
inhomogeneity of the cluster beam. The deposition rate and deposition time for samples F-6
and F-8 are given in Table-4.1.

5.2 R(T) data analysis
All R(T) data presented in this section were measured at constant DC current, with
applied current I << IC. All the R(T) data were measured from 2.5 K – 8 K, when the sample
returned to its normal state.
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The values of TC obtained from samples F-6 and F-8 are plotted together with Set-A and
Set-B samples in Figure 4.2. TC values measured for F-6 and F-8 are smaller than the critical
temperature of bulk Pb. Similar to Set-A and Set-B samples, TC values of these samples do not
show a systematic dependence on RN. Hence, to compare samples F-6 and F-8 we plotted
resistance as a function of T/TC, as shown in Figure 5.1 (a) and Figure 5.1 (b). It is clear that
the R(T) data for both samples look very similar to each other. The superconducting transition
becomes sharper with decreasing RN and the base resistance at low temperatures, which is
due to quantum fluctuations, decreases for low RN samples. This behaviour is very similar to
what we observed for Set-A and Set-B samples.

5.2.1 R(T) data analysis using TAPS models
The Little (Eq. 4.1) and LAMH (Eq. 4.2) models are used to fit the R(T) data in the
vicinity of TC, as shown in Figure 5.2 (sample F-6) and Figure 5.3 (sample F-8). It is clear

Figure 5.2 (a) Resistance plotted as a function of T/TC for sample F-6 with the Little and the LAMH
fits. The dotted lines show the Little fits obtained using Eq. 4.1, and the dashed lines show the LAMH fits
obtained using Eq. 4.2. (b) Magnified view of (a) so that fits for the sample with RN = 48 kΩ are visible.
(c) Magnified view of (a) so that the TAPS fits for the samples with RN = 12 kΩ and RN = 3.6 kΩ are
visible.
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Figure 5.3 (a) Resistance plotted as function of T/TC for sample F-8. The dashed lines show the
LAMH fits obtained from Eq. 4.2, and the dotted lines are used to show the Little fits obtained from Eq.
4.1. (b) Magnified view of (a) so that the TAPS fits for the sample with RN = 44 kΩ are visible. (c)
Magnified view of (a) so that the TAPS fits for the samples with RN = 900 Ω, 700 Ω, 300 Ω and 70 Ω are
visible.

that both the Little and LAMH models provide acceptable fits to the R(T) data in the range of
0.95 – 0.99 TC.
IC(0) for Set-F samples can be calculated from the fitted parameters using Eq. 4.8. Figure
5.4 makes clear that IC(0), obtained from the fits for Set-F samples is of the same order as the
IC(0) obtained for the Set-A and Set-B samples and it is again independent of RN. The
measured IC at ~ 2 K vs RN follows the same power law what we observed for Set-A and SetB samples but these values are smaller than the values for Set-A and Set-B samples at a
similar RN value; the smaller values of IC are due to the fact that the deposition area for Set-F
samples is smaller (2.5 times) than that for Set-A and Set-B samples.
This refers that the critical parameter IC(0) value and the measured IC(2 K) vs RN trend
remains the same with and without filters.
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Figure 5.4 IC(0), estimated from the TAPS fits plotted as a function of RN. The red, blue and green
symbols are used for Set-A, Set-B and Set-F samples, respectively. The open symbols represent the
measured IC at ~ 2 K, and the filled symbols represent the estimated IC(0) from the TAPS fits. Further
the stars and inverted triangles are used for samples F-6 and F-8, respectively.

5.2.2 Low temperature R(T) data analysis using QPS models
The phase slip analysis for Set-F samples in this section is very similar to that for Set-A
and Set-B samples in Section-4.7.2.

Figure 5.5 R(T) data for sample F-8 with RN = 3.6 kΩ. The red dashed line represents fit obtained
using the GZQPS equation for a nanowire (Eq. 4.3), the cyan dashed line represents fit obtained using
Eq. 4.3 with an offset, and the purple line represents the fit obtained using the GZQPS equation for a
weak link (Eq. 4.4).
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Figure 5.6 Resistance versus T/TC Set-F samples; (a) for sample F-6 and (b) for sample F-8. The
black lines represent the GZQPS fits using Eq. 4.4.

From Figure 5.5, it is clear that the GZQPS equation for a nanowire (Eq. 4.3) does not fit
(the red dashed line) the R(T) data at low temperatures. However, if an extra offset is added
to Eq. 4.3, then the obtained equation provides a good fit (the cyan dashed line) to R(T) data
but there is no physical explanation for the offset. The GZQPS equation for a weak link (Eq.
4.4) provides an acceptable fit (the purple line) to the R(T) data below 0.71 TC. Therefore, Eq.
4.4 is used to fit the low temperature R(T) data for the Set-F samples, as in Figure 5.6.
Figure 5.7 shows AGZ obtained from the GZQPS fits for samples F-6 (the stars) and F-8
(the inverted triangles) along with data from Set-A and Set-B samples. In contrast to Set-A and
Set-B samples, there is a clear dependence of AGZ on RN for Set-F samples. However AGZ
does not vary with RN as expected from Eq. 4.10; the most extreme variation is for sample F8 (a factor of 3) whereas Eq. 4.10 suggests variation as shown by the blue line. Hence we
believe the AGZ values are essentially constant which is consistent with the dependency of
BGZ on RN discussed in the next paragraph.
The obtained BGZ values for Set-F samples are larger than for Set-A and Set-B samples at
a given RN, but it shows a linear dependence with RN, as expected from Eq. 4.11 [see Figure
5.8 (b)]. For samples with RN ~ 1 kΩ, BGZ values are smaller and it diverges from the
expected behaviour. This divergence is expected because RN ~ 1 kΩ is threshold value for our
samples, below which 2D behaviour of the percolating films is more prominent and quantum
fluctuations disappear.
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Figure 5.7 AGZ, obtained R(T) data using Eq. 4.4 plotted as a function of RN. The red and blue circles
represent AGZ values obtained from GZQPS fits for Set-A and Set-B samples. The green stars show AGZ
values obtained for sample F-6 and the green inverted triangles show AGZ values obtained for sample F-8.
The dashed line shows the average value of AGZ for Set-A and Set-B samples. The blue line represents AGZ
 1/RN equation.

Figure 5.8 BGZ, obtained from the GZQPS fits plotted as a function of RN. The red and blue symbols
are used for Set-A and Set-B samples, respectively. The green symbols are used for Set-F samples. The
stars and inverted triangles are used for sample F-6 and F-8, respectively. The dashed lines represent the
slope of 1.
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Figure 5.9 Rb plotted as a function of RN. The red, blue and green symbols are used for Set-A, Set-B,
Set-F samples. The green inverted triangles are used for sample F-8 and the stars are used for sample F6. The purple circles and the plus signs are used for Rb values estimated from the GZQPS fits at T = 0
(using Eq. 4.12). The dashed line represents a line of slope 1.33.

5.3 Rb data analysis
Similar to Set-A and Set-B samples, for samples with RN ≳ 1 kΩ, Set-F samples also show
a finite resistance Rb at ~ 2 K. Figure 5.9 shows that Rb follows the same behaviour with RN
as for Set-A and Set-B samples. Further, Rb values obtained from the GZQPS fitted
parameters using Eq. 4.12 are consistent with the directly measured Rb directly from the R(T)
data confirming that the quality of the fits, suggesting that Rb is due to quantum phase slips.
Moreover, a transition to the fully superconducting state occurs at RN ~ 1 kΩ which is
consistent with what we observed for Set-A and Set-B samples. The triangles in Figure 5.9
represent the upper bounds on Rb in the range RN < 1 kΩ where the noise floor limits the
minimum resistance that can be measured. The data for Set-B and Set-F samples clearly show
that a transition occurs at RN = 1 kΩ (finite Rb values for RN > 1 kΩ, Rb values unreally small
for RN < 1 kΩ). The origin of this transition is unclear but appears to be related to the
suppression of a BKT behaviour in V(I) data at RN ~ 1 kΩ (see Section-6.3).
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Figure 5.10 Resistance versus T/TC for sample F-6; the dashed lines show the AL fits obtained using
Eq. 4.6. (a) Full scale data for sample F-6 with the AL fits: RN = 48 kΩ, 12 kΩ, 3.6 kΩ and 900Ω. (b)
R(T/TC) plot for sample with RN = 48 kΩ plotted on a linear scale to show the quality of the AL fits. (c)
Magnified view close to TC for sample F-6 with RN = 900 Ω plotted on a linear scale to show quality of the
AL fit.

5.4 R(T) data above TC- analysis using AL model
Similar to Set-A and Set-B samples, R(T) behaviour in the normal state for Set-F samples
close to TC can be explained using the 2D AL model (Eq. 4.14). Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11
show that Eq. 4.14 provides acceptable fits to R(T) data of Set-F samples. The obtained 0 for
Set-F samples are consistent with the obtained 0 for Set-A and Set-B samples at a given
resistance, as shown in Figure 5.12. This suggests the effect of filter in the normal state is
negligible.
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Figure 5.11 Resistance versus T/TC for sample F-8; the dashed lines show AL fits obtained using Eq.
4.6. (a) Full scale data for sample F-8 with AL fits: RN = 50 kΩ, 12 kΩ, 3.6 kΩ, 900 Ω, 500 Ω, 300 Ω, 180
Ω and 70 Ω. (b) R(T/TC) plot for sample F-8 with RN = 50 kΩ plotted on a linear scale to show the quality
of the AL fits. (c) Magnified view close to TC for sample F-8 with RN = 300 Ω plotted on a linear scale to
show the quality of AL fit.

Figure 5.12 0 versus RN. The red and blues are used for Set-A and Set-B samples, while the green
stars and the inverted triangles are used for samples F-6 and F-8. The dashed line represents slope of 1.
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5.5 Conclusion
All the Set-F samples, presented in this work, are measured using the filters. Application
of filters during transport measurements of Set-F samples showed higher curvature in the
temperature dependent R(T) data in comparison to measurements without filters of Set-A and
Set-B. Although this results in higher fitted BGZ values for Set-F samples, similar calculated
IC(0) values for all three sets (Set-A, Set-B and Set-F) indicates that the critical parameter
values and the trends remains the same with or without filters. Therefore, we can conclude
that although the filters are useful in confirming the nature of the electronic transport in
superconducting cluster films, the main conclusions from the Set-A and Set-B samples remain
valid and useful.
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Chapter 6 Current bias study at different
temperature for superconducting
samples deposited at 10 K
6.1 Introduction
In addition to R(T) measurements discussed in the previous chapters (Chapter 4 and
Chapter 5), V(I) data was also collected for most of the samples studied. Each set of
measurements gives a different view into the process going on within the samples and so both
the measurements are equally important. The measurement procedure is already discussed in
Section-3.3. The V(I) data were collected by ramping the current in a triangular wave pattern,
starting from zero and increasing towards the positive limiting current, then ramped down to
zero.
Figure 6.1 shows the raw measured data at different temperatures for samples B-10 and
B-26 having RN = 10 kΩ and 30 Ω. Close to TC, V(I) shows a linear behaviour as expected in
the normal state [left most curve in Figure 6.1 (a)]. The V(I) plots provide further information
when the data are plotted on a log-log scale [Figure 6.1 (b) and (d)]. From Figure 6.1, the first
observation that can be made is that there is a clear current at which whole sample reaches
the normal state (referred to as IN), and that IN becomes smaller as the temperature is
increased towards TC. The critical current IC is defined below.
Further, Figure 6.1 (b) suggests that a finite resistance is measured at zero bias current;
this agrees with the observed base resistance for R(T) data at 2 K. Such behaviour is observed
for all samples with RN ≳ 1 kΩ. However, for samples with RN < 1 kΩ, the voltage is
negligible at low bias current [as shown in Figure 6.1 (d)]. The general trend for samples with
RN ≳ 1 kΩ is that for increasing current the voltage increases slowly for a period and then
increases rapidly to reach the normal state.
For samples with RN < 1 kΩ, the voltage is constant (at the noise level) until it reaches the
critical current, and then there is a sharp jump to reach the normal state [Figure 6.1 (d)].
There is a sizeable difference in the shape of the V(I) curves depending on whether the bias
current is increasing from zero or decreasing towards zero (hysteresis). Figure 6.1 (b) and (d)
inset show both up and down ramps plotted at different temperatures, and the hysteresis is
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Figure 6.1 Direct measured V(I) data for samples B-10 [(a) and (b)] and B-26 [(c) and (d)] with RN =
10 kΩ and 30 Ω respectively. (a) and (c) graph are plotted on the linear scale, however in (c) and (d) with
axes converted to logarithmic scale. (a) and (b) represent the measured V(I) for sample B-10 at different
temperature (from right to left 2.2, 3, 3.8, 4.3, 4.6, 4.8, 4.96, 5.12, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 and 6.35 K). (c) and (d)
represent V(I) measurement for sample B-26 at different temperature (from right to left 1.7, 2.1, 2.5, 3,
3.4, 3.9, 4.4, 4.8 and 5 K). Inset of (d) shows the magnified view of (d), so that the hysteresis is clearly
visible.

clear. The hysteresis decreases with increasing temperature and zero hysteresis is observed
near TC.
Moreover, it is observed that the hysteresis decreases with increasing RN (Figure 6.2). It is
easier to observe the change in hysteresis with RN in R(I) plots, so Figure 6.2 shows the R(I)
curves measured at ~ 2 K for samples A-20, A-19, A-8 and B-10, with normal state
resistances 30 Ω, 100 Ω, 3.8 kΩ and 10 kΩ respectively. The black and red arrows represent
IC and IN. The critical current (IC) is defined as the knee associated with the point of transition
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Figure 6.2 R(I) for selected samples (measured at ~ 2 K) with different normal state resistance.
Critical currents (IC) are indicated by the black arrows. The red arrows represent the current at which
whole sample reached to the normal state (IN).

from the noise floor or a nearly linear V(I) curve at low currents to a more rapid increase in
resistance. From Figure 6.2, it is clear that both IC and IN decrease as RN increases. Also, at
progressively higher coverages (or lower resistance) the critical currents become large and a
single large step to the normal state dominates [Figure 6.2 (a) and (b)]. Critical current
studies as a function of RN and temperature are presented in Section-6.5.
In this chapter, we will discuss the V(I) curves measured at different temperatures for SetA, Set-B, and Set-F samples. Set-A and Set-B samples were measured without any filters,
while Set-F samples were measured using the filters.

Figure 6.3 Voltage plotted as a function of current (measured at T ~ 2 K) below I = 10 A where we
observed the voltage varies linearly with current. (a) V(I) data for samples B-15 (cyan), B-10 (black)
and B-5 (brown) with RN = 4.2, 10 and 64 kΩ respectively. (b) V(I) data (measured at ~ 2 K) for sample
B-2 with RN = 120 kΩ to show the linear region for the sample. The R(T) curve which are studied in the
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 were measured in the linear region.
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Figure 6.4 (a) V(I) data at different temperatures for sample B-16 with RN ~ 1 kΩ; with phase slip
contribution and percolation contributions marked. (b) Figure shows V(I) data at different temperatures
for sample B-21 with RN = 480 Ω. Dashed line and dashed-dot line are used to represent the BKT region
and hysteresis jump respectively.

6.1.1 Basic V(I)
We observed two different V(I) behaviour for our samples.
For samples with RN ≳ 1 kΩ, we observed two different regions in V(I) data below and
above IC; an example is shown in Figure 6.4 (a). The region below IC can be explained using
phase slip models, as discussed in Section-2.7.4. The region above IC (we refer to this region
as the breakdown region) can be explained using percolation power law, as discussed in
Section-6.4.1.1
For all samples with RN < 1 kΩ, V(I) data are similar to Figure 6.4 (b). At low current
(well below IC) the measured voltage for these samples was zero (at the noise level). In
Figure 6.4 (b), we can see the two different regions close to the critical current. The first
region can be explained by a BKT behaviour. The BKT transition for Set-B and Set-F
samples is discussed in Section-6.3.1. The second region in Figure 6.4 (b) is a dramatic jump
in the V(I) curves at higher currents which is the jump to the normal state due to heating
effects. Due to this jump, it was impossible to observe the percolation power law in the V(I)
characteristics at higher current. To access this region, pulsed measurements were performed
on these samples which are discussed in the next section.
1

At very low current (for RN = 4.2 kΩ, I < 10 A and RN = 64 kΩ, I < 2 A) V(I) is almost linear [as shown
in Figure 6.3 (a)]. For samples with very high normal state resistance, we observed linear region for smaller
current (less than a few hundred nA); an example is shown in Figure 6.3 (b). It is important to mention that all
R(T) measurements discussed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 are measured in the current range where V(I) is linear.
The linear region at very low current below which we performed R(T) measurements are not visible in log-log
scale.
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Figure 6.5 DC and pulsed measurements on sample B-22 with RN = 300 Ω [T = 1.80, 2.70, 3.06, 3.40,
4.00, 4.80, 4.30, 4.50, 4.70, 4.80, 5.31 and 5.51 K (right to left)]. (a) Raw V(I) data measured using the DC
current measurements set up (simply ramping the current at a particular step size). (b) V(I) data
measured using pulsed measurements using 55 s pulses. (c) Combined DC current measurements and
pulsed measurements (for selected temperatures).

6.1.2 Pulsed measurements
When the critical current of the sample is large, in samples with RN < 1 kΩ, large currents
lead to self- heating in the sample and a dramatic jump to the normal state, as stated in the
previous section. In order to minimize the heating effect, pulsed current have been utilized for
measurement of V(I) characteristics.214-217
The pulsed measurements allow V(I) data to be measured well beyond IN. For all samples
with RN < 1 kΩ, DC measurements on the samples were performed over a range
temperatures [as shown in Figure 6.5 (a)]. Once we finished DC measurements, pulsed
measurements were performed on the samples at the same temperatures; 55 s pulses were

Figure 6.6 Comparison of pulsed measurement (black 1.70 K) versus DC measurements (blue and
red represent 1.70 K and 5.15 K respectively), for sample B-18 with RN = 650 Ω. The dashed line indicates
the normal state.
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used to measure pulsed data for the samples [an example is shown in Figure 6.5 (b)]. The
pulsed measurement technique has limited resolution that does not permit to measure below
100 V.
If we plot both the data together (DC measurements and pulsed measurements), two
different slopes are clearly observed [Figure 6.5 (c)]. Note that the pulsed and DC
measurements overlap perfectly and the change in slope in Figure 6.5 (c) is the same as that
observed in sample with higher resistance where pulsed measurements are not needed (see
Figure 6.6).
The V(I) behaviour at low current for these samples can be explained by the BKT
transition and the region at high currents can be explained by a percolation power law in the
breakdown region. The BKT and percolation power law study for our samples is described in
Section-6.3 and in Section-6.4 respectively.

6.2 Low current V(I) analysis
As explained Section-5.1, samples with RN > 1 kΩ have non-linear V(I) characteristics
below the critical current (as shown in Figure 6.7). The V(I) data in Figure 6.7 is the same as
Figure 6.1 (a) and (b) at 2 K and plotted on two different scales, so that the non-linear V(I)
characteristics at low current is clearly visible. This non-linear behaviour at low current can
be explained using the phase slip models, as discussed in Section-2.7.4.
Current passed through a wire leads to reduction of the free energy barrier opposing
formation of current-reducing phase slips, thus enhancing the phase slip rate (see Section2.7.4).12 Hence, nonlinear V(I) curves are expected for superconducting wires exhibiting
phase slip behaviour. Moreover, the reduction of the potential barrier by a finite current is

Figure 6.7 V(I) data for sample B-10 measured at 2 K; the V(I) data is the same as in Figure 6.1 at 2
K. (a) The full scale data measured at 2 K; black and red arrow show the IC and IN respectively. (b) The
V(I) data below IC.
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qualitatively similar for both the thermal and quantum mechanism, hence a hyperbolic sine
form for V(I) is predicted for the LAMH and GZQPS models.67,70,72,74,76 At low current
=

( )sinh ( ⁄ )

6.1

where R(T) is given by Eq. 4.2 for the LAMH model and Eq. 4.4 for the GZPQS model. For
the LAMH model I0 is written as13,67,70,72

=

4

B

ℎ

6.2

and for the GZQPS model I0 is given as13
= (

where

C

− )

6.3

= 16ekB/π2ħCGZ (~ 20 nA/K), and CGZ is a constant of the order of unity.

Figure 6.8 Measured V(I) data (I < IC) obtained from sample B-10 with RN = 10 kΩ (at T = 3.00, 4.30,
4.96 and 5.12 K). The red lines in the figure represent the fits obtained using Eq. 6.1.
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Figure 6.9 V(I) below IC for two samples with RN = 3.6 kΩ (a) Sample F-6 (T = 2.80, 3.20, 3.70 and 5.3
K). (b) Sample F-8 (2.6, 3.3, 4.0 and 4.6 K). The red lines in the panels represent the fits obtained using
Eq. 6.1.

The above discussed phase slip models can be used to explain low current V(I) data for
the samples. For detailed PS analysis for low current V(I) data, this section is divided into
five sub-sections. In the first subsection we provide examples of V(I) fits at low currents
using Eq. 6.1 at different temperature and discuss the quality of the fits. In the following
subsection we compare R(T) obtained from the V(I) data with the measured R(T). Next, we
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Figure 6.10 Comparison of R(T) obtained by fitting V(I) data using Eq. 6.9 with the measured R(T)
data. (a) R(T) for sample B-10 with RN = 10 kΩ and red circles are the R(T) obtained by fitting V(I)
curves in Figure 6.8. (b) and (c) are from samples F-6 (RN= 12 kΩ, 3.6 kΩ and 900 Ω) and F-8 (RN= 3.6
kΩ and 900 Ω). The circles on RN = 3.6 kΩ R(T) curves are obtained by fitting V(I) data in Figure 6.9
using Eq. 6.1.

compare with a few examples of phase slip studies from the literature, before summarizing all
the results obtained from V(I) fits.

6.2.1 V(I) fits
All samples with RN ≳ 1 kΩ have a non-linear V(I) characteristics below IC (as shown in
Figure 6.7) and therefore all V(I) fits were done for low current V(I) data (in the region where
I < IC). All the samples discussed here are with RN ≳ 1 kΩ, as the samples with RN < 1 kΩ
develop no voltage below IC. Therefore, the phase slip models cannot be applied to the
samples with RN < 1 kΩ.
Figure 6.8 shows V(I) fits obtained from Eq. 6.1 for sample B-10; I0 and R(T) were used
as the fitting parameters. Figure 6.9 shows examples of V(I) fits for data from Set-F samples.
Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 show that Eq. 6.1 provides acceptable fits to the low current V(I)
data.
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Figure 6.11 I0 plotted as a function of temperature for sample A-7 sample with RN = 7.5 kΩ.

6.2.2 Comparison of R(T) obtained from V(I) data with measured
R(T) data
Figure 6.10 shows the measured R(T) data and the fitted values of R(T) obtained from the
V(I) data (open circles). From all the three panels in Figure 6.10, it is evident that the R(T)
obtained from phase slip analysis of V(I) data is consistent with the measured R(T) data. This
part of measured R(T) curve was fitted using the GZQPS equation (see Section-4.7.2 and
5.2.2). This consistency between the measured R(T) and R(T) obtained from V(I) fits is well
accepted in the literature to be a signature of phase slip.13,18,20,65,80,85

6.2.3 Comparison with literature
In this section, we discuss the most relevant examples from the literature, in which the
effect of phase slips on low current V(I) data has been discussed.
Altomare et al.13 studied Al nanowires and explained the non-linear V(I) characteristics
using the QPS model, but the author did not discuss the fitted values of . Rogachev et al.18
studied MoGe nanowires and used the differential form of Eq. 6.1 to fit low current R(I) data.
The R(T) data were explained by the LAMH model, and I0(T) followed Eq. 6.2 but with a
non-zero intercept. Chu et al.20 studied the phase slip phenomena in superconducting films
with a constriction and explained their data using the LAMH model, but the author did not
discuss the obtained values of I0. Luo et al.85 studied phase slips in nanowire networks. Eq.
5.4 was used to fit non-linear part of V(I) measurements and shown that the fitted R(T) values
are consistent with the measured R(T) data.
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In the literature to date the fitted parameter R(T) has been given more importance than I0
and if the fitted R(T) data are consistent with the measured R(T), it is accepted that the nonlinear regions in V(I) characteristics are due to phase slip.

6.2.4 Further analysis
Fits obtained using Eq. 6.1 do not prove themselves the existence of phase slips. To
investigate further we focus now on the values of I0 obtained from the V(I) data.
From Eq. 6.1, I0 should increase with increasing temperature for the LAMH model;
however for our samples I0 decreases with increasing temperature (as shown in Figure 6.11).
Therefore, it can be concluded that the observed I0(T) dependence is not due the thermal
fluctuations and indeed one expects only quantum fluctuations in this temperature range.
Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13 show that I0 increases with increasing (TC – T) for samples F6 and F-8 respectively (as expected for the GZQPS model Eq. 6.2). The red dashed lines in

Figure 6.12 I0, obtained by fitting V(I) data using Eq. 6.1, versus (TC – T) for sample F-6 with different
RN. The best fit lines (red dashed lines) are obtained using Eq. 6.4, blue dashed lines represent for line
theoretical ′ =

(~20 nA/K), green dashed lines are obtained from Eq. 6.4 when C = 0 and purple dashed

line obtained putting

′ = N

in Eq. 6.4. (a) I0 vs (TC – T) for RN = 900 Ω, and the red dashed line

represents the best fit line of slope 3.7 A/K. (b) I0 vs (TC – T) for RN = 3.6 kΩ, and the red dashed line
represents the best fit line of slope 0.66 A/K. (c) I0 vs (TC – T) for RN = 12 kΩ, and the dashed line
represents the best fit line of slope 0.02 A/K.
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Figure 6.13 I0 plotted as a function of (TC – T) for sample F-8 with different RN. The best fit lines (red
dashed lines) are obtained using Eq. 6.4, blue dashed lines represent for line theoretical

′=

(~20

nA/K), green dashed lines are obtained from Eq. 6.4 when C = 0 and purple dashed lines obtained
putting ′ = N in Eq. 6.4. (a) I0 vs (TC – T) for RN = 900 Ω, and red dashed line represents the best fit line
of slope 6.2 A/K. (b) I0 vs (TC – T) for RN = 3.6 kΩ, and red dashed line represents the best fit line of
slope 0.73 A/K.

these figures represent the best fit lines (which is equivalent to the equation of straight line y
= mx + C) using following equation (Eq. 6.4)

= ′(

C

− )+

6.4

It is clear that only the red dashed lines provide acceptable fits to the I0, obtained from V(I)
data vs (TC – T) plots. The slope ′ is not the same for all samples and it is different from the
theoretical value (except for RN = 12 kΩ). The slopes and intercept for the best fits lines are
provided in Table 6.1. Further, ′ multiplied by TC should be the same as the
TC for samples, but we obtained different values for

multiplied by

′TC which are much higher than the

TC. The calculated values of ′TC and TC are provided in Table 6.1
The blue dashed lines in Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13, which were obtained using ′ = ,
are quite different from the data (except for sample F-6 with RN = 12 kΩ). Moreover, fits
obtained using C = 0 in Eq. 6.4 (the green dashed lines) are inconsistent with the measured
data. The difficulty in fitting Eq. 6.3 to our data suggests that phase slip models may not
apply to our system.
The majority of phase slip models considered is derived for a nanowire and for a single
phase slip; however, for our samples we are considering phase slips happening in necks in
multiple places in the samples. From percolation theory it is clear that a finite number of
parallel connections (or necks) are present in percolating thin films and it is possible to
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Sample Name R N I 0(2K) I C(2K) T C Λ'
η Intercept η Slope ΛT C η Intercept/η Slope I 0(2K)/I C(2K)
A
A/K
A/K
A/K AK
kΩ A
K
F-6_900Ω
0.9
12
80 5.37
3.7
5
20 1.1
0.25
6.7
F-6_3.6kΩ
3.6
2.9
60 5.51
0.66
0.8
3.6 1.2
0.23
21
F-6_12kΩ
12
0.2
0.3 5.62
0.02
0.1
0.1 1.2
0.96
1.8
F-8_3.6kΩ
3.6
3.8
55 5.51
0.73
2.2
4.0 1.2
0.55
14.3
F-8_900Ω
0.9
11
100 5.37
6.2
7
33 1.1
0.22
9.0
Table 6.1 Analysis of I0 versus (TC – T) plots shown in Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13. I0 (2K) are obtained from V(I) fits for 2 K V(I) data. ′ is slopes obtained
from I0 (TC – T) plots. intercept obtained from I0 (TC – T) plots using Eq. 6.4. slope is estimated by multiplying ′ with TC.

is given Eq. 5.5.
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Figure 6.14 I0 (2K) estimated from the V(I) fits versus RN. Red colour is used for the Set-A samples,
blue colour is used for Set-B samples and green colour is used for Set-F samples.

estimate the number of parallel necks (NParallel). If a sample resistance is close to SIT
transition threshold (RN ~ 100 kΩ), it is expected that only one parallel connection is formed
between the electrodes. Hence, the critical current for the sample is expected to be
comparable to the critical current for a single neck (IC,min). Further, NParallel for the other
samples are estimated by dividing the critical current for the sample by IC,min. From Figure
5.4, it can be argued that the measured IC(0) varies with RN with power exponent ~ –1.33.
Therefore, combining this argument with the previous argument (NParallel = IC/IC,min), the
number of parallel necks NParallel can be estimated as

Parallel

=

N

100 kΩ

.

6.5

The estimated NParallel values are provided in Table 6.2. From the table it is clear that number
of NParallel, at which phase slips can occur, increases with decreasing RN. Therefore the
effective number of necks at which phase slips can occur (which is discussed in Section4.7.1) decrease with decreasing RN.
Thus, the effect of parallel necks on I0 vs (T – TC) analysis can be investigate by using ′
= NParallel in Eq. 6.4, as shown in Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13 (the purple dashed lines). It is
clear that the obtained fits are consistent with the data and close to the best fit line obtained
from Eq. 6.4, except for sample F-6 with RN = 12 kΩ. In this case also we get a finite value of
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Figure 6.15 I0(2 K)/ IC(2 K) versus RN. Red colour is used for the Set-A samples, blue colour is used
for Set-B samples and green colour is used for Set-F samples. IC(2K) is the measured critical current
from V(I) data at 2 K.

C; if we use C = 0 for the fits, the obtained fits are inconsistent with the data (not shown here
but the obtained fits using C = 0 are very close to the green lines). Although the fits obtained
using NParallel in Eq. 6.4 are consistent with the data, there is not any physical explanation for
a finite intercept value. Therefore, this suggests that the phase slip models may not explain
the non-linear region in the V(I) data.

6.2.5 Comparison of I0 with measured IC
Figure 6.14 shows that I0 changes with RN. The increase in I0 with decreasing RN is due to
the fact that in a percolation system the number of parallel connection (necks) increases with
decreasing RN. Hence, if the phase slip phenomena are happening in necks, then one might
expect the increase in an effective I0 with increasing parallel necks and indirectly with
decreasing RN.
Figure 6.15 shows the ratio of direct measured critical current IC at 2 K to I0 (at ~ 2 K) vs
RN. It is clear that I0 is an order of magnitude smaller than IC at 2 K at a given RN. Also for
our samples I0 increases with decreasing T, and we observe the same behaviour for the
critical current. A simple explanation for the variation of I0 with T and RN is that I0 simply
reflects the variation of IC. This analysis shows that although Eq. 6.1 fits V(I) data at low
current, the fitted parameter I0 cannot be simply related to phase slip models.
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Sample Name

N Parallel I 0(~ 2 K)

RN

A

kΩ
A-2
A-6
A-7
A-9
A-10
A-12
A-13
A-15
B-1
B-3
B-4
B-6
B-11
B-12
B-14
B-15
B-16
F-6_900Ω
F-6_3.6kΩ
F-6_12kΩ
F-8_3.6kΩ
F-8_900Ω

92
7.8
7.8
4.9
4.2
3.8
1.9
1.2
140
87
65
64
10
9.8
65
5.3
1
0.9
3.6
12
3.6
0.9

2
21
21
33
38
42
84
133
2
2
2
3
16
16
29
30
160
178
44
13
44
178

5
63
51
110
39
44
72
87
2.9
4
0.7
0.9
22
100
100
50
60
12
2.9
0.2
3.8
11

'
A/K

'/N
A/K
0.3
1.2
1.9
6.3
5.0
8.5
5.2
5.9
0.2
0.2
0.8
0.7
1.1
1.9
3.9
5.2
6.0
3.7
0.66
0.02
0.73
6.2

0.19
0.06
0.09
0.19
0.13
0.20
0.061
0.044
0.10
0.13
0.32
0.28
0.07
0.11
0.13
0.17
0.038
0.021
0.015
0.002
0.016
0.035

Table 6.2 Analysis of slopes of I0 versus (TC – T) plots, showing number of parallel connections (NParallel) estimated using Eq. 6.5, estimated value of I0 at ~ 2 K
from Eq. 6.1, and ′ for the respective samples obtained from I0 vs (TC – T) plots.
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6.2.6 Summary
The R(T) values obtained from V(I) data using Eq. 6.1 are consistent with the measured
R(T) data, and the R(T) data were fitted using the GZQPS equation (Eq. 4.4). All the fitted
parameters are explained in Section-4.7.2 and 5.2.2. According to the literature13,14,16,65,80,211,
if R(T) obtained from the V(I) data is consistent with the measured R(T) data, and both sets of
the data are fitted using a single phase slip model, it is claimed that the non-linear V(I)
characteristics at low current are due the phase slips. However, the literature does not
consider the fitted parameter I0 or the derived parameter
The

in detail.

′ values obtained using Eq. 6.4 are two orders of magnitude higher than the

theoretical value. If we use the theoretical value of ′ (= ), the obtained fits are inconsistent
with the data. This may be due to the fact that the phase slip models are for a single
nanowires and single phase slip in a wire. However, parallel necks are present in our thin
films and one can expect that phase slips are happening in each neck. Further, if we use ′ =
NParallel , the obtained fit is consistent with the measured data but with a finite intercept that
cannot be explained. Furthermore, measured IC values are 2.5 times bigger than the I0 and I0
scales with IC. Although, R(T) obtained from the V(I) data is consistent with the measured
R(T) data, the I0 values are two orders of magnitude higher than the theoretical value at a
given temperature. This discrepancy is not understood yet and opens avenue for future
research.
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6.3 BKT transition analysis
The BKT transition has been studied in 2D thin films33,41,96,101,105,218, Josephson junction
arrays98,149,215,219-223 and in disordered and granular systems158,221,224,225. For a BKT transition
which is due to vortex unbinding, one expects a sudden change in the exponent (b) of the
power law95,97



6.6

where b is a function of temperature and increases as the temperature is lowered. The power
law is expected below the BKT transition temperature, where b in Eq. 6.8 is greater than or
equal to 3 below the critical temperature, while above the transition temperature linear
behaviour is expected (equivalent to a power law with b = 1). Therefore, a clear change in the
calculated b would be observed at the critical temperature.

Figure 6.16 BKT fits obtained using Eq. 6.6 for three different Set-B samples; in all the figures the
final jumps have not been plotted, so that the change in the slopes at low currents is clearly visible. (a)
V(I) data measured at several temperatures for sample B-24 with RN = 80 Ω. Green, black, purple and
red dashed lines are for lines of slopes 40, 20, 3, and 1 respectively. (b) V(I) data measured at several
temperatures for sample B-22 with RN = 300 Ω. Black, blue, purple and red dashed lines represent the
lines of slopes 20, 15, 3 and 1 respectively. (c) V(I) data measured at several temperatures for sample B16 with RN = 755 Ω. Black, purple and red dashed lines represent the lines of slopes 15, 3 and 1
respectively.
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The exponent b is given as95,97,101

=1+

sℏ

4

6.7

B

where ns is the superconducting electron density. From the above equation one can calculate
the superconducting electron density,
/

S

which goes linearly to zero at TBKT as

S

~ (1 −

BKT ).

Kadin et al.100,101,226 studied the BKT transition in Hg-Xe alloy films; the samples with
higher sheet resistance showed broader b(T) transitions (hence lower values of TC0). Further
they showed this dependence on RN appears in approximate agreement with the microscopic
theory of dirty superconductors218. Ying et al.227 studied the BKT transition in YBCO thin
films and observed an exponential inverse square root temperature dependence of the
resistance above TC consistent with 2D behaviour of the thin films. Harris et al.104 studied the
BKT transition in disordered Josephson junction arrays and showed that TC0 and the slope of
b(T) above TC changes with disorder.

6.3.1 BKT transition analysis for Set-B and Set-F samples
As explained in the first section of this chapter, samples with RN < 1 kΩ have zero
voltage at low currents [as shown in Figure 6.1 (b)]. Close to IC we observed two different

Figure 6.17 b, obtained from V(I) data in Figure 6.16 using Eq. 6.6, plotted as a function of
temperature. Black, red and green filled circles are for samples B-24 with RN = 80 Ω, B-22 with RN = 300
Ω and B-16 with RN = 755 Ω respectively.
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regions in V(I) data [as shown in Figure 6.4 (b)]. The first region can be explained by BKT
behaviour. The second region is a dramatic jump at higher currents which is the jump to the
normal state due to heating effects. To measure the V(I) characteristics at higher currents,
pulsed measurements were performed on these samples (as discussed in Section-6.1.2).
Figure 6.16 shows three examples (samples B-16, B-22 and B-26) of BKT behaviour in
V(I) data. At low temperatures and high currents, the free vortices contributing to the voltage
are mainly from current induced depairing where nonlinearity occurs. At higher temperatures
V(I) curves are linear and no more vortex-antivortex pairs present where Ohmic behaviour is
observed. This behaviour is consistent with that expected for the BKT transition.
b values obtained from the three samples in Figure 6.16 using Eq. 6.6, are plotted as a
function of temperature in Figure 6.17. It is clear that the highest b values are obtained from

Figure 6.18 (a) b, obtained from low temperatures V(I) data, plotted as a function of T for Set-B
samples; solid lines represent the best fit lines for individual samples. In Figure 6.17 we provided b vs T
for three samples for all measured temperature and here we provide b vs T for 5 samples and in the
temperature range where b(T) is linear. (b) Rescaled version of (a) so that the data for high resistance
samples are clearly visible. (c) b plotted as a function of T for Set-F samples. Dashed lines represent the
best fit lines for individual samples. (d) b obtained from the lowest temperature (~ 2 K) V(I) data versus
RN for Set-B (blue filled circles) and Set-F (green inverted triangles) samples. The solid line represents
the best fit line for the data with slope ~ 0.046 Ω-1. Plot (a) plotted on the same scale as plot (b), so that we
can compare the b values obtained for Set-B and Set-F samples.
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the lowest RN sample from its lowest temperature V(I) data. The highest value of b is
obtained for the lowest temperature for all three samples and b decreases with increasing
temperature. At higher temperatures the V(I) relation is linear at the low-current limit which
is the result of thermally dissociated vortex-antivortex pairs. At higher temperatures slopes
decreases toward b = 1 where Ohmic behaviour is observed. In most of the samples, the
significant jump in b(T) from 3 to 1 is suppressed and the jump became smoother as RN
increases. A similar effect has been observed previously in randomly disordered arrays near
the percolation threshold (as a function of percolative disorder)102,104 and it has been claimed
that it is a result of the arrays not being fully renormalized as the BKT scale length decreases
with decreasing superconducting transition width (a jump from the superconducting state to
the normal state).101,228
In Figure 6.18 (a) and (b), b values obtained from low temperature V(I) curves (below the
critical temperature where b is linear with T) are plotted as a function of T for Set-B samples.
The magnitude slope of b(T) (below the critical temperature) increases with decreasing RN for
Set-B samples; the highest magnitude of slope (~ − 40 K-1) is observed for sample with RN =
30 Ω (not shown in the plot) and the lowest magnitude of slope (~ − 3.5 K-1) was observed
for RN = 750 Ω. Set-F samples show the same behaviour like Set-B samples [as shown in
Figure 6.18 (c)].
We define TBKT as the temperature at which b = 3. Also we observed a linear region [in
b(T) plots] below TC, and it is possible to extrapolate the linear region to b = 1. The
temperature at which b = 1 is referred as TC0, the mean field transition temperature.95,97,101
Figure 6.18 (b) and (c) show that there is a decrease in TC0 with increasing resistance RN.
We observe ~ 13 % decreased in TC0 for Set-B samples and ~ 15 % decreased in TC0 for Set-F
samples. A similar TC0 behaviour with RN was observed in the previous studies: Kadin et
al.101 and Epstein et al.100,226 observed ~ 38 % reduction in TC0 as a function of sheet
resistance. Further the author showed that the transition width (1 – TBKT/TC0) depend on the
sheet resistance of the films in approximate agreement with the theory of dirty
superconductors, as derived by Beasley, Mooij and Orlando.218
Figure 6.18 (d) shows the dependence of the value of b measured at 2 K on RN for Set-B
and Set-F samples. For Set-B samples, b approaches 1 at 1 kΩ. However, it is difficult to give
the same conclusion for Set-F samples. More analysis is required to provide a definite
conclusion.
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In summary, low current V(I)
V ) data for samples with RN < 1 kΩ
kΩ are consistent with the

BKT transition and these samples behave like 2D films. Moreover, there is indeed a range of
tem
temperatures
peratures over which b is linear with temperature. The slope of the linear region decreases
with increasing RN and hence the mean field transition temperature TC0 also decreases with
increasing RN. W
We also observed broadening of transition with increasing RN (which means
with decreasing coverage) and for Set-B
B samples the BKT phase extinguished for RN ~ 1 kΩ
Ω
(at coverage 0.72)
0.72).
226
158,228,229
229
According to the literature, both finite system size 100,101,226
and disorders102,105,158

have significant effect on the BKT transition. A smooth tran
transition
sition is expected in the vicinity
of TBKT when finite length accessible to experiment is taken into account. Furthermore, the
transition width (1 – TBKT/TC0) depends
depends on the normal state resistance of the samples and the
transition width as a function of RN provides a reasonable agreement with the theory of

superconductor in the limit of dirty superconductors. Moreover, Harris et al.158 studied the
BKT transition in disor
disordered
dered Josephson junction arrays, and show that the finite size effect

broadening of transition increases as disorder is increased. They compared the data with the
calculations of Kadin101 and showed that the observed broadening of the transition is in
reasonable accord with Kadin model. Further, they showed that a sufficiently larger amount
disorder destroy
destroys the BKT transition on a finite lattice scale. The BKT behaviour is supressed

Figure 6.19 Simulated percolating network of superconducting nanoparticles with coverage p =

0.69.4 (a) The backbone of nanoparticles that provides a current conducting path between the electrodes
is shown in black colour and the other groups of cconnected
onnected particles are shown in other colours. (b) At
low applied currents ((I < IC), superconducting weak links are shown in black and the links that do not
backbone have
carry currents (dead ends) are shown in grey. (c) At I = IC, the critical weak links on the backbon

transitioned to the normal state (red colour). (d) At I >> IC, all connections are in the normal state,
except for the dead ends.
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for 60% disordered sample where p = 0.5905.

6.4 Percolation power law in breakdown region
It is very fascinating to see how in a percolating thin film, successive transitions of weak
links from the superconducting state to the normal state take place with increasing current
(which is called the breakdown region), as illustrated in Figure 6.19.4 Figure 6.19 (a) shows
that at low currents the backbones of the connected particles are all in the superconducting
state. With increasing applied current, the local current in the weak links is exceeded and the
transition to the normal state, as shown in Figure 6.19 (b). As the applied current continues to
increase other links transition in until eventually, at IC, the last remaining wholly
superconducting path across the system is eliminated and a voltage is generated, as shown in
Figure 6.19 (c). If the applied current is increased further, all the weak links and more of the
strongly linked particles transition to the normal state until the entire backbone is resistive
and the normal state resistance RN is measured [as shown in Figure 6.19 (d)].
The successive transitions of weak links from the superconducting state to the normal
state as the applied current is increased often exhibit the power law of the breakdown

Figure 6.20 Breakdown region analysis for sample B-10 with RN = 10 kΩ, (p ~ 0.678). (a) Raw V(I)
data above IC [T = 2.20 – 5.90 K right to left]. (b) Breakdown plot obtained using Eq. 6.8. (c) Fitted
exponent b from Eq. 6.6 of the data in panel (a). (d) Fitted exponents a using Eq. 6.8 for the V(I) data at
different temperatures.
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Figure 6.21 Breakdown region analysis for sample F-8 with RN = 3.6 kΩ, (a) raw V(I) data [T = 2.70 –
4.80 K right to left] (b) breakdown plot (using Eq. 6.8), (c) fitted exponents a for the data in (b). The
dashed line in (b) represents the slopes of 2.1.

form35,37,230,231

( −

)

6.8

where a ~ 2 – 2.5.
The validity of the above equation is not well understood and there is always a question
on the universality of the exponent a as well as the range of p and I.

37,73,230-232

Bradley et

al.230 estimated a = 2.0  0.1 from both finite size scaling of lattice at pC and from a nodeslinks approximation for the overlapping discs problem, in the limit I → IC+, p → pC+. Granato
et al.37 used scaling calculation to derive a = 1.98 in 2D close to pC. For higher coverages,
they used a finite size scaling and dimensional argument to estimate a ~ 1.9 – 2.4. This value
is in reasonable agreement with their Josephson junctions. Prester231 showed that a linear
expansion of an effective coverage about IC and estimated a = 2.3 in 2D. Roux and
Herrmann232 simulated 2D networks of voltage activated resistors (complementary to
superconducting system) and proposed a mean field argument to show that a distribution of
voltage threshold should lead to I  (V – Vg)2 over entire range of V. A similar argument
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Figure 6.22 Breakdown region analysis for sample B-22 with RN = 300 Ω. (a) Pulsed data for sample B22. (b) Break down plot using Eq. 6.8. The dashed line represents the slope of 2.2. (c) Fitted exponents a
using Eq. 6.8 for the V(I) data at different temperatures. (Comparison of DC measurements with the
pulsed data is shown in Figure 6.5)

applies to the present superconducting system with a distribution of currents233, leading to Eq.
6.8 with a = 2.
Moreover, experimental observations of power laws of the breakdown region can be
found in studies of high temperature superconductors (HTSCs)35,234,235 as well as granular
system modelled as Josephson junction arrays236. In HTSCs the range of observed exponents
a = 2 – 3 is quite large, though the reason for this is not clear.

6.4.1 V(I) analysis in breakdown region
V(I) data for samples RN ≳ 1 kΩ show a noticeable curvature. This is referred as
breakdown region above IC. The V(I) curve shown in Figure 6.20 (a) are typical of low
coverage Set-A and Set-B samples with noticeable curvature. The curvature can be fitted
using Eq. 6.6 (V  Ib)

2

and the obtained exponent (b ~ 1 – 5) is temperature dependent

[Figure 6.20 (c)]. When the data is replotted as in Figure 6.20 (b) it becomes clear that the

2

We used the same equation for BKT fits and it is explained in detailed in Section-6.3.
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data are consistent with the percolation power law in the breakdown form (Eq. 6.8), where
the exponent a (~ 2) is temperature independent except near TC, as shown in Figure 6.20 (d).
Figure 6.21 shows the breakdown analysis for sample F-8 with RN = 3.6 kΩ; Figure 6.21
(a) shows typical V(I) curves above IC for low coverage Set-F samples. When the data
replotted as in Figure 6.21 (b) it becomes clear that the data are consistent with Eq. 6.8,
where exponent a (~ 2) is temperature independent except near TC, as shown in Figure 6.21
(d).
The break down region for low resistance samples (RN < 1 kΩ) can be traced only when
we performed pulsed measurements. A comparison of pulsed measurements and DC
measurements is provided in Section-6.1.2. V(I) pulsed data for all low RN samples are
similar to Figure 6.22 (a). These data are very similar to Figure 6.20 (a) for higher RN
samples. When the data replotted as a function of (I – IC) [Figure 6.22 (b)] it is clear that the
data are consistent with Eq. 6.8 and a = 2.1  0.1 independent of temperature, except near TC
[Figure 6.22 (c)].
It is important to mention that, the correct choice of IC means that the V(I) data at all
temperatures yield a single temperature independent slope on plots of V versus (I – IC),
whereas plots of this form, with an incorrect choice of IC yield either a strongly temperature
dependent a or a significant curvature. Our fitting procedure is validated by fits using Eq. 6.8

Figure 6.23 Low temperature exponents a plotted as a function of coverage obtained from plots of
the form of Figure 6.20 (b) for samples with wide range of values of RN. Blue symbols are used for Set-A
and Set-B samples with RN > 1 kΩ which were measured using DC measurements; red symbols are used
for Set-A and Set-B samples with RN < 1 kΩ, which were measured using pulses of 55 s to avoid the
heating effects (left figure) and the green symbols are for Set-F samples
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for samples with a wide range of coverages. Figure 6.23 shows that the fitted exponent is
both temperature and coverage independent, with a = 2.1  0.2 for all p > pC. The exponent
values are remarkably consistent over a wide range of coverages, apart from a few points
close to pC where large fluctuations are expected.
As explained earlier, Eq. 6.8 results from successive transitions of weak links from the
superconducting state to the normal state as the applied current is increased for percolating
network of particles (are discussed in Section-6.4).73,230,231 From the above discussion, the
power law exponent a is constant for all samples over a wide coverage range pC < p < 0.85
(100 kΩ < RN < 30 Ω). Also, Eq. 6.8 applies over a range of current that is typically 1 < I/IC <
10. This result is broadly consistent with previous experiments and theoretical
studies.35,37,230,231 However, in the literature the model is valid over a much narrower range of
p, and it is unclear why the values of a are so consistent over a wide range of coverages for
our samples.

6.5 Critical current analysis
The focus of this section is on the study of measured critical current as a function of
temperature and coverage; IC were measured from R(I) data, as discussed in Section-6.1
(Figure 6.2) and plotted as a function of coverage, as shown in Figure 6.24.
As explained in Section-2.9, for p > pC the spanning network consists of a series of nodes,
links and blobs237, where the mean distance between nodes is given by the correlation length.

Figure 6.24 (a) Critical current measured at ~ 2 K versus (p – pC) for the samples. The expected
power law for 2D continuum system (Eq. 6.9)22 is shown with exponents m = 4/3 (dashed line) and m = 1.8
(das-dot). (b) log-log plot of IC at ~ 2 K versus RN, red colour represents Set-A samples, blue colour
represents Set-B and green colour represents samples F-8 (triangles) and F-6 (stars). Dashed line exhibits
the slope of – 4/3 with different intercepts.
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When the particles are superconducting the necks between particles can be thought of as
weak links. In such films critical current can be defined as238

C

~( −

C)

6.9

where the value of m depends in the nature of weak links: m = 1.33 (4/3) for Josephsoncoupling and m = 1.821 for bulk-like depairing currents.22
The coverage dependence of the critical current for all the sets of samples is shown in
Figure 6.24 (a). The data is quite scattered and hence it is very difficult to distinguish
between the two possible cases, but since the necks between particles in our samples are
smaller than the superconducting coherence length, Octavio et al.22 suggest that m should be
4/3.
Figure 6.24 (b) shows a log-log plot of IC vs RN. The IC values measured for Set-F
samples are smaller than the measured from Set-A and Set-B samples. The small IC values are
due to the area of deposition for Set-F samples being 2.5 times smaller than the area of
deposition for Set-A and Set-B samples. IC vs RN follows a percolation power law with
exponent – 4/3; suggesting that NParallel increasing with decreasing in RN.

Figure 6.25 IC/IC(max) versus T/TC. Reference curves shown for [1 – (T/TC)4](dash-dot), AmbegaokarBaratoff tunnel Josephson junction form ICRN = (π∆/2e)tanh(∆/2kT) (dash), and thin films [1 –
(T/TC)4]3/2[1+(T/TC)2]1/2 (solid). Colour scale identifies the normal state resistance in Ω of the 40 samples:
Red RN< 100, Magenta 100 < RN< 1000, Cyan 1000 < RN < 5000, Black 5000 < RN< 10000, Blue 10000 > RN
and Green Set-F samples.
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The critical current at pC should be of the same order of magnitude that for a single
nanoparticle,239 which for a 30 nm diameter wire and JC = 10-7 A/cm2 as measured in Pb thin
films193, give an estimate of the critical current JCπr2 = 72 A. This estimate is an upper limit
(as the neck size between uncoalesced particles can be considerably smaller) but is consistent
with the data in Figure 6.24 (a). For p >> pC, there are many parallel paths (NParallel = 3300 –
6600 for a 100 × 200 m film with 30 nm clusters) and this suggests IC ~ NParallel ×72 A ~
240 – 480 mA which is an order of magnitude higher than actually observed for the thickest
films; this can be seen from Figure 6.24 (b), the highest coverage sample (RN ~ 15 Ω) has
critical current ~ 20 mA. The lower observed critical current in these films is consistent with
our expectation that at even high coverages disorder is significant.
The temperature dependence of the critical current is shown in Figure 6.25 for a range of
coverages: the observed functional form is similar for all samples. The decrease in IC with
increasing T lies between the Ambegaokar-Baratoff form171 for tunnel coupled Josephson
junctions and an empirical [1 – (T/TC)4] form which has been previously reported in granular
films.98 We note that a crossover to the Ginzburg-Landau thin film dependence, [1 - (T/TC)]3/2
close to TC, is observed in some low resistance samples. Clem240 argued that the crossover in
granular films is a result of a current induced gap suppression when the Josephson energy is
comparable to the condensation energy per grain [~ 2ξ(T)/a0 where a0 is the effective grain
size].
In summary the IC(0) vs coverage data is quite scattered, and it is possible to explain it
using the power law

for Josephson coupling as well as the power law for bulk

superconductor. However, for our samples necks are smaller than the bulk coherence length
for Pb. For such system, Octavio22 suggests that the power law is the Josephson coupling
version. IC vs T/TC data lies in between Ambegaokar-Baratoff form171 for tunnel coupled
Josephson junction and an empirical [1 – (T/TC)4] form for granular films.98

6.6 Conclusion
For samples with RN < 1 kΩ, the voltage is zero at low currents, suggesting only paired
vortices are present. The BKT power law behaviour (Eq. 6.6) for V(I) curves is observed at
high currents suggesting that the films are behaving as 2D systems. The power law exponent
for the BKT transition (at 2 K) decreases as RN is increased due to the presence of higher
percolative disorder102,104,229 and perhaps due to finite size effect104. The BKT transition is
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suppressed near RN ~ 1 kΩ; presumably because the system becomes insufficiently 2D at that
point.
For samples with RN ≳ 1 kΩ, a non-linear V(I) behaviour is observed at low currents and
can be explained using the GZQPS model (Eq. 6.1). The R(T) values estimated from the V(I)
fits are consistent with the measured R(T) data. In the literature13,16,20,65,93 the consistency
between the R(T) from V(I) fits and the measured R(T) data is considered as a signature of
phase slips. The fitted parameter I0 obtained from the V(I) fits scale with the measured IC but
values of I0/(TC – T) obtained from the fitted parameters are different from the theoretical
value. This inconsistency is not understood at present.
V(I) data above IC is explained using the percolation power law for the breakdown region
(Eq. 6.8) suggesting that there is a successive transition of necks from the superconducting
state to the normal state as the applied current is increased. Our measurements provide direct
experimental evidence of the near universal value of the breakdown power law with an
exponent a = 2.1  0.2 over a wide range of coverages, applied currents and temperatures.
In summary, V(I) characteristics for the cluster thin films change from 2D like behaviour
to 1D like behaviour, and this transition from 2D to 1D occurs at RN ~ 1 kΩ. This transition
is consistent with what we have observed for R(T) data; for

RN

< 1 kΩ a fully

superconducting state is observed and for samples with RN ≳ 1 kΩ, a finite resistance is
observed at ~ 2 K which can be explained using quantum phase slips.
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Chapter 7 Preliminary investigations of
additional effects
7.1 Samples deposited at room temperature
This section is focussed on analysis of results obtained for room temperature deposited
samples and compares these results with those for samples deposited at 10 K discussed in
previous chapters. From now onwards room temperature deposited samples have been
referred to as Set-D samples. These samples were deposited on four electrode geometry
samples. At room temperature coalescence has a large effect on morphology; the morphology
of Set-D samples and comparison with 10 K deposited sample are discussed in Section-2.6.
Further due to coalescence we observed very fast onsets for these samples and it was nearly
impossible to obtain samples with R(300 K) > 8 kΩ. After deposition, Set-D samples were
cooled down using liquid nitrogen overnight and on the next day they were further cooled
down to liquid helium temperatures when R(T) and V(I) measurements were performed.
Figure 7.1 shows a typical example of R(T) data (the blue line) measured over a wide

Figure 7.1 R(T) data for sample D-1 with RN = 960 Ω and R(300 K) = 7.3 kΩ. The blue line
represents R(T) data measured from 300 K ˗ ~ 2.5 K. The red line represents R(T) data measured from
2.5 – 200 K.
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Sample Name R N (8 K) R (300 K) R (300 K)/R N (8 K) R b
(Ω)
(Ω)
(Ω)
D-1
960
7300
7.6
D-2
720
5000
6.9
D-3
510
4000
7.8
D-4
350
1500
4.3
D-5
210
880
4.2
D-6
130
600
4.6

R b/R N (8 K) N Paralle l
47.1
20.3
17.2
0.56
18.2
4.1

0.049
0.028
0.034
0.002
0.087
0.031

13
15
19
61
87
93

Table 7.1 The table shows RN values, resistance measured at 8 K, R (300 K) values, resistance
measured at room temperature, and Rb values, resistance measured at ~ 2 K for Set-D samples. The
average value of R (300 K)/RN (8 K) ~ 6. NParallel exhibits the number of parallel necks.

range of temperature 2 – 300 K at a constant DC current and no magnetic field. When the
sample was cooled down to liquid helium temperature, a huge decrease in resistance is
observed. The total decrease in resistance for Set-D samples (from 300 K – 8 K) is ~ 1/6th of
R(300 K), as in Table-6.1. This behaviour is consistent for all Set-D samples. The
discrepancy in warming (the red line) and cooling (the blue line) R(T) curves is due to the
rate of change in temperature with time in both the measurements is different.
To be consistent with samples deposited at 10 K, the resistance measured at 8 K is
considered as RN for these samples.

7.1.1 SEM images
Detailed morphology study of 10 K deposited and 300 K deposited samples are provided
in Section-3.4.2. Here a brief comparison between SEM images of 10 K and 300 K deposited
samples is discussed.
Figure 7.2 shows typical SEM images for 10 K deposited and room temperature deposited
samples. It is clear that coalescence has a large effect on the morphology at room
temperature. Set-D samples have undergone extensive coalescence, with the predominant
feature being islands rather than individual clusters and to a “beading up” effect where the
coalesced islands tend to pull away from each other. This leads to the formation of blob-neckblob structures, as shown in Figure 7.2 (c) and (d). We are assuming that thin or small necks
[as shown in Figure 7.2 (d) inside the red circles] are responsible for phase slips.
For 10 K deposited samples the coalescence is negligible. The clusters stay at the place
where they land and give very high density film, as shown in Figure 7.2 (a) and (b). For these
samples big groups of clusters are connected by small granular wire like structures we call
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Figure 7.2 (a) and (b) show a typical SEM image for 10 K deposited samples with 25000 and 100000
x magnification respectively. (c) and (d) show a typical example for room temperature deposited samples
with 25000 and 100000 x magnification respectively. The red circles in panel (d) shows the smaller or
thinner neck which are small enough to satisfy phase slip criteria. (e) A typical example of necks present
in room temperature samples. (f) Critical paths present in the 10 K deposited samples. The scale bar for
panel (e) and (f) is 50 nm.

critical paths. As noted in Section-3.4.2, the morphologies observed in the SEM images
might not be completely accurate due to the possibility of coalescence during warming.
From Figure 7.2 (e) and (f), a typical neck thickness for room temperature samples is
comparable with thickness of the critical paths present in 10 K deposited samples. In contrast,
the number of necks, at which phase slips can occur, is smaller for Set-D samples than for
Set-A and Set-B samples (see Section-7.1.3).
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Figure 7.3 Resistance plotted as a function of T/TC for Set-D samples. The dotted lines represents
the Little fits obtained using Eq. 4.1 and the dashed lines in the figure represent the LAMH fits obtained
using Eq. 4.2.

Figure 7.4 IC(0), estimated from the fitted parameter using Eq. 4.8 for Set-D samples, plotted as a
function of RN. The green circles represent IC(0) calculated from the fitted parameters, and the red
circles represent IC measured at ~ 2 K for Set-D samples. The red dashed line represents the average
IC(0) value obtained for Set-A, and Set-B samples. The black dashed line represents the IC(2 K) vs RN
behaviour for Set-A, and Set-B samples.
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7.1.2 R(T) data analysis for Set-D samples
The values of TC obtained for Set-D samples are also independent of RN and smaller than
the critical temperature of bulk Pb; TC increases with increasing RN (not shown here) i.e. the
superconducting transition becomes broader as RN is increased and resistance at ~ 2 K, Rb,
decreases as RN is decreased, as in Table 7.1. This behaviour is similar to Set-A, and Set-B
samples with RN ≳ 1 kΩ, as explained in Section-4.7 and 5.2.

7.1.3 R(T) data analysis using Little and LAMH models
The TAPS analysis for Set-D samples is similar to that for 10 K deposited samples in
Section-4.7.1 and 5.2.1.
The Little (Eq. 4.1) and LAMH (Eq. 4.2) models provide acceptable fits to R(T) data in
the range of 0.95 – 0.99 TC, as shown in Figure 7.3. Also the estimated values of IC(0)
obtained from the fitted parameters using Eq. 4.8 for Set-D samples are of the same order as
for Set-A, and Set-B samples, and again the IC(0) values are independent of RN, as shown in
Figure 7.4. In addition to this, the thicknesses of necks in Set-D samples are comparable with
the width of critical path in Set-A and Set-B samples [see Figure 7.2 (e) and (f)]. This
suggests that the estimated IC(0) for Set-A and Set-B samples is for a critical path.
NParallel values for Set-D samples can be calculated in a similar way as we calculated for
the 10 K deposited samples (as discussed in Section-6.2.5). For the 10 K deposited samples,
the minimum IC(2 K) is measured for samples with RN ~ 100 kΩ near the SIT transition
where a single neck dominates transport through the system. Therefore, we extrapolate the
IC(2 K) vs RN plot for Set-D samples (Figure 7.4) and estimate IC(2 K) ~ 5 A for RN ~ 100
kΩ. NParallel values for Set-D samples are estimated using

C(

)

, as in Table 7.1. The

C,min

estimated NParallel values are smaller by about an order of magnitude than for 10 K deposited
samples at a similar RN value. This is consistent with the morphology, since the SEM images
show that the density is greater in Set-A and Set-B samples. In addition to this, thicknesses of
critical paths in Set-A and Set-B samples are comparable with the thickness of necks in Set-D
samples (see Figure 7.2) and hence the estimated IC(0) for critical paths are similar for Set-A,
Set-B and Set-D samples. This suggests that the smaller IC(2 K) values (measured for the
network) for Set-D samples is mainly due to the smaller number of parallel necks present in
these samples.
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Furthermore, the measured IC(2K) for lowest RN Set-D sample (i.e. sample D-6) is nearly
two orders of magnitude smaller than the theoretically estimated value of IC for p >> pC film
(see Section-6.5). However, we need more analysis to provide precise conclusion.
7.1.3.1

Low temperature R(T) data analysis for Set-D samples

The low temperature R(T) data analysis for Set-D samples can be performed in a similar
way as explained for Set-A, Set-B (Section-4.7.2) and Set-F (Section-5.2.2) samples.
Figure 7.5 shows that the GZQPS equation for a weak link (Eq. 4.4) provides acceptable
fits to low temperature R(T) data of Set-D samples. Furthermore, AGZ values obtained from
the GZQPS fits are nearly independent of RN and the average value is nearly equal to that for
Set-A and Set-B samples, as shown in Figure 7.6 (a).
BGZ increases with increasing RN for Set-D samples as expected from Eq. 4.11, as shown
in Figure 7.6 (b); it is important to note that all Set-D samples discussed here have RN ≲ 1kΩ.
This behaviour is consistent with what we observed for 10 K deposited samples with RN ≳
1kΩ.
BGZ values obtained for obtained for Set-D samples can be compared with 10 K deposited
samples by plotting all data together. Since the linear dependence of AGZ vary, we have

Figure 7.5 Resistance plotted as a function of T/TC for Set-D samples. The black lines represent the
GZQPS fits obtained using Eq. 4.4.
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Figure 7.6 (a) AGZ, obtained from the R(T) data using Eq. 4.4, are plotted as a function of RN. The
dashed line represents average value of AGZ obtained for Set-A and Set-B samples. (b) BGZ, obtained from
the R(T) data using Eq. 4.4, are plotted as a function of RN. The dashed line represents a line of slope 1.

plotted

GZ / GZ

as a function of RN, as shown in Figure 7.7. The ratio for all sets samples

follow the expected linear dependence (Eq. 4.11) on RN.
In summary, for all sets of samples, the GZQPS equation (Eq. 4.4) provides acceptable
fits to the low temperature R(T) data. The obtained AGZ values are approximately independent
of RN and

GZ

varies approximately linearly with RN. Plot of

GZ / GZ

are more closely linear

in RN because collected variation in the fitted parameters are de-emphasized.
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Figure 7.7 BGZ/AGZ plotted as a function RN for Set-D samples. The purple symbols represent the
room temperature deposited samples. The red, blue and green symbols are used for 10 K samples (SetA, Set-B and Set-F in respective order with the colours). The dashed lines represent lines of slope 1.

7.1.3.2

Rb analysis for Set-D samples

A base resistance Rb is observed for all Set-D samples except sample D-7 with RN ~ 2 Ω.
Rb versus RN follows a power law with exponent ~ 4/3 and the estimated Rb values from
GZQPS fitted parameters using Eq. 4.11 are consistent with measured Rb values directly from

Figure 7.8 Rb plotted as a function RN for Set-D samples. The purple symbols represent the direct
measured Rb values from R(T) data. The plus symbols represent the estimated Rb values from fitted
parameters using Eq. 4.12. The dashed line represents slope of 1.33.
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R(T) data; we observed this behaviour for 10 K deposited samples with RN ≳ 1 kΩ (see
Section-4.7.3 and 5.3).
From SEM images (see Figure 7.2), the density of coalesced particles for room
temperature deposited samples is small compared with the density of clusters for 10 K
deposited samples. Therefore the number of critical paths in parallel is smaller for Set-D
samples than for 10 K deposited samples at a similar resistance. The maximum number of
parallel connections for Set-D samples is 93 (for sample D-6 RN = 130 Ω) but a similar
number of parallel paths, at which phase slips can occur is estimated for sample A-13 (RN ~
2kΩ). This suggests, although the normal state resistance of room temperature samples are
below 1 kΩ, the 1D characteristics for these samples can be compared with high resistance 10
K deposited samples.
For Set-A, Set-B and Set-F samples we observed a transition to the fully superconducting
state at RN ~ 1 kΩ. However, for Set-D samples, more study is required to find a threshold
resistance for which a transition to the fully superconducting states is observed. Note
however that it is difficult to achieve RN values greater than ~ 8 kΩ.
7.1.3.3

R(T) analysis above the critical temperature

Similar to 10 K deposited samples (discussed in Section-4.8 and 5.4), AL models (Eq.
4.14) provides fits to the R(T) data (above TC, not shown here). 0 also increases with
increasing RN so for change in resistance that observed above TC can be ascribed to
superconducting fluctuations in the normal state.

7.1.4 V(I) data analysis for Set-D samples
In addition to R(T) measurements, V(I) data was also collected for most of the Set-D
samples which are discussed here. The critical current and amount of hysteresis at a given RN
value for these samples are smaller than the 10 K deposited samples (not shown here).
7.1.4.1

V(I) data analysis below IC

V(I) data below IC can be fitted using Eq. 6.1; the equation provides acceptable fits for
V(I) data as shown in Figure 7.9 (a). R(T) values obtained from fits to the V(I) data using Eq.
6.1 are consistent with the measured R(T) value; an example is shown in Figure 7.9 (b). This
part of the R(T) data is already explained using the GZQPS model (Eq. 4.4) in Section7.1.3.1, in the same way as explained for Set-A, Set-B and Set-F samples (Section-6.2.2).
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Figure 7.9 (a) V(I) curves (at T = 3.32, 5.84, and 6.17 K) for sample A-1 with RN ~ 1 kΩ with phase
slip fits (the blue lines) obtained using Eq. 6.1. The red crosses in the plot represent the omitted V(I)
data from the fits. (b) Measured R(T) data for sample A-1 with R(T) values obtained from the V(I) data
(circles) using Eq. 6.1.

Also the I0 obtained from the V(I) data are nearly same for all samples except for sample D-1
with RN ~ 1 kΩ, as shown in Figure 7.10. Furthermore, I0 values for Set-D are of the same
order as for Set-A and Set-B samples.
Thus, this suggests although R(T) obtained from V(I) data are consistent with the
measured R(T), it is not confirmed that the nonlinear V(I) behaviour at low currents is due to
phase slips. The result is consistent with what we observed for Set-A, Set-B and Set-F
samples (with RN  1 kΩ).
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Figure 7.10 I0, obtained from V(I) data using Eq. 6.1, plotted as a function RN for Set-D samples.
The dashed line represents average I0 values estimated for Set-A and Set-B samples.

7.1.4.2

V(I) analysis above IC

V(I) data above IC for Set-D samples can be explained using percolation power law for the
breakdown region. The procedure to calculate the power law exponent with examples is
already discussed in Section-6.4 for Set-A, Set-B and Set-F samples. Here, we focus on the
exponent a obtained for Set-D samples.

Figure 7.11 a, percolation exponent for breakdown region obtained from V(I) data using Eq. 6.8,
plotted as a function RN for Set-D samples. The dashed line shows the most probable value of a for SetA, Set-B and Set-F samples.
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a values obtained for Set-D samples are independent on temperature except very close to
TC, not shown here. Figure 7.11 shows that a is nearly constant for all RN value but the most
probable value for Set-D samples is smaller than for 10 K deposited samples. Nevertheless
the limited data is consistent with literature which predicts a ~ 2.
7.1.4.3

Conclusion

Coalescence has a significant effect for Set-D samples, and hence the overall morphology
for these samples is different from the 10 K deposited samples. The estimated numbers of
parallel conducting paths for Set-D samples are smaller than for 10 K deposited sample at a
similar normal state resistance. Therefore, the critical currents for Set-D samples are smaller
than for Set-A and Set-B samples at a similar resistance.
Despite the difference in the surface morphology, the results obtained from the R(T) fits
indicate that the R(T) data for Set-D samples can be explained using the TAPS and GZQPS
models, The calculated values of IC(0) for Set-D samples are of the same order as for Set-A
and Set-B suggesting that the neck size in Set-D samples is comparable with the width of
critical path.
The low current V(I) data for Set-D can be explained using phase slip models while V(I)
data above IC is explained using percolation power law for the breakdown region with
exponent a ~ 1.5 which is smaller than we observed for 10 K deposited samples. The BKT
transition is not observed for Set-D samples presumably necks in the coalescence films
dominate the transport properties, and the films are not sufficiently two dimensional.
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7.2 Insulating samples and the SIT
Only superconducting samples have been discussed so far in this work. These samples
have RN ≲ 150 kΩ but samples with higher RN are found to be insulating. Instead of
decreasing resistance with decreasing temperature, samples in the insulating regime show
increasing resistance with decreasing temperature. The maximum resistance is observed at
lowest temperature. We will discuss R(T) and V(I) results obtained for insulating samples and
we will refer to these samples as Set-E samples, as shown in Table 7.2. All these samples

Sample Name R N

Rb

kΩ

kΩ

E-1
E-2
E-3
E-4
E-5
E-6
E-7

4700
2100
1800
590
390
310
180

5300
3100
2800
2800
370
280
160

Table 7.2 The table shows RN and Rb values measured from R(T) curves, which were measured at 10
nA constant DC current, for Set-E samples.

Figure 7.12 (a) Resistance plotted as a function of T/TC to show the SIT transition as a function of
normal state resistance/coverage. (b) R(T/TC) plotted on a linear scale to show insulating behaviour of
samples with RN > 1 MΩ. All the R(T) curves were measured at 10 nA DC current.
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were deposited at 10 K; all samples have four electrodes except for sample E-1 which had
two electrodes. Apart from sample E-5 all the samples are measured without filters but at
such high resistance it is expected that the effect of the filters is negligible.

7.2.1 Introduction
The SIT transition has been studied in various systems, for example by introducing
disorder in 2D systems146,241,242, by electric field and current tunning SIT in granular thin
films

48,128,133,243

, and by magnetic field tuning in thin films128,133,145,244. In this section we

study the SIT transition that occurred as a function of coverage (corresponding to the normal
state resistance of Set-E samples), and by changing the applied DC current or applied DC
voltage.

7.2.2 R(T) behaviour of insulating samples
An SIT transition is observed near RN ~ 150 kΩ; all samples with RN ≳ 150 kΩ were
insulating as signified by a negative slope dR/dT at low temperatures. Resistance versus T/TC
data for insulating and superconducting samples near the SIT transition is shown in Figure
7.12. For most of the Set-E samples, the resistance first decreased near the transition
temperature and then started increasing at low temperatures and reached a maximum value at
T ~ 2 K. Interestingly, a decrease in the resistance with increasing temperature was also
observed for the insulating samples for T > TC.
The SIT transition in granular or percolating thin films can be explained in terms of the

Figure 7.13 SIT transition obtained using DC current for sample E-5 with RN = 400 kΩ. The applied
DC current increases from 10 nA to 500 nA from top to bottom curve.
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change in Josephson junction energy with RN. Since it is known that global superconductivity
is established via Josephson tunnelling between the grains.168,185 With increasing RN the
Josephson energy becomes small compared to the Coulomb (or charging) energy and global
superconductivity is lost. This is reflected as a finite resistance at low temperature.17,133
Finally, at high enough sample resistance, RN ≳ 150 kΩ, Josephson junction energy is
diminished to the point where coupling between the superconducting grains becomes more
characteristic of a superconductor-insulator-superconductor junction. The current in this kind
of junction is carried via quasiparticle tunnelling. Since quasiparticle tunnelling is attenuated
near TC, a sufficiently disordered film shows superresistive behaviour.30,168,184,185 While our
data is broadly consistent with this model a more quantitative analysis would be required to
provide any definite conclusion.
7.2.2.1

Current tuned SIT transition

Figure 7.13 shows that the SIT transition can be driven by changing the applied DC
current passing though the sample; this looks similar to Figure 7.12 (a). This demonstrates
that DC current can be used to overcome the charge barrier in insulating samples, hence
partially recovering Josephson coupling between clusters. The low temperature residual
resistance under highest applied DC current suggests that the length scale of the phase
coherence is still much shorter than the sample size.6,26,130,245 We observed ~ 80 % decrease
in Rb (compared to the maximum Rb value) with increasing current.
Further analysis of Figure 7.13 shows that both the regions above and below TC can be

Figure 7.14 Log-linear plot for R(T) data for sample E-5 measured at 10 nA DC current with
exponential fits above and below TC. This is used as an example to show R(T) data with fits.
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fitted using an exponential function [R ~ exp(mIT)]24,26, as shown in Figure 7.14. The
magnitude of mI values obtained for T < TC decreases and saturates near zero with increasing
current, as shown in Figure 7.15 (a). mI(I) is qualitatively similar for samples with different
values of RN.
The magnitude of mI values obtained from R(T) fits below the critical currents decreases
with increasing current, as shown in Figure 7.18 (b). mI values for T > TC are smaller than
those for T < TC at the corresponding current value. For T > TC, the obtained mI values are
positive in the vicinity of SIT transition; also mI values at a given current are nearly the same
for different RN samples and follow a similar behaviour with current.
In the basic model discussed above, the increase in resistance at low temperatures is
expected to be associated with the Coulomb barrier energy. As the Cooper pair charge is 2e
and therefore expected ratio of mI obtained from R(T) fits below and above the critical
temperature is expected to be ~ 4. However, for our sample the estimated ratio is more than
the expected value for most of the samples, as shown in Figure 7.15 (c). The nearest
estimated ratio value (~ 6) is obtained for sample E-1; the black squares in the figure while
this is qualitatively consistent with a Coulomb barrier. Detailed analysis is required to fully

Figure 7.15 mI obtained from R(T) measured at different currents (a) below TC and (b) above TC.
Triangles, squares and circles represent samples E-1, E-2 and E-5 respectively. (c) Ratio mI obtained
above TC and mI obtained below TC as a function of current.
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Figure 7.16 (a) Log-linear plot for R(T) data for sample E-5 measured at 10 nA DC current with the
fits obtained using equation R ~ exp(mI0/T) above and below TC. This is used as an example to show R(T)
data with fits. (b) mI0 as a function of current obtained from low temperature (T < TC) R(T) fits. (c) The
ratio of mI obtained from below and above the critical temperature R(T) fits plotted as a function DC
current.

understand this behaviour.
It is also possible to fit R(T) data above and below TC using R ~ exp(mI0/T)145,148,149, as
shown in Figure 7.16 (a). The fitted mI0 values below TC are more than for above TC. mI0
values decrease with increasing current and close to superconducting behaviour mI0 are
negative, as shown in Figure 7.16 (b) and (d). We still need a detailed analysis to provide a
definite conclusion.
Wu et al.246 and Barber et al.245 studied Al and Pb granular films respectively. They
claimed that current tuned SIT behaviour can be explained using a superconductor-insulatorsuperconductor single junction model. Barber et al.133,245 studied SIT behaviour for different
RN samples and claimed that if the samples are in the intergranular tunnelling dominated
regime, then the samples should have very similar temperature dependence with only a
different resistance magnitude. This suggests that mI versus current behaviour should be
similar for different RN samples.
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Figure 7.17 SIT transition obtained using DC voltage bias (V = 3.2, 6.4, 16.6, 32, and 64 mV) for
sample E-5. The applied DC voltage increases from ~ 30 mV to 64 mV from top to bottom curve.

7.2.2.2

Voltage tuned SIT transition

The results in the previous section suggest that the Coulomb barrier should be overcome
as a constant DC voltage is increased. Indeed the SIT transition for an insulator sample can
also be achieved by increasing applied DC voltage across the sample, as shown in Figure
7.17. The change in resistance from the normal state to superconducting state is ~ 5 times
larger for small applied DC voltage compared to the applied DC current. We observed ~ 90%

Figure 7.18 mV obtained from R(T) curves measured at different DC voltage (V = 3.2, 6.4, 16.6, 32,
and 64 mV) sample E-5; (a) below TC and (b) above TC. (c) The ratio of mV obtained from below and
above the critical temperature R(T) fits plotted as a function DC current.
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Figure 7.19 mV0 obtained from R(T) curves, measured at different DC voltages (V = 3.2, 6.4, 16.6, 32,
and 64 mV) for sample E-5; (a) below TC and (b) above TC.

decrease in Rb value with increasing bias voltage until the sample showed superconducting
behaviour. Similar to the current tuned SIT transition, we did not observe a fully
superconducting state at maximum voltage. Furthermore, the SIT transition obtained using
voltage bias can be explained in the same way, we have explained in the previous section by
considering granular model.243,247
One can fit R ~ exp(mVT) to R(T) data and the obtained values of mV for different bias
voltage. mV, obtained from R(T) fits below the critical temperature, increases with increasing
applied DC voltage and reaches zero when the sample shows a superconducting transition, as
shown in Figure 7.18 (a). Furthermore, mV, obtained from R(T) fits above TC, increases with
increasing applied DC voltage and mV values changes from negative values to positive values
close to the SIT transition, as shown in Figure 7.18 (b). Also, the fitted mV values from R(T)
fits above TC are smaller than for below TC at similar voltages. Furthermore, the ratios of mV
values obtained above and below TC are greater than the expected ratio of Coulomb barrier
energy for insulating state to the Coulomb energy in the normal state (i.e. 4), as shown in
Figure 7.18 (c).
An alternative equation R ~ exp(mV0/T)145,148,149 can be used to fit R(T) data above and
below TC. From Figure 7.19, it is clear that the fitted mV0 values below TC are more than for
the fitted mV0 values above TC. For T > TC, mV0 values decrease with increasing voltage and
close to superconducting behaviour mV0 are negative. For T < TC, mV0 values decrease with
increasing voltage and saturate in the vicinity of superconducting. A detailed analysis is
required to provide a certain conclusion.
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7.2.3 V(I) and I(V) analysis for Set-E samples
Along with the R(T) measurements, V(I) and I(V) data were also collected for some of the
Set-E samples and are presented here in Figure 7.8 (a) and (c). These samples were very
unstable and sensitive to high applied currents and voltages. Therefore, the maximum current
was ~ 1 A and maximum voltage was ~ 1 V.
It is easier to explain R(V) and R(I) curves [Figure 7.8 (b) and (d)] rather than the V(I) and
I(V) curves. We begin by focusing on data obtained by varying the voltage. For T < TC and at
low voltages, a rapid decrease in the resistance is observed and resistance eventually saturates
at higher voltages, as shown in Figure 7.20 (b). All R(V) curves, measured below TC,
converge at resistance at that point is ~ 294 kΩ.
For T > TC, the resistance [the black line in Figure 7.20 (b)] again decreases with
increasing voltage but the change in resistance with voltage is slower than for T < TC. Also
the R(V) curve (measured above TC) saturates at a slightly higher resistance value (~ 300 kΩ).
The difference between the saturated resistances (measured at ~ 1 V) above and below TC is
nearly equal to change in R value observed in the SIT transition obtained using a small
constant DC voltage (as shown in Figure 7.17).

Figure 7.20 (a) I(V) curves, (b) R(V) curves, (c) V(I) curves and (d) R(I) curves obtained at 2.8 K, 3.7
K, 4.7 K, 5.61 K and 7.2 K for sample E-5. Black curves represent the measurements above TC.
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Figure 7.21 (a) I(V) curves, and (b) R(V) curves are simulated curves obtained using Eq. 7.1

Most basic tunnelling equation is
∝

where

=

ℏ

(

7.1

− ).248 Simple simulations show that this equation does not

reproduce the experimental data, as shown in Figure 7.21. This suggests that the obtained
I(V) or R(V) characteristics are not simply due to tunnelling. A detailed analysis including
Coulomb charging effects is required to provide a full explanation of the experimental data.
We now turn to the data obtained as a function of current [Figure 7.20(c) and (d)]. We
observed first decrease in resistance with increasing current and then saturation of resistance
at the higher current for R(I) curves. Also, R(I) curves measured below TC converged at ~ 300
nA. However, the change in resistance with current for R(I) curves, measured above TC, is
very small and the R(I) curve saturates at higher values of resistance, as shown in Figure 7.20
(c). Further, the difference in saturated resistance for R(I) curve measured above and below
TC is consistent with the decrease in R observed in the low current data shown in Figure 7.13.
In conclusion, we can say that we observed thermally activated region at low bias voltage
and current measurements but more quantitative conclusions are not possible without a more
detailed analysis.

7.2.4 Conclusion
From the above discussion it is clear that we observed the SIT transition at RN ~ 150 kΩ.
Our system can be closely related to Josephson junction arrays; Fazio et al.221 studied SIT
transition in Josephson junction arrays and observed the SIT transition at RN ~ 20 kΩ and Rb
~ 100 kΩ and showed that Rb increases with increasing RN which is a consequence of
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increasing Coulomb energy as RN increases. Herzog et al.249 studied SIT transition for
granular wires (Pb, Sn and Pb0.85Bi0.15) with widths as small as 40 nm; they summarized that
the possible SIT (~ 10 – 103 kΩ) in granular wires. Moreover, the SIT transition is not
universal in the case of granular and cluster films24,36,37. Even in nanowires46, the
superconducting transition was observed for some samples with RN ~ 350 kΩ. More analysis
is required for these samples to provide a better explanation.
It is also possible to obtain an SIT transition for insulating samples by increasing applied
DC current and DC voltage. Furthermore, we observed increase in mI (or mV) values with
increasing applied DC current (or DC voltage). This suggests that at sufficiently higher
current/voltage Josephson junction energy overcomes the Coulomb energy and the samples
show superconducting behaviour. Furthermore, all the samples which show the SIT transition
are the below percolation threshold and show a very similar temperature dependence.
I(V) and V(I) data shows interesting features. We observed temperature dependent change
in resistance at low bias voltage/current. Below TC, R(V) or R(I) data saturates and converges
at high voltage or current. Further, we observed a difference in the saturated resistance for
below and above TC, R(V) or R(I) curves are consistent with the change in R observed at TC
obtained by changing DC voltage or DC current. Furthermore, I(V) behaviour is different
from the basic tunnelling I(V) behaviour. A detailed analysis including Coulomb charging
effects is required to provide a complete explanation for the experimental data.
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Chapter 8 Conclusion and Future Work
The main aim of this thesis was to study the superconducting and insulating properties of
nanocluster films. The nanocluster films were made using 30 nm diameter lead (Pb) clusters
deposited at room temperature (300 K) and low temperature (10 K). The functionality of the
deposition system used allowed control over the final surface coverage. Samples studied here
consist of a wide range of coverages well above and below the percolation threshold. By
changing the coverage the normal state resistance RN ranged from 30 Ω to 5 MΩ, and the
dimensionality of the system varied from the 1-dimensional (1D) to the 2-dimensional (2D)
limit with clear consequences for the experimentally measured behaviour. The main results
for low temperature deposited samples, in which coalescence is limited and cluster size is
fixed, can be summarized in phase diagrams as discussed below.

8.1 T-RN phase diagram
Figure 8.1 summarizes results obtained for 10 K deposited samples in the limit of small
currents, over a wide range of surface coverages. As the cluster size is the same for all
samples and it is smaller than the bulk coherence length, the critical temperature remained the
roughly constant (it decreases slightly with increasing RN) albeit smaller than the bulk

Figure 8.1 Schematic T-RN phase diagram obtained from 10 K deposited samples in the limit of
small currents. p and TBKTin the figure represent the coverage and BKT critical temperature.
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value26. A fully superconducting state was observed for RN < 1 kΩ (coverage ~ 0.72); these
samples exhibited BKT behaviour in V(I) measurements (as discussed in Section-8.2). This
suggests that only bound vortices exist at low temperatures, and as a consequence zero
resistance is observed at low temperatures. Furthermore, the BKT transition temperature TBKT
[or b(2 K) the power law exponent for the BKT transition] obtained from V(I) measurements
decreases as RN increases due to the presence of percolative disorder i.e. as a function of a
coverage. Above TBKT, thermal fluctuations in the system break bound vortex-antivortex pairs
and the free vortices create resistance in the film. We have observed a clear transition from
bound to free vortices above TBKT in V(I) measurements. However, we did not observe direct
evidence of the BKT transition or presence of free vortices in the R(T) measurements.
For samples with 150 kΩ ≳ RN > 30 Ω, R(T) measurements in the vicinity of TC are
consistent with thermal phase slips (see Section-4.7.1 and 5.2.1). Groups of clusters are
separated by narrow necks with widths small enough to reduce the free energy required for
phase slips sufficiently to allow them to dominate. Fitted parameters from the TAPS models
support that the coherence length at 0 K remained the same over a wide range of RN, as
expected for systems with similar cluster sizes.
For samples with RN ≳ 1 kΩ, at lower temperatures (below ~ 0.7 TC) the decrease in
resistance with temperature is consistent with quantum phase slips (see Section-4.7.2 and
5.2.2). These quantum phase slips were also responsible for a finite resistance (Rb) at ~ 2 K.
With decreasing coverage the effective number of necks, at which phase slips can occur, in
series increases (and effective number of necks in parallel decreases) and Rb grows.
Samples with RN ≳ 150 kΩ, which are well below percolation threshold, consist of
clusters or group of clusters separated from each other by weak links or by tunnel gaps. The
increase in resistance at low temperature suggests that Coulomb energy is greater than the
Josephson energy. Below TC, these groups of clusters became superconducting and R(T) data
showed the re-entrant behaviour i.e. a decrease in resistance in the vicinity of TC. However, at
low temperatures the Josephson junction energy was dominated by Coulomb energy,
resulting in an insulating phase. Josephson junction energy in this insulating phase can be
recovered by applying a DC current or voltage and ultimately the SIT transition was observed
(see Section-7.2.2).
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Figure 8.2 Schematic I-RN phase diagram obtained from our results. IC and s/c represents the
critical current and superconducting state, respectively.

8.2 I-RN phase diagram
All results obtained from V(I) measurements can be summarized using the phase diagram
presented in Figure 8.2. For samples with RN < 1 kΩ, the V(I) curves for each of these
samples are examined a function of temperature and found to be consistent with the BKT
theory in which resistive transition is governed by the unbinding of thermally created vortexantivortex pairs. The qualitative features of V(I) curves for these samples are the same as
expected for BKT theory in the literatures100,101: the BKT power law exponent is 1 above TC,
an abrupt increase of the exponent to three or more at TC, and the exponent increases
progressively to higher values as the temperature lowered below TC (see Section-6.3.1). In
addition, the linear growth in b(T) for T < TC is less rapid for high RN samples (but RN <
1kΩ); this result is a natural consequence of broadened transition due to increase in
percolative disorder as p approaches pC. All of these results suggest that percolative disorder
broaden the resistive transition without changing the overall 2D phase transition.
Furthermore, a sufficiently large disorder can destroy the transition completely in a finite size
system. Harris et al.95 suggested this crossover occur when percolation correlation length is
equal to the system size which for our samples corresponds to RN ~ 1 kΩ.
For samples with RN ≳ 1 kΩ, a non-linear V(I) behaviour is observed at low currents and
can be explained by quantum phase slips in narrow necks in the percolating films (see
Section-6.2.1). The resistance estimated from V(I) fits are consistent with the measured R(T)
data at similar temperature and that part of R(T) data is explained using

the GZQPS

model13,80. The fitted parameter, I0 increases with increasing (TC – T) as expected in the
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GZQPS model but values of I0/(TC – T) obtained from the fitted parameters are inconsistent
with the expected values – this discrepancy is not understood at present.
Above critical current (I > IC), for samples with 150kΩ ≳ RN ≳ 1 kΩ a successive
transition of necks (weak links) from the superconducting state to the normal state with
increasing applied current was observed. (For samples with RN < 1 kΩ, there is a dramatic
jump to the normal state at higher current and the breakdown region is not immediately
obvious in measurements with DC currents. Pulsed current measurements allow V(I) data to
be measured well beyond IN for these samples.) The data analysis (for samples over the range
100kΩ ≳ RN > 30 Ω) provide direct experimental evidence for a near universal value of the
breakdown percolation power law with an exponent a = 2.1 ± 0.2 over a wide range of
coverages, applied currents and temperatures (as discussed in Section-6.4.1).
High resistance samples (p << pC, RN > 150 kΩ) show an activated resistance associated
with the insulating state and re-entrant superconductivity as discussed in the previous section.

8.3 T=0 ground state phase diagram
Figure 8.3 presents a phase diagram summarizing the effect of changing normal state
resistance on the state of the system.
Samples with RN < 1 kΩ show fully superconducting state below the critical temperature
and below the critical current. These samples further show the BKT transition [in V(I)
measurements] and behave as 2D system. The power law exponent for the BKT transition (at

Figure 8.3 Schematic T = 0 phase diagram obtained from our results. b is the BKT power law
exponent and Rb is base resistance measured at ~ 2 K.
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2 K) decreases with increase in RN due to the presence of higher disorder and perhaps due to
finite size effects. At sufficiently high percolative disorder (for RN ≳ 1 kΩ), the BKT
transition is suppressed.
Samples with 150kΩ ≳ RN > 1 kΩ show a finite resistance (Rb) at ~ 2 K. In literature
this behaviour is referred as to metallic behaviour or quantum phase; intermediately effects to
understand this “metallic” phase are ongoing.192,245 It is observed that Rb versus RN follows a
power law with exponent ~ 4/3 (see Section-4.7.3 and 5.3). The increase in Rb with RN is
believed to be due to the presence of quantum phase slips: the effective number of necks at
which phase slips can occur, increases with increasing RN.
For samples with RN ≳ 150 kΩ, groups of superconducting clusters are weakly coupled.
These samples become insulators since the charges on each group of clusters are localized
and activation energy of the order of Coulomb energy is required to transport Cooper pairs
through the system. With increasing resistance (or decreasing coverage) the size of the groups
of clusters decreases and the distance between groups increases. This leads to increase in
Coulomb energy and ultimately to an increase in Rb values. These insulating states are
suppressed by finite measurement currents. The expected transition from superconductor to
insulator is at 6.4 kΩ;2 however for our system we observed this transition at RN ~ 150 kΩ. A
similar behaviour was observed for Josephson junction arrays221 and granular nanowires249.
More analysis is required for these samples to provide a better explanation.

8.4 Future work
In this thesis the focus has been on regime p > pC (RN < 150 kΩ), but it is clear that there
is still considerable work to be done in order to fully understand the processes occurring
below the percolation threshold. In first instance, a more solid theoretical understanding of
insulating behaviour for 2D and 1D system is required. One interesting approach of
investigating insulating samples would be sequential depositions i.e. to halt deposition well
below the percolation threshold and measure R(T) and V(I) characteristics and then continue
deposition in sequence; similar to Set-F sample. In this process, it would be possible to map
the SIT transition as a function of coverage for a single sample.
There is plenty of scope for future work. Percolating thin films can be made using smaller
cluster size in the regime of p > pC and p < pC. It would be interesting to investigate whether
the fully superconducting states is possible for smaller clusters percolating films; if it is, then
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it would be also be interesting to study the BKT transition. Furthermore, the BKT behaviour
as a function of percolative disorder could be studied and the comparison the results for
smaller cluster with the discussed results in this thesis would provide an analysis of the
effects of cluster sizes on BKT transition. Percolating films in the regime of p < pC would
allow us to study the SIT transition and its dependence on the particle size and the cluster
coupling can be studied. Transport measurements would provide some insight in the
underlying mechanism of the transition presumably governed by Coulomb blockade
phenomena and quantum mechanical tunnelling in the insulating states.
Different substrate in addition to cluster coverage could be used to control the Josephson
coupling between nanoparticles and between clusters. Moreover, these coupling constant
could also be tailored by means of controlled oxidation of the samples, being able to form
oxide layers between particles and hence altering the coupling between them.
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